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ABSTRÃCT

TITLE: SOME ASPECTS OF MARKET EOUILIBR.ATION PROCESSES IN
ECONOMIC THEORY

Equilibrium method in economic theory is based on
analysis of planned behaviour, without regard to its feasibi-
lity outside equilibrium. consêquently, theorems derived by
meaãs of this nethod are crucially dependent on planned be-
haviour as it determines equilibrium, stability, market pres-
sure in disequilibrium and descríption of paths outside
equi l ibrium.- The purpose of this thesis is to examine the role of
realized, aè opposed to planned, behaviour in disequilibrium'
and the possiblè consequences of taking into account the fact
that planned behaviour in disequilibrium is unfeasible. More
speciiically, planned behaviour may not be relevant as a de-
terminant of any of the following: the stationary state' pres-
sure on market variables outsíde equilibrium, or conditions
for stability of equilibrium. Nor may it be relevant as a de-
scríption of ilisequiJ-ibrium paths. The aim is to examine real-
ízed behaviour in these contexts and to compare stationary
states, stability conditions and disequilibrium paths rdith
those derived. from analysis based on pl-anned behaviour.

The analysís employs a classífication of endowment ef-
fects on demand as an analytical- framework, and distinguishes
feasibl-e from unfeasible income, sales and production p1ans.
A revíew, interpretation and critical evaluation of prevíous
work on the subject is undertaken. This provides dírections
and points of departure for the main analysis in this thesis.

The main ãnalysis develops explicitly dynamic disequi-
librium model-s of production and exchange, and conducts com-
parisons of stationary states, stability and disequilibrium
þaths, with those of models in which only planned behaviour
is taken into account. Models are constructed for a single
market (vrith the commodity assumed first non-durable and later
durable, and the market structure either competition or mono-
poly). Furthermore, aggregate disequilibrium models of pro-
ão"tion and. exchange are developed, with and without invento-
ries and exchange money. Market structure in these models is
that of perfect competition.

the principal results of the analysis are that whereas
the stationãry stãte in pure exchange is sensitive to real-
ized transactions within the market period, introduction of
production cons iderations in both a partial anil general ilisequi--lib.ium setting makes the stationary state insensitive to real-
ized behaviour in the longer run (market period equilibrium is
still sensitive) . Stability is more clifficult to satisfy vthen
realized behaviour is taken into account. The model used in
the equilibríum method, however, was found to be stable when
the disequilibrium model was. This result, together \"ith the
invariance of the stationary state means that comparative sta-
tic theorems derived by means of the equilibrium method are
not changed. Final1y, ãisequilibrium paths of explicit disequ-
ifibrium modefs were found to be radically clifferent frcrn those
predicted by models based. on planned behaviour.
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fNTRODUCT ION

This ínvestígation is concerned with the equilibration
':
process in economíc theory.Morê specifícal1y, the raain pur-

pose is to examine the role of realizéd disequilibrium be-

havior:r j¡r relation to the traditional equilibriun metho¿l and

the associated tatonnement process of equilibration ' Conse-

quently, the focus and concern of this thesís are with dis-

equilibrium analysis and comparíson of resufts to those of

the equilibrium method.

In order to enlarge upon the above st-atementra L'rief

description of the equilibrium method vri1l first be und.er-

taken; the scope, focus, and main questions raised in this

investigation wilt be discussed; the importance of the is-

sues raised will- be indicated; finally, an outline of the

'work will be given.

(a) The equilibrium method. The notion of equilibrium

is fundamen¡al, and. indeed indispensable, to the method of

traditional economic theory. More specifically' the great

majority of "meaningfut" theore*"1 in the discipline are cle-

rived from comparisons of equil-ibria. fndeed, some theorists

would even claim that there are only theories of equílibri-

um behaviour in economics?

l' The term is due to P. Samuel-scn' (1947), on \'¡hose
v/ork the description of the equil-ibrium method in the text
is largeJ-y based.

2 co*p.r" K. r,ancaster, (1968), p.201.



The established method of equilibrium analysi= ,rr.ror1""

postulation of the behavioural functions involved in the phe-

nomenon to be studied3 as well as the conditions that have to

be satisfied for equilibríum to prevail. An examination of

basic characteristics of the equiiibrium position is then

undertakenl once this is completed, the analysis proceeds tÕ

ask the main question. How do the values of variables ínvolved

change when something in the model under analysis changes?

The factor changed may be the initial conditions (the

starting point of the anal-ysis), an êxogenous variable (a

force external to the system) , or an internal p4rameter of

the moCel ( the form of a behavioural function) " once such

a parametric change is specÍfied, the analysis proceeds to

examine the change in the variables of the system- The para-

metríc change may be permanent' intermittent or transient,

and the consequent effect on the variables of the system may

be investigated from several poínts of view. one might, for

example, be interested in the short-run reaction of the sys-

tem to the change; the effect on the l-ong-term equilibrium

of the system; or, the effect on some characteristic of the

3 et thi" stage, the choice of variables to be studied
and the scope and detail of the analysis are determined'

4 It htt first either heen proved or assumed that eq-
uilibríum exists,
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motion itsel-f (for example, the periodicity, dampening or

amplitude of the adjustrnent):

It is clear from the above outline that the method can

apply to what are conventionally called "static" as well as

^"dynamic" systemsi Indeed, it has been termeal the (equilib-

rium) comparative dynamic methodT subsumíng as well the well-

knor^rn method of comparative statics as a special case9

By way of clarifícation of the general method, it is

useful to point out that preoccupation with the stationary

(or steady) state reveals the implicit assumptíon that a1-'

Èhough economies are seldom ever in this state, they never-

theless tend to be "sufficiently" near it to justify descr-

iption in terms of equilibrium positions?

Ã' with regard to the effect of initial conditions on
the long-term equilibrium,if the system is stable the station-
ary .(or steady) state is not changed by a change in these con-
ditions,despite the fact that the immediate reaction to such
a change may be substantial

6 s". *. Frísch' (1936), and P. Samuelson, (Ig47).
7 S"" F. Hahn and R. Matthews, (l-967).

' I The latter involves static systêms v¿hose behaviour
over time is stationary,that is, the values of the variables
are constant in equj-librium. A permanent change is made in the
system and its effect is examinêd only from the point.of view
o-f the stationary state. The old and the new equílibría are
compared and meaningful theorems on the effects oi changes
are derived. See P. Samuelson, (1947).

q
' compare J. Hicks, (1965), p" 16. rlisturbing as it

may be, this is true for all comparative static and dynamic
analyses ôf equilibria' It does not apply to dr:scriptions
of the process of motion to\,/ards equilibrium, of course'
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A second observation invofves the stabilj-ty of the

stationary states to be compared- Comparison of equilíbria

as a resul-t of parametric change is meaningful only when the

model can be assumed to be stable, so that there may be assu-

rance that it will tend tovrards the ne\^/ equilibriurn', follow-

ing a distutbtrr."lo rn fact, stability conditions are al-so

the source óf most meaningful theorems in a large number of

model-s, static and dynamic. In the case of static models,

stabil-ity and its conditions refer to the " corresponding"

dynamíc model, the statj-onary state of which is described by

the eguilibrium of the static moaefll

Fina1ly, for the method under discussion the stationa-

ry state values of variables are fully determined once plan-

ned behavioural functions and their parameters are specified'

Disequilibrium behaviour is not of concern. Also, descriptions

of the path of the system outside the stationary state are

given in terms of planned behavioural functíons, supplement-

ed by initial- conditionsl2

10 If o.t" happens to believe that stability is a

"natural" characterlitic of the "actual" system under analy-

"ï;;;;;"t 
be inclined to claim that stability is a require-

^.rrt 
th.t ihe model has to satisfy in order for it to be a

äããã iii"t ãpptoximaiion to "rearitv"' rf, however, the actual-
ãy"t"* ís viãived a Briori as internally inconsistent an'l there-
tåi" p"=-illy unsTaËte, .stability rernains an assumption'

If Fot a ful1 description of Èhe correspondence Prin-
cipte see Samuelson, (¡.947) .

12 th. ',exceptions,' to thís statement (such as explicit
non-tatonnement analysis) are discussed in Chapters -II.and ITT'
such exceptions, howåv"t, "t. not part of the equilibrium method '
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(b) The main issues to be investígateC. It ís, of
course, general-ly accepted that systems are in disequilíbrium
for most (if not all) of the time. Since system behaviour in
disequilibrium is the rule rather than the exception, the

question arises as to the relevance and usefulness of the

planned behavioural functions of the equilíbrium method, In

that method, these functions determine equilibrium values of

the variables, degrees of market pressure in disequilibrium,

stability conditions and meaningful theorems, and may also

be used to describe the disequilibrium behaviour of the sys-

tem. The questions that arise may then be spelt out as fol-

lows: in a situation where disequilibrium is the rule rather

than the exception, are these planned functions and their
parameters relevant for the determination of the stationary

state? Is the behaviour implíed by these functions important

as a force acting on the system outside equilibrium? fs such

behaviour the only determinant of stability in the model?

Is it the sole determinant of meaningful theorems derivable

from the analysis? And, fj-naIIy¡ hov'¡ valid can it be in the

descriptions of systems in disequilibrium?

The importance of these questions is obvious. Indeed,

some of them have been asked, in some form or anotherf by the

originators of the methodological prototype discussed tbo.rel3

13 S.u Chapter Iï foï a hístorical review of these earfy
contributors,
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Sorne ampJ-ification may nevertheless assist in making the im-

portance of these issues clearer.
(i) In the equilíbrium rnethod, only p]-anned behaviour

(as deterrnined from solution of optimization problems of agents)

and its parameters determine the stationary state. This rneans,

in general-, that realized (as opposed to planned) behaviour

in disequilibrium is ignored as far as its effects on the eq-

uil-ibrium position are concerned. Thus, an implicit assumption

of this method is that realized behavíour outside equilibrium

is either irrelevant to the stationary state or (as a special

case) that no agent is allowed to act outside equilibrium.

The latter case of no actíons in disequilíbrium will be recog-

nized as the traditionalr' tatonnem,ent" process14

(ii) The planned behavioural- functions of the *od"lt15

are usually specified vrithout regard as to the feasibility of

plans. Hovtever, by the defínition of disequilibrium, some plans

will not be feasibfe. rn this case, it is questíonable whether

planned( unfeasible) behaviour is relevant at all as a force

acting on the system outside equi librium. Nevertheless , in

tradítional tatonnement analysis ti-re frametTork is such that

14 rh" term" tatonnement " i s used in this ínvestiEation
with the generally accepted meaning, to be formally defined
in Chapter I. This general usage of the term has been shown
to havã reversed Walras' use of the term'See VI. Jaffe, (1967).

f5 Thu". planned fnnctíons could alternatively be called
"ex ante" .
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it ís precisely the portion of plans which is not realizable
that acts as a force on the system in dj-sequilibrium. The

question is whether or not this is possible in situations where

the fiction of the "referee" or "auction""t"16 is partially

abandoned and where the system is assumed to be left to its
own devices ín disequilibrium.

(iií) When stabil-ity analysis is conducted in convent-

ional theory, stability conditions are d.erived from planned
11functionsi' Since, from (íi) above, unfeasibility of some

plans ís certain in disequilibrium, the question arises how

real-ized disequilibrium behaviour may affect stability cond-

itions of the model analyzed. It is possible that, r¡then this

behaviour ís taken into account, stabilíty conditíons may be

different from those derived under tatonnement assumptions.

(iv) Theorems concerning changes in equilibrium in res-

ponse to parametric changes are based on stability cond.itions,

and on the unique association of the stationary state with

a set of planned behavioural functions and parameters. Rut,

if j-t is possible for both the stationary state and the stabi-

lit,y condj-tions to be affected by realized disequilíbrium

behaviour, it is a reasonable question to ask whether the

theorems so derived can sti1l be va1id.

16 thí" will be fully explained in chapter r.
17 A= h"" been mentioned in footnote 12 above, there is

work on stability analysis with realized disequilíbriurn beha-
viour taken into account. See K. Arrow and F. Hahn, (1971) 'and chapter III infra.
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(v) Finally, the behaviour of systems in disequil-

ibríum is usually described in phase diagrams by means of

planned behavioural functions. Whether such description is

relevant at all depends on how closely, if at all, it app-

roximates realized behaviour in disequilibrium. The possi:

bility certainly exists (taking into account (ii) above) that

the approximation is poor. It is thus legitimate to ask hov¡

relevant the tatonnement description is -- in the

sense -- for more " realístic " procêsses of equilibrationlS

In suÍEnary, the above questions s ho\^7 that the concern

in this investigation is wíth realízed disequilibrium be-

haviour and its possible effects.Such behaviour may affect

the equíJ-ibrium positioni may be relevant as a force on the

system in disequilibrium; may affect the stability of equil-

ibrium; may affect the theorems derivable from the equilib-

rium method; and may be more relevant fo:: the description

of disequilibrium states.

(c) Purpose and scope of thes ís. Importance ' The pur-

pose of the present investigation is to inquire into the above

ls.sues'.:-by !ûeansj- 8f': comparative analysis of the results of

the equilíbrium method (and the associated tatonnement process)

'to those of dísequilibrium analysis.More specj-fica1ly, it

undertakes explicit disequilíbrium analysis of production and

18 rhi= point is independent of
ized behaviour may leave the stationary
conditions and the theorems int.act, but
in different paths compared to thos.e of

the earlier ones: real-
state, the stabilitY
it may still resul-t
tatonnement .
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exchange ín simple models, and compares the results to those

of the equilibríum method.

The elaboration of the issues given above has served.

to underline the importance of the questions that this invest-

igation attempts to answer. In one statement, if it turns out

that realized disequilibrium behaviour is a significant deter-

minant of the stationary .state, the clisequilibrium path of

the system and the stabitity conditions, most of conventional

economic analysis will have to be modified to take this into

account. If, on the other hand, it turns out that realized

behaviour does not play a significant rol-e in these matters,

the usefulness and applicability of conventional- theory will

be reinforced.

The scope in this investigation is confined to d-iseq- ì

uilibriu¡n models of productj,on and. exchange in a single mar-

ket; and to aggregate disequilíbrium models of production and

exchange. Money is introduced only as a medium of exchange in

the latter models. Perfect competition is assumed in most of

thê analysis, and monopoly in one instance. Inventory consid-

erations are taken into account.

(d) Limitations. The considerable difficulty of Lhe

subject has basically determin.6l9 th" limitations of the

analys.is presen{:ed here. Both the single-market and the aggreg-

thesís.
lgrogether wÍth the ability of the writer of this
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ate model used constitute only specific' simpl-e fornsl¿¡i6¡s.

Although it does not appeâr the case that the conclusions of

this investigation are especially sensitive to the specific

assumptions and the structures of the models, the possibility

nevertheless exÍsts, and has not been investigated fully. A

full investigation of the sensitivity of results to the spe-

cific assumptions of the analysís would of course be desirable,

and would presumably be achieved by relaxation and change of

the models' assumptions. The onty justification offered here

for the lack of such complete anatysis is the generally used

-- and accepted -- observation that research proceeds step

by step. In this vein, suggestions for amplificatíon, modifi-

caÈions and extensions of the analysis are given in the con-

cluding Chapter.

(e) iontribution to kngwledge. Contributions originaÌ

with this thesis wil-I be found in all of the following Chap-

ters. The specific observations and conclusions from analysis

that are deemed original are summarized in the fína1 chapter

of this thesis. It is perhaps worth mentioning at this point

that the bulk of the main conclusions are derived from the

anal-ysis in Chapters IV and V, while contributions of "sec-

ondary " importance are in Chapters l, II, and III.

(f) outline of thesis. chapter I provides an analyti-

cal framework for the issues addressed. in this investigation'
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More specifically, (a) a modern version of the general equil-
ibrium model of production and exchange is set out, in a form

amenable to manipulation. Variants of this model (most of the

time nore specialized) are used throughout the thesis, (b) A

formal presentation of tatonnement and. non-tatonnement pro-

cesses is given, the former for production and exchange and

the latter for pure exchange models. Moreover, a simple ex-

ampl-e of comparative statics and the Correspondence Princíple

serves to illustrate the importance of the equilibration pro-

cess for standard comparative statics. (c) Three kinds of

"income" or"endowment" effects are identified' and their

role in thè equilibration process is outl-ined. (d) An intro-

duction to special problems of disequilibrium production ís

made.

Chapter II contains a review, interpretation and crit-

ical analysis of early attempts at the problem of equilib-

ration, from L. Wa1ras to Sir iohn lïicks. The framework devel-

oped ín Chapter I is employed in some instances in order to

fíx. ideas, and in an attempt to classify these contTibutions

in terms of the kinds of endowltent effects on which they con-

centrate "

Chapter IIï consists of a review, interpretation and

critícal- evaluation of the more recent literature. For con-

venience, this group of works ís cl.assified into two categ-

ories. First, are the formalizations and extensions of the
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analysis of eguilibration, which fa11 within the Walrasian

tradition. These are considered to start r^/ith Professor Paul

Samuelson's dynamic formalization of the tatonnement process

ín a multi-market context, and include recent analyses and

proofs of stabifity in both the tatonnernent (for production

and exchange) and the non-tatonnement process (for pure ex-

change only). An evaluation of this group of works is under-

taken, for the purpose of ascertaining whether extensions ín

this l-ine of approach are desirable' A number of serious res-

ervations are made in this respect'

The second category of recent contributions to equílib-

ratíon, l-abelled" non-Walrasian " for convenience of expositíon

only, includes the follovring: the cobr'veb rnodel; models of the

ÈradecycleiProfessorDonPatinkin's..spillover''effects;an
attempt to generalize the theory of spillovers by Professor

lËrschel Grossmani Patinkin's interpretation of the Keynesian

concepÈ of involuntary uner'ployment as a disequilibrium phen-

omenon; Professor Robert Clower, S ímportant suggestion that

quantities as well- as prices should enter realized behaviour-

al functions in proper disequilibrium analysis; and an attenr'pt

to integrate Patinkin's and clower's contributions' by Profe-

ssors Robert Barro and Herschel Grossman' The evaluation of

these \,,orks brings forh¡ard points of departure fol further

analysis, some of which are used in this thesis '

chapter fV is an attem'pt to address the issues raised
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in thís investigation in the context of partial disequilibri-

um analysis of production and exchange. More specifically, a

sj-ngle-rnarket n',ode1 of perfect competition is developed and

used to conduct comparative analysis of the tatonnement and

non-tatonnement processes in this model. The comparison is

conducted in terms of stationary states' stabil-ity conditions

and behaviour outside equilibrium.The commodity is initially
..20assumed non-durable .

The slngle-market model is then extend.ed to incLude in-

ventory consideratíons (stilI under perfect competition), and

comparative analysis of this and the tatonnement versíon is

carried out for this case. Final1y, a model of a monopolj-st

producing a durable commodity and maximizing profit over tíme

is developed, mainly to analyze and formalize the effect of

inventory positions on productíon and sales p1ans.

The method of anallzsis in chapter rv is partial , and'

therefore neglects both the phenomenon of interdependence and

that of unfeasibílity of production and income pl'ans in diseq-

uilibrium. rt does take into account, ho\^¡ever, the unfeasibi-

lity of Egfçji plans of producers (at expected prices) when

disequilibrium in production is admitted.

2orn thi" case, the reduced form of
structure of the model turns out identical
web. The similarity ends there, however, a
the analysis of that ChaPter.

the mathematícal
to that of the cob-

s will be seen in
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Chapter V develops an aggregate comPetitive model of

disequitibrium in production and. exchange. In such a setting,

it is possible to take into account the phenomenon of ècono-

mic interdependence . Moreover, it is also possible to examíne

feasibility not onll¡ of sales pl-ans, but also of production

plans as well as plans for income creation?1

After explicit account has been taken of disequilibri-

um, comparative analysis of tatonnement and non-tatonnement

processes is carried out in terms of stationary states ' sta-

bility conditions and out-of-equilibrium behaviour. Tnventory

considerations are introduced informally, and comparative

analysis of this case is also conducted.

The analysís in this chapter concentrates on a partic-

ular category of endowment effects; it incorporates quantíties

as welf as prices in the realized excess demand functions,

foJ-lowing Clower's suggestion; explicit dynamíc anaÌysis of

disequilibrium is conductedt and, money is introduced as a

mediurn of exchange.

. The final Chapter ín this thesis, Chapter VT, contains

a sunwìary of the conclusions reached. in this investigatíon and

a non-exhaustive list of suggestions for further research.

(g)Ðefinitions of terms. Notation. Tools used. Terms

are defined when introduced ln each Chapter, in light of the

2r_-* In fact, plans for
for inputs. Because of their
ever, they wilf be kept as a

income creation are sales Plans
importance for labour income,how-
distinct category of Plans.
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fact that many are technical and require formal definitions.

Sirní1arly, the notation employed will be explained as the

need arises. It has been deemed useful to use a single symbol

for a cornmodity, with superscripts denoting demand' produc-

tion and sales of it, and with asterisks denoting planned

magnitudes. The resulting notation is awkward to read for

the first time but easy to rernember thereafter, and has been

judged superíor t.o a notation that would have to have used

six separate symbols to denote planned and realized demand,

production and sales of a single commodity.

The mathematical tools employed in this thesis are

fairly conventional , namely cal-culusi differential and

difference equations and their stability properties; a

simple application of Lyapounovls second method for analy-

sis of stability; and., a simple application of the calculus
.22ot varr-aÈlons.

22 A remark on typing form may be in order here: the
words "tatonnement" and " non-tatonnement " occur so often in
this thesisl- tñãE-i t wa s-Eñõ uÇIE-ãfp-ããTe nt to omit the under-
liníng in the text. Similar reasons dictated Èhe omission of
the accent circonflexe from the word.



CHAPTER I

A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF EOUTLIBRATTON

This Chapter serves as an introduction to the process

of equilibration and the specific problems associated ù/ith
it. More specifícally, Section 1.1 contains a more or less
formal description of a general- model of production and ex-

1
change- and the assumptions usually made in connection with
such a model . The model ís suitabl-e for both generalization
and specialization. This ís j-ts special feature; accordingfy,
both the literature revi-ew of the next t\^ro Chapters and the

analysis of disequilibrium productíon and exchange in Chap-

ters IV and V are conducted $¡ith special- variants (sometimês

more generalized but most of the time more specialized) of
the model set out in Section 1.1.

Section 1,2 provídes the reader with a formalization
of the tatol-rnement process of e.quitibration in the context
of the model of production and exchange of Section I.1. More-

over, an exampJ-e of the comparative statics and the corres-
pond.ence principle is given, which serves to iflustrate the

comparative sÈatícs method and indícate the possible impor-

tance of the equilibration process itself for the bas j_c theo-

rems usualLy deriveci from compariscn of equilibria.

Based in part on K Arrow and. F. Hahn, (1971)
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Section 1..3 contains a formalization of the non-

tatonnement process in a model of pure exchange. The

latter is again a variant of the general model of Section

1.1, without production.

Section 1.4 identifies, classífies, analyzes and

discusses the importance of the various ', endohrment effects,'
for the equilibration process. The analysis of the Section
provicles the main theme of this investigation, in the sense

that the various attempts at the problem of equilibration
can be, and are, classified in this thesís in terms of the

kinds of effects on which they concentrate. Three bas j-c

Ûendowment effects'r are identified. Tatonnement processes

are found to ¿leal vrith only the fírst of these while

variants of non-tatonnement processes in exchange are seen

to involve mostly the first and the second kind. Non-

tatonnement processes in production and exchange, on the other

hand, do ínvolve all three kinds of efiects.
. Section 1.5 concentTetes on a discussion of some

speciaL problems associated with the introduction of non-

tatonnement in models of production and exchange; this
discussíon is necessary in an introductory framework, in
view of the difficulty associated with analysis of this
kind.

1.1- The ceneral ¡4odef : Setting, Assumptj-ons and Behavioural

Funct i on s

The economy represented by the model below has n
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comnodities, r,,'hich include producible good.s and services and

non-producible ones, such as l-abour. The agents are m ind.i_
vidual-s acting as consuriters and owners of stocks, and e firms
(or individuals acting as enterpreneurs) engaged in production
of commodities by use of other producibl_e and non_producible
commodities, and for the purpose of selling these commodi_

ties to individuals. Technology, tastes and the initial com_

modity stocks are given, and all agents are price_takers.
The market stock of commodity i ís the sum of the

sÈocks ovùned by indíviduaLs2 
^L u given time? rf the stock

of comnodity i owned by individual m is denoted fy rf, tfre
total stock of this commodity in the economy is represented
by

I.= ITÁa ¡i (1.1) .

The"endowment vector,' of an individual m is defined as a
n-dimensional column vector with elements indicating quanti_
ties of conmodity stocks or¡/ned by individual_ m. The matrix
I (of dimensions nxm) hrith rows representing cornmodities and

columns representing the endowment vectors of individuals
is called the "endowinent matrix,' of the economy. One ma:¡

write, for this matrix,

3

Including those acting as enterpreneurs.

Firms are supposed to hold no stocks. This does notpresenÈ difficulties, since individuals acting as risk_takingenterpreneurs may be assumed. to hold them insiead.



o19I=lITl , ()=I ,2,...n) and (k=L,2,...m) (1.1a))
The planned market demand for a commodity i

(í=L,2,...n) is the sum of the demands of individuals for
this commodíty, q?**, over m¡ the number of indívidual_s.
It is assumed Èo be a (single-valued) function, continuous
and twice differentiable. It is also assumed homogeneous

Lof clegree zero in all nominal prices=, p. (i=1,2,...n) i.e.,
the quantity demanded does not change when all prices change

by the same proportion.5 The market demand for commodity i
may be represented by

01.= ån!**=åHT(pl,..pn,rî,..rf,1 =n, (p,p2,

(1.2)

where the asterisks indicate planned magnitud.es, i.e., values
that optimize behavioural functions without regard to the
feasibility of the associated plans in the market. The

distínclion betv¡een pranned and real-ized behavioural functi-ons
wÍ1l be discussed and utilized later in this investj-gation.
Suffice it to say, at this point, that. the term ',planned"
is here used to iclentify the traditional functions indicating

4 to be expressed. in some unit of account.
S'Some of these assumptions can, as is well known, bederived as consequences of more basic postulates, but this isnot necessary for the purposes of the presentatíon in the text.
6 Strictly speaking, J-t míght be more proper to \,rriteout al-f the elements of the matrix I in the f unction. Ho\,rever,this convention of writing I only has been adopted in theliterature (for example, K" Arrow and F. Hahn¡ (:.g7:_) , p.326,T. Negishi, (1962) | p.645), probably for economy of expiession.

.Pn,Ì) 6
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behaviour of price takers and derived from assumptions of
opt.imization at given prices.

The specification of market demand in (f .2) appl_ies

to all commodities, consumable or not. More specifically,
in the case of a primary input such as labour (which has

the consumable comnodity leisure as an alternative use)

the demand indicates the amount. of labour demanded by

consumers for its alternative use, leisure. Given the total
time avaílable for l-abour during the period, the convên-

tional labour supply may be derived by subtracting the

demand for l-eisure from the total stock of labour time

available, If the commodity has no al-ternative use in
consumption the demand for it for consumption purposes is
zero at all prices.

The market production (as distínct from market. supply)

is defined as the difference between gross outputs of the

commodity by all fÍrms and of demands ior this commodity for
use as intermediate input in the production of others,7

Thus, market production is the net output volume available
for final use in the economy. In the case of non-producible

inputs, this net algebraic sum is negative, indicating a net

demand for these inputs for production purposes. Market

7 Th. .orr,.r"ntion of representing all inputs and outputs
of a firm by a vector, with negative e.Lements for the inputs
and positive for the outputs is common in the so-ca1led
activity analysis of production. See T.C. Koopmans, (195f).
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production may be represented by

o:.=Ès!-"=Ër'!ter...p,r) =F, (p'r 2,.....pr,) (r.3)

and is assumed to depend on al-l prices. As \^7ith market

demand., production is assumed a function of prices,
continuous, differentiable and homogeneous of degree

zero at these prices. The asterisk again ímplies that this
is the amount of planned production vrithout concern for the

feasibility of it in the mar.ket.

Thè market supply of commodity i is defined as the

sr¡m of market production and market stock, i.e.,
ê* nlro; =0; * ri (1.4) .

In the case of a non-producible input such as l-abour the

"production" is actually negative. The market supply is
the net labour time that would be available to individual-s

for leisure Íf product.ion plans were satisfied.
Finally, the market excess demand for commodity í is

defÍned as the difference between market demand and market

supply, i,e.,
x ¿l rk èrtE. = oT -ô: = n. (pf ,p2,. ...pn, I) (1.5) .l- -a -.1

Since both demand and supply are contínuous, differentiable
and zero-degree homogeneous functions of prices, so is the

market excess demand function in this model .
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Lastl-y, the notíon of equilibrium in this model

should be more or less formalized. If the assumption of
free disposal of conmodities is made, j.t is reasonablê to

suggest that equil-ibrium may obtain even vrith some excess

demands negative, i.e., with excess supply in some

commodities. The excess supply wi11, in this case, be

disposed of. When there is positive excess d.emand, however,

the system cannot be in equilibrium, since the unsatísfied
portion of that demand wil-l- not be disposable in the same

$lay as the cominodities in excess supply. Thus, it seems

logical to define equilibrium as a situation where

(1.6)

Í.e., a set of prices at which excess demands are either
zero or negative. A negative excess demand implies that the

commodity is a free good in the period under consid.eration,
8under the assumptions of the present model-. The above

definition of equilíbrium together with the assumptíon of
free disposal are consistent with. a sítuation in which mis-

taken production vok¡mes come to existence in a period or

$¡ith the case where the stock of a non-producible commodity

I K. Arto* and F. Hahn, (197I) have proved that if
WalrasI law holds a negative excess demand for a conrnodity
must imply a zero price for this corunodity in eguilibríum.
See (1971) , p.23.
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turns out to be a "free good".

The model to be used as framework for the analysís

in this and the following Chapters is now complete, and

consists of equations (I.1) to (1.6) above. Before the

discussion proceeds to another Section, however, it is

convenient to state here a number of additional assumptions

widety used in analyses of stability.
(a)VÍa1ras' law.With respect to market excess deman¿ls

for all commodities the additional assumptiorr9 that walrasr

Law hol-ds is made, i.e.,

p. Er=g (1.7)
l- l- l-

which means that the sum of excess ilemands for all

conmoalities, eval-uated at any prices, are zero.

(b)G'ross substitutabi lity. Corunodities are defined as

gross substitutes if

Ef .> 0 ílj, i,i=I ,2,...n (1.8)

It should be noted that íf (1.8) holds for all i and j, as is

stated ín the definition, afl commodities are gross substi-

tutes for one anoÈher. Moreover, since "commodities"

includes non-producible ones used in the production of others,

this definition extends to cases of production and exchange"

------.-..---õ.-
'vlhich may be derived from basic postulates, ín a

more detailed exposition.
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ïi is r^¡orth noting here that gross substitutability

combined ri\¡ith zero-degree homogeneity of the excess demand

functions implies that the response of êxcess demand to

the "own" price is always negatíve. Thus, from zero-degree

homogeneity (using Euler's theorem) we have,

_IEf .P-=0 (i=1 ,2...n) (l-.8a).I al l
I{ith positive prices, if al-1 commodities are gross substitutes

we have

IE*, -.P-. >O (i=I ,2 , . . .nJ ílj (1.8b)I 1l l
which implies that

Eii.o (t=L,z,. ..n)

the result mentioned above.

noted by [e.-. ] , where
LJ

ô :1i'* Þ /E'*
r-l al l' .l

(c)Diagonal dolqinance.This concept refers to a

matrix. In the present context this may be the Jacobian

of excess demands, v/hich has elements Ïuirt , or the Jacobian

of (own ahd cross-) elasticities of excess demands with

respect to príces" The elements of the latter may be de-

(1.8c),

(1.9)

The elenents of the Jacobian of excess demands are of course

(being. derívatives) sensitive to changes in the units of

measurement of commodities, while the elements of the

Jacobian of elasticities are not.
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civen the above preliminaries, the Jacobian of excess

demands is said to have a dominant diagonal (at the price

vector where the Jacobían is evaluated) if
(i) Ef, <o for all i (1.9a)

Ì.a

(ii) there is a vector $iith efements hi such that.

th.lEt.l >. 1.,. h.lEt.l al-L i<n.r_ r_ ' .ra' n>)fl r_, al '

The definition implies that there exist some units of

measurement of commodities such that the diaqonal term

domj-nates the off-diagonal terms .10

On the other hand "el-asticity cliagonal dominance"ll

holds if

e.. <0 all iln
l- l-

and le. . I >xe. .' l_]-' l- al

(1.9b)

The definítions of diagonal domínance and of gross

substitutabil ity have been gíven here for convenience of the

exposition of stabílity analysis, undertaken l-ater in this
.12tnesas.

The discussion no\,ü proceeds to an example of the

tatonnement process of adjustment, as wel-l- as an application

--TO 
_-- For more discussion on this definition see K. Arro\'r

and I'. Hahn, (1971), pp.233-235,
11tl See ibid, pp.292-294 .

t¿ Chapter IÏÏ.
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of comparative statics and the Correspond.ence principle
using a simple variant of the model of this Section.

I.2 Tatonnement processes, Comparative Statícs and. the
Correspondence principl_e.

A tatonnement process of price adjusÈment provides
a rule according to which price changes when the system is
not in equilibrium, and remains unchanged when it is.
Transactions are "permitted¡' only in equilibrium. An agent

or institution call-ed "the auctioneer,' is burdened with the
task of changing prices, and. instructed to raise price when

excess demand is positive, and lower price when excess demand

is negative (and price ís positive) .

The above may be formalized as follows: Let

K.t=K. (Ef ) (i=I ,2,...n) with Kr (0)=0 and K,_>O-Lrrl-l__E

( 1. l-o)

be a sígn-preservíng function of E,, where K._ is the- l-' .aE

derivative of K.¡ with respect to the ith excess d.emand. A1

tatonnement process is, then, represented by

P. =0, if p.<0 and Ef<O,

and e. = xrtCIil , (í=L,2,...n) otherwise. (].11) .

It is vüorth emphasi-zing that since, by assumption,

no transactíons are allowed in disequílibrium the endowment

matrix I is a constant during this process and may be

dropped from the expressions for the excess demand functions.
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This disregard is possiÞl-e_on1y in a process where i_t ís
either assumed that actual disequilibrium transactions do

not affect the equilibrium (or equilibria) of the model

or in cases where transactions in óisequilibrium are not.

permitted, as in the above tatonnement process. If, on

the other hand., one desires to analyze a situation where

t.ransactions do take place in disequilibrium and are

possibly involved in the determination of the equilibrium
position, ít is necessary to keep the origínal formulation
(l-.5) ínt.act. The non-tatonnement process formalized in
the next Section is a case ín point..

Another way of making the above point is vía the

definition of an equilibrium of the model \,rhen tatonnement

is assumed: given tastes , technol-ogiy and the initial-
endowment matrix, an equilibrium set of prices is a non-

negative price vector (Þa,Þr,...Þr) such that excess demands

for commodit.ies are zero (or non-positive at zero price) .

The definition implies that theiiritial end.owment matrix
determines (along with technology and tastes) , and is there-
fore associated with, equilibrium prices. Tn contrast,
when a non-tatonnement process is assirmed, the initial
commodity endowment is not a determinant of equilibrium
prices since this endowment is subjêct to constant change



during equil-ibratiorr.13 thi= point will be

in the next Section.
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amplified further

It may be useful to note that thè tatonnement process

described here ís in fact one for a moilel of an economy

involving production as well as exchange. This is clear

from the specification of the excess demand function in

(1.5) above: the excêss demand for a commodity is the

difference bet\^reen demand and the sum of production and

stocks of the commodity. Obviously, from the assumption

that no transactions are to be carried out in disequilibrium

it follows that no production or exchange takes place during

equilibration, but the auctioneer is supposed to record

pl-anned magnitudes of commodities demancled and produced at

each set of prices.

In the usual representation of the tatonnement process

of pure exchange models the question of production does not

arise. In the present representation, production cannot

take pface without exchange sj-nce firms do not hold suffícient

stocks of commodities such as labour. The present representation

of tatonnement in a fu]l model of productíon and exchange

thus does not seem to require additíonal assumptíons about

what happens out of equilibrium: if no exchange is to
-------r3--- _ -*" The initíal endowment constrains' however, the range
of possible equilibria.
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take pface, nothing else can.

With this final remark on the tatonnement process

and its ímplications the discussion may nohr turn to a

simpJ.e exarnple of the process, including an illustration
of comparison of equilibria and the Correspondence Principle.
For the purposes of this illustration, the analysis of the

example concentrates on a single market for one coninodity

and in typical partial analysis vein it regards aII other

commodity príces constant.

Under the above s impl ificat ions , the market demand

and supply functions for commodity i may be written as

oî. =*, (P|,PZ,...pi,...nl,t,o)=Di(pi,r,o) (1.12)

and Oi* =tt(pl,p;,...pi,...p:) +r.=si(pi) (1.13)

Ì,/here the superscript zero denotes constancy, the parameter

o ís a shift parameter representing a change in tastes and

Di,Si are obvious functional notations for this partial

mode1. Given the above partial- specifications, the excess

demand for commodity i may be wriÈten

Ef=Jt (Pt, r 
' 
c) ( t. 14 )

and the tatonnement process may be specified as

P. =0 if P.= 0 and E..= 0 (1.I5)l-rl_
'*P. =Kt (Ei) otherwise (1.16).
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Assume that., given the endowment matrix, the shift
parameter and the other coÍunodity prices there exists
an equilibrium price for commodity i,Þr, such that the
excess demand is either zero or rr"gatiara.14 hre then have

Eî =Ji(Þr,r,o) =b5o (I.17).

The standard question of comparative static analysis
in this simple framework is as follows: hos/ is thê

equilibrium price affected by a shift in the parameter cx,

of the system? In other words, how do two equilibria defined
by different values of the parameter compare in terms of
prices and quantities?

Qualitative comparative statics seeks an answer to
this question in terms of the general direction of the change

in equilibríum price in response to the parametric change.

To ans\,,/er this question, the equilibrium condition (1.I7)
is differentiated with respect to the variable pi and the

shíft parameter 0, to yield

. JipdÞ. +J. o do=o, i ,e. , aÞr,/ao=-uro,/trp (1.18) ,

where J.n is the derivative of the excess demand function
with respect to the price F. in the neighbourhood of
equilibrium and Jio is simil-arly the derivative. with respect

to the shift parameter.

14 guestions of existence and uníqueness of equilibrium
are outside the scope of this investigation. See K. Arro\.{
and F. Hahn, (I97I) or c. Debreu, (1959), as examples of
fo¡mal treatment of these questions.
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The ansû/er to the question of r4rhat happens to the

equilibrium price when the "taste" parameter changes j-s

seen to depend on the derivati,ves of excess demand with
respect to the parameter and the equilibrium price. The

derivative with respect to the. parameter can be made

positive, i.e., an increase in a increases demand. The

derivative of the excess demand funcÈion urith respect to

the price is the difference of the derivatives of the

demand. and supply functions with respect to that price,

as may be seen from the definition of the excess d.emand

function, (1.5). Unless information is somehow obtained

concerning the sign of this derivative, no theorem on

the effect of tastes on equilibrium príce ís forthcoming.

Moreover, and more importantly, when the system analyzed

involves more than one equâtion the answer to the comparative

statics questions cannot usually be given even if the signs

of all derivatives are known: this is because, in the case

of numerous equations, the numerators and. denominators of

such expressions as equation (1.18) consist of determinants

of matrices, the signs of which are not determined from

simple knowledge of the signs of theír elements except in

special cases,

The correspondence Principle was first expounded by

P. Samuelson as a partial solutiÕn to the above problem of
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l5qualitative comparisons of equilibria" He pointed out that

the equations describing the equilibrium stationary sÈate of

a static system are indeed the same as the equations of the

stationary state of the "corresponding" dynamic system. The

latter was formulated as a tatonnement process of adjustment'

al-ong the lines described above; it was then seen that infor-

mation on the behavíour of the dynamic systêm could be used

to determine the sign of the denominator of the comparative

statics expressions. More specifically, if the system could

be considered "stable" in some sense (to be defined belo\,/)

the stability conditions would provide direct information on

the sign of the denominator of expressions such as equation

(1.r8).

To make the above explicit in terms of the simple

example of this Section, the correspondence Principle amounts

to the statement. that the dynamic system describing the

tatonnement process, equations (1.15) and (1.16), has as

stationary state the equilibrium condítion of the statíc

model-. That is to say, the price movement stops when excess

d.emand is zero (or negatíve, and vrith the price zero ín this

case). This is, of course, obvious from the specification of

the tatonnement process in (1.15). To compl-ete this ill.us-

tration of the use of the Correspondence Principle a definí-

tion of "stability" and some technical manipulation is needed.

L5 tn Samuelson, (L947),
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An equili.brium is asympt.oÈica1ly locally stable if,
after a smal-l displacement away from it the system tends to

return to this equilibrium. To use this concept, the

dynamic system (1.16) is linearized around the equilibrium
price Þ* via a Taylor seríes a*p.rr"ior,l6to obtain-a

ii=Ki¡Jip(pi-Þi)+K.Ji(Fi,r,o)=K.JJ.pp.+c (r.r6L)

where C is the sum of the constant terms from the expansíon.

Equation (1.16L) is a l-inear differential equaLion

of the first order, with constant coeffícients and a constant

term. The complementary- function solution, which is the onl-y

one involving the time element and therefore the only one

rel-evant for stabilitylT i= obtaíned from the homogeneous

part of this differential equation, by considering the

solution of

i. = *. -r. P.r- -'}J- l-p- ].

Try a solution of the form:

P(t)=P(0)eÀt

by substituting it ín (1.16LH) .

the equation obtained from this
an identity for all t,í.e,,

-----T6-*tompare Samuel-son, (1947) .
't '7-'The partícular solution only ínvolves, in t.his case,

a constant term. See, for example, S. Ross, (l-964).

. 
(1.16LH).

(1. t-9)

If it is to be a sol-ution,

substitution must hold as



ÀP (o) eÀt =Ki,rJip p(o)eÀt (1.20)

from which one obtains the condition À=K."Jrn for. the

equation to hold, Thus, the complementary- function
solution to Èhe dynamic equation (1.16L) may be r,\¡ritten

P (t¡ =P {0) eKioJipt (L.27)

Nof^/ from the definitj-on of a ]oca11y asymptotically stable
equilibrium, the path of price over tíme must approach

some constant equilibrium va1ue. This implies that the

time-dependent portíon of the solution of the equation,

i.e., the complementary function, must vanish as time

approaches infíníty. But this condition can be satisfied
only if the quantity KijJip is negative. Thus, in order

for the system to be 1ocal1y stable,

KitiJin.0'i.e. 'J.n<0 (r.22)

since K." is positive by def init.j-on (equation (f.1Ol19

Once it is realized that J.p is the denominator of
the comparative statics expression (I.18) the useful-ness of
stability analysis for the derivation of comparative static
theorems should be in plain view. The sign of the denomina-

tor of this expression is now definite from that anal-ysis,

-¿=_^-
'oThus, stability is not affected by the speed of

adjustment in this case. fn some higher-dimêns ional cases
this may not hold, and in the discrete time formulation of
the adjustment process it does not hol-d. Examples will be
encountered in other Chapters of this investigation.
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and the answer to the question of how a change in tastes

affects equilibrium price can be given unequivocally.

It should perhaps be repeated that in higher

dimensional systems the numerators of comparable expres-

sions of comparative statics are sub-determinants of the

matrix of the fu11 system. Thus, ínformation on the sign

of the denominator is necessary but not sufficient for the

derivation of theorems of comparative staÈics in. these

cas"s.19

With this exarnple of comparative statics and the

Correspond.ence Principle complete, one may briefly inquire
into the importance of the equilibration process for the

derivatíon of comparative statics theorems. In this
connecti.on, it may be remarked that the spec.if ic process

of adjustment assumed. seems more or less crucía1 to the

comparative static theorems: it may not be possible to
obtain the same kind of information under other adjustment

processes, such as a non-tatonnement. A ful1 discussion of
t.his point will have to await for Chapter fII belov¡.

The task und.ertaken in this Section is now complete.

In the next Sectíon, a model of non-tatonnement adjustment

is formalized for a pure exchange economy.

-----l3For fufl=her discussion
see .Arrow and Hahn,(l-97f); K.
tr{. Gorman (L964) .

(.,

on the Correspondence Principle
Lankaster (L962), (1964)i and
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1.3 The Non-Tatonnement Process in pure Exchange

The setting of the general model d.escribed in Section

1"1 needs modification in ord.er to describe a model of pure

exchange. More specifically, the market production level
represented by equation (1.2) is set equal to zero at all
prices. Thus, Èhe excess d.emand functions for commodíties

are now dependent on demand.s by individuals and on stocks

alone .

If exchange is to take place in goods i.e., consumable

produeible commodities, it must be assumed. that commodity

sËocks havè somehov7 come into being in the past, and that
the system starts \"7ith an end.owment matrix of stocks, both

in terms of total quantíties of each good and distribution
of goods among individuals. In conventional accounÈs of

exchange models this endowment. matrix is simpty postulated.

This approach will be followed here. It \,rí11 also be poínted

out, however, that it may be useful to regard the initiat
endowment matrix as the result of production. It then be-

comes obvious that one way Lo conceptualize the \,7ho1e process

of production and exchange is in terms of the sequence:

exchange in inputs, production, exchange in goods. This

sequence \,Jill be discussed in Section l-.5 below.

GÍven the above, a non-tatonnement process of
equitibration allows transactions at disequilibrium prices.

The auctioneer is retained, and burdened with the tasks of
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price change and dissemination of information. More

specifical-l-y, thè auctioneer is instructed t'o change prices

according to the same rul-e as in the tatonnement process,

namely,

P.=0 if P.<0 and n. Í0
1l_=l

er=x' (E{) otherwise

(1.15)

(r..16) .

In additj.on, the auctioneer is supposed to give information

as to who is willing to exchange i,rhat quantities at each

step of the equil-ibration process. An alternative to this

assumption would be a search procedure by means of which

individuals wil-ling to exchange would seek each other. fn
'order to make this search process fruitful , however, other

no l-ess unrealistic assumptions would have to be introao..a?O

In addition to price changes, and in contrast r^rith

the tatonnement process, transactions at disequilibrium
prices change the endowment matrix of the economy. Changes

in the individual elements of this matrix may be represented

as follows:

iT =cf ter,e 2,...pn,r) , (í=!,2,..n, m=1 ,2,...m) (1.23)

\"zhere G is a function showing the changes in endowments over

time. changes in end.owments in disequilibrium must obey the
2Tfollovring conditions :

----------r.'
'"Compare Arrow and Hahn, (1971) , p. 329.
2r_-*Compare ibid,p. 326 . .
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¡p., iT =o for all- individuals m (1.24) ,andl-aa
-lnII;' =g for all commodities i (1.25).ml_

The first condition says that. the individual, must pay for
any exchange he undertakes, hence the change in total value

of his endowment at. existing prices is zero. The second

conditlon says that there cannot be change in the total
quantity of each commodity avail-able in the economy, since

thís is a model of pure exchange.

In the analysis of stabílity of this process, the

functions representing changes in the commodity endowments

are usually specified in a more detailed form than (1.23).

Examples of such specifications wil-l- be given in Chapter III
of this investigation. The rest of the discussion in this
Section will concentrate on the basic feature of the non-

tatonnement process in exchange, namely the dependence of
the stationary state on disequílibrium transactions in this
process.

An equilibrium for the tatonnement process of Section

1.2 was defined as a set of non-negative prices such that
(given the initial endowments, technology and tastes) excess

commodity demands at these prices ur" ,"to?Z on the other

hand, equilibrium when disequilibríun transactions are
--_---.-n'---Or non-positive aL zero price"
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permitted is defined as a set of non-negative prices and an

endowment matrix such that (given technology and tastes) ex-

cess conmodity demands at these prices and. endowments are zeïo.

More forma11y, if there exists a non-negative vector

Þ=(Þr,Þ2,...Þrr) and a matrix I such that

ET =E:-(Pt,P2, .. .Pn'I)50 (r.26)

the vector P and the matrix I define an equilibrium.
Given an initial- endowment matrix I, the path of

exchanges in disequilÍbrium wíll determine, at each moment,

the endowment matrix at that time. lf it happens that the

endowment matrix and the assocíated. price vector at any tj_me

are such that excess demands ut" ,"ro23 the system is in
equilibrium. The variability of the endowment matrix during

disequilibrium exchange suggest.s that, given an ínitial
endo\^ment, varíous price vectors are consistent with equili-
brium, depending on the specific path followed by the process

of adjustment. This is clearly a case l^rhere acËual trans-
actions might play a signifj-cant role in the determination

of.the stationary state of the system. The further questions

refer Ëo vrhether stabil-ity condítions, comparative static
theorems and behaviour in disequilibrium are also affected.

These questions wil-l be dealt with in Chapters III, tV and V,

The point to be made here is that sj-nce the endov¿ment mat.rix

Or non-positive at zero príce.
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is subject to change during the equilibration process

various price vectors become consistent with equilj-bríum,

and which one does become the equilibrium vector may

depend crucially on the path of equilibraÈion.
1.4 Endowment Effects: Identification. Classification and

fmportance

This Section identi-fies, classifies, analyzes and

díscusses the ímportance of various endowment effects
present during the process of market equilibration. Because

end.owment effects are the means by which actual- transactions

may come to influence the stationary state, stability etc.,
their importance for the analysis in this investigation
should be obvious: ind.eed, various approaches to the

problem of market equilibration are classified hereín in
terms of the effects on v/hich they concentrate.

Endowment effects have traditionall-y been d.iscussed.

with reference to demand3 the discussiån in this Section

begins with the demand side but in Section l-.5 it is Índíca-

ted that endowment effects may oríginate in the supply side,

at least in terms of the visible components of the system.

Starting with the demand side, the first task in this
Section is the identification of endowment effects on

individual -- as contrasted to market -- demand for a commodr-ty,

say commodity j. Next, endowment effects on the market

demand functions are identified.



The demand functions of an individual m for
commodities have been denoted by equations (1.2) in this
Chapter. These functions are derived from the standard

probl-em of utility maximization of an individual subject

to his budget constraint. fn what. foI1ows, a brief dis-
cussion of this problem is undertaken vühich serves to
identify the endowment effêcts on demand.

Consider an individuaf m maximizing his utility

u* =ut(sT,si,...nill (1".271

subject to a budgeÈ constraint

tP.,qf =!e,rf (r.28)l- a -.a 1 .a 1

First order conditions for a maximum are given by

{ -re.=0, (i=r,2,...n) and ãpi(rT-sT)=0 (1,.2s) .

where uT is the partial derivatíve of the utility function
with respect to commodity i,À the Lagrangean multiplier and

all other symbols have already been defined in Section 1.1,

These conditions form a system of (n+1) equations i.n (n+I)

unknowns (prices and the Lagrangean mult.iptier) and may be

solved to derive demand functions of Lhe form of equation
(1.2) above. For the purpose of identification of endowment

effects it is convenient to take the total differential of

these conditions i^¡ith respect to all parameteïs, i.è.,



prices as \,re l- l- as initial corurlodity endowment.s. One then
24obtains

ulr-'ur2' "ulrr-Pl Àdpt

u 2r,122, . .u 2n-P 2
Àdp2

d9t

dq2

do

dT

dp

(1.30)

unI'un2' " urrrr-Pn

PI'P2' ........,P, 0 X (I. -o. ) dP. +XP. dT.l]-' l- 't-' r- l- l- l-l
-:__ F _

where U, - is the cross-part,ial derivative ofi_l the utility
ilroppedfunction Um, and the superscript m has been

temporariJ-y, for expositional convenience.

Denoting the (n+l)x (n+1-) matrix by A, the vector of
changes in the variables by dq and the vector of chanqes in
the parameters by dp one may write

Ailg=¿P
instead of (i-.30) .

(1.30a)

25
. Using condítions (1.29) the ¿leterminant of matrix A

may be written

-----24- 'The last equation in (l-.30) may be multiplied by
-À to obtain uniformitv in the P. whÍch border the matrix.
For purposes of the present expoéiLion, however, this does
not make a difference.

And indeed any cofactor of this determinant which is
formed by del-etion of rords and columns other than the last.

OF ¡IIANITOEA
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lAl=(-1lÀ') lubl (1.30b)

where luOl is the bordered Hessian of the uÈi1ity function
U. This relation will be used presently.

The change in the quantity demanded of commodity j
in response to parametet 

"h.rrga=26is then given by Cramer,s

rule :

A^ - le,apl - ìlat, lart+lan+1 ,jltt(ri-qi)dP'+rP'dril*Yj -JAl- -

( 1. 31)

where lA,dplis tfre d.eterminant formed by substitution of
27the vector dp for the ith col-umn of A, and 4.. is a cofactor

of A. Using (f.30b) one may write, instead of (1.31) ,

rlu..lÀdP. ), lu - .l
unt = ff 

. -:j"ïL {! (rr-ør)dPi+xP.dri}

(1.32)

The first term in this expression is the srell--known substitu-
lo

tion term"of price changes. The second is an 'rincome" or
endowment term, which consists of two components: the
______--26^-

--One can of course consider changes of one parameter
at a time. Thus, when only dP.¡10 in (1.31), the equation
sho!,/s the own price effect on demand. when de¡,jlk is
considered, one obtains the cross-price effect.

)'7-'i.e., a determinant of ordei nxn obtained by del-etien
of the ith row and jth column of A and given the sifn (-t¡a+J'

Weighted by the changes in prices, dP..
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endowment effect of a price change, which is the pïoduct of
the outside term and the first term in the bracket r2l 

^na
the endowment effect of a change in the endowment vector,
hrhich is the product of the outsi.de and the second bracketed

t.r*39 Both endowment effects have the term outside the
?lbrackets in common. Denoting the lat.ter by C]', and the
J

subst.itution terms by S.,.',32one may write, instead of (1.32),-rl

aø, = lstra"r*"jÌ(ri-si)dPi+cjÌPidri (j=1,2,..n)

(1.33).

With the mechanics of the probl-em out of the hiay, the

discussion may now proceed to identify and anal-yze varíous

endowment effects. The teim ci!(Ii-Ai)dp which results
from change in price, will be labelled Endowment Effect of
the First Kind in this investigation. As ís obvious from the

expression, endowment effects of the first kind depend not
onJ-y on the term C_r but al-so on the"deEree of participation"

J

of the indívidual in the market for the specific cornmodity

whose price changes. Supposê, for example, that the price
.----.------.--d--

-'Weighted by price changes, agaín.
2n
" "Weighted by endowment changes.
2ì

_ 
-lrft" sign of C. is ambiguous, as is known from conven-

tíonal d.emand theory.
'¿. t
i-the sign of S.. is negative, and the sign of Sii,if)

J-s ambíguous .
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of corunodity i changest the endowment effect of this change
in príce is, then, equal to Cj (Ii-qi)dpi. Besides the term
C., the strength of thís effect depends on Èhe absoluteJ'
value of (ti-Si), which represents the 'hegree of participation" 3 3

of the individual in the market for the commodity. If, for
example, this term ís zero, it implies that the individual
does not enter the marketS4 for this commodiËy at aI1 , i.e.,
the individual is content to consume his initial .endowment

of this conrnodity. If the term is positive it means that
t,he individual is . ="11e.34.nd. consequently stands to be

affected by a change in the price to the extent of the amount

sold, which is precisely the term (Ii-Si) . If, fina1ly, the
term is negative it means that the indivídual is a buyer34
and therefore stands to be affected by price change to the
extent of the amount bought, again equal t.o (Ii_Si).

Endovùment effects of the First Kind exist irrespective
of changes in the quantities of commodity stocks with which

the individual is end.owed: even if these guantities remain
constant, a price change sets such effects in operation as

long as as C. differs from zero and the individual partici-)
pates in the markèt. Thus, effects of the First Kind can

occur guite independently of other .çffects, as Long as there is
------f3- 

-"'.Th'-at is, the dif f erence between his actual ancl util-
ity-rr.axin-i z ing stock of the conrmodity.

34 et th. initiaf prices r^¡here the maximum utility \¡¡as
calcul-ated.
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price variation. Because of this. one may wish to label
these effects pure price effects on d.emand, to distin-
guish them from otheï effects, which sometimes involve
price and quantity variations, and. sometimes only quantity
changes.

Endowment Effects of the Second Kind occur when a

change in the composition of commodity endowments is
folLowed by a price change. They thus operate j-n two

steps: first, the term ìpidIi wilt denote the change in
the endowment composition, and then the re-evaluation of
the new endowment will produce pure price effects on this
new endowment, through the term Ci!(I1-9i)dpi.

To make this c1ear, consid.er an individual par-
ticipating in exchange of commodities, and 1et this indi-
vidual purchase, at the initially given prices, dI . of
commodity í for df. of corünodity j. Assuming that no')
credit transactions are permitted, the exchange must satisfy,
from equation (l-.24) above,

P. dIi=PjdIj , i. e. , !PidIr=0 (r.24)

The effect of this transaction at the initial prices is thus

simpl-y to change the composition (but not the value) of
the endowment vector of the individual . Mor:e specifically,
his quantity of i is now (r.+dli) and of j (I +drj). Thus

if a price change then occurs in either commodity, the pure
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price effect resul-ting from it will not be the same as if

the transaction described above had not taken pl-ace.

Consíder, for example, a change in the price of conmodity

i, occurring after the above transaåtion has been compleÈed:

since the individual was assumed a buyer of i, the term

(I.+CtIi-Sí) -- which shows the changed endowment of i --

is now either negative ot zero.35 tn either case, the

individual is affected in a lesser degree by the. subsequent

price change, since the transaction by which he obtained

dIi has reduced (other things equal) his particípation in

the market for commodity i. Alternativel-y, the effect of

the subsequent price change on the modified endowment may

be separated into two terms, Ci(ri-Si)dPi and crdrrilnr.36

The first is the pure price effect (of the First Kind) that

the individual woul-d experience with the price change even

if hè had noL previousl-y changed his endowment compositíon

via exchange. The second term indicates the effect on

demand for i due to the previous transaction, and is the

Endowment Effect of the Second Kind. If the price Pt_ has

risen" the individual buyer has gaíned dT.dP. in endowment

value, and the effect on his demand for i is consequently

'-rt wil-f be zero if it is assumed thaÈ the individual
purchased the optimal quantity of i,q in the transaction.

360rr" of course coul-d avoid the product of tr'¡o
differentials by telling the above story in terms of discrete
changes.
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c.dr.dP..37l-ar-
The gain in the endowment value described above

ril¡ill affect not only the demand for commodity i but al1
to

commodity demands"as can be seen from (1.33). The effect
of the gain on the Ëlemand for commodity j is given by

c.dT . dP. .
Jl-l-

From Ëhe above it is obvious that endowment. effects
of the Second Kind operate only hrhen first the endovment,

compodition and subsequentl-y the príce vector are allol4,ed

to change. If there is a subsequent price change, the
change in the endowment composition affects demand via
end.o!,rment ef fects of the Fir.st Kind. Thus, endowment ef f ects
of the Second Kind could be labelled qUantity and price
effects, since the necessary conditions for them incfude
both quantity and price varíation.

Finally, it may be noted that the total endoviment

quantity of commodity j or i ín the economy does not change:on-

J-y redistribution is involved between inclividuals. Thus,

the second kind of endowment effects coul-d alternatively be

ca11ed redistribution effects: this makes clear that such

effects operate in exchange and they are to be distínguished

37wh.th.t the demand for
this gain in endowment depends
negative, i.e., on whether the

i increases or decreases from
on whether C is positive or
commodity is superior orinferior.

3Ssubiect- to non-zero val-ues of Cir 1=L12,...n.
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from others involving net increases in end.or¡¡ment quantities.

The next category of endowment effects ínvolve
precisely such net changes in endowment quantities. For

the moment, it is not necessary to èxamine how these changes

come about; this wil-1 be discussed below in this SecÈion.

Consider a change in the initial endownent of individ-
ua1 m, consisting of an increase of the quantity of commodity

i, denoted by dI, as before. The consequent change in the
value of the endowment is p.dI ., and the effect of this
endowment change on the demand for commodity j is C.p.dÏi.
This kind of effect on demand. for commodities will be

l-abelled one of the Third Kind. It is obvíously a pure

quantity effect, in the sense that it is attributable to
changes in the initial quantities of commodities with which

the individual is endowed., and it d.oes not require price,
variation to operate. MoLeover, it cannot operate under re-
distribution of commodities among individuals at given prices,
since in thÍs case the total change in the individual endow-

ment at these prices is zero, by (1 .24). This end.owment

effect thus operates only when the total vâ]-uê of the endow-

ment increases due to change in quantity.
ft may be useful at this point to consider the meaning

of the term C-. in equation (1.33): it is easil-y seen that itl
ís in effect the marginal propensity to consume commodity j,
i.e., it is the change in the quantity of j demanded per
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unit change in the value of the endowment. This latter
change may be brought about by. price changes (in the case

of êndowment êffects of the first two kinds) or by physical

end.owment changes wiÈh prices constant. (in Èhe case of
effects of the Third Kind) . In either case, the effect of.

a unit value change in the endowment is the same and. equal

to C..
J

The question now is: How can a ner¡¡ change in the

quant,ity of a commodity come about in an economy of pure

exchange? The answer is, of course, that. it cannot, sínce

equation (1,25) prohibit.s this froin happening, and indeed

defines a pure exchange model. Such a change can then only

happen when prod.uction ís a,Ifowed to vary. In the sequêntial

scheme alluded to in Section 1.3 
^bo.r"39. variation in pro-

duction of commodity i wilJ- have to be ref l-ected in a change

in the initiat endowment of some individual in the economy,

vrit.hout any compensating change el-sewhåre. A hídden condí-

tion for the existence of end.owment effects of the third
Kild is, then, change in volumes of próduqtion. It goês

vrithout saying, therefore, that such effects will not þe.

present in pure exchange models

This comp]-etes the identification, classification and

anal-ysis of the three basic kinds of endowment effects o'n

-=q 

-"-And more ful1y discussed in Section l-.5 below.
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demand. Some remarks as to the situations i-n which these

effects are important f oll-ow.

Endowment effects of the First Kind are important

in any situation where j-ndividuals hold stocks and prices

vary. There is no need. for redistribution or change in
production to occur for them to operat.e: thus, they are

present in a situation of tatonnement process of equili-
bration via price. In¿leed, they are the only endowment effects
present in that case. Clearl-y, such effects will turn out

to be important in stability analysis of such a process.

This will be seen more clear]y in Chapters II and III beloür.

Endowment effects of the Second Kind need both commod-

ity redistribution and price change in order to operate.

They are thus non-existent in a tatonnerrent process, which

precludes redistribution of commodities until the equil-
ibrium price vector is establíshed. Such effects are of
course relevant in a non-tatonnement proa"== of price change

hthere redistribution is allowed at disequil-ibrium prices.
Thus, such effects are important, together with those of t.hq

First Kind, in stability analysis of non-tatonnement pro-

cesses, further discussed in Chapters III, IV and V.

Endowment effects of the Third Kind are relevant

only when production changes are allowed. in the analysís.

They are thus non-existent in analyses of pure exchange

model s -



Before this Section is d.rawn to a c1ose, it is
important to indicate hov, the three kinds of endowment

effects affect the market (as oppôsed to the indivídual)
demands for goods. Sunnation of (f.33) over individuals
yields,

xdsi=dol.=å¡slraer+¿cJ ¡rrf-øildpi+åc]Ìpidr| (i=r,2,...n)

(1.34)

where m is the number of indiviiluals, as before. From thís
expression it is easily seen that effects of the First Kind

arè present in the market demand und.er the same condj-tions

as with individual demand. Endowment effects of ihe Second

Kind require that the terms cT ¡e aitferent for eachl
individuaf m, otherwise there is no effect on demand.40

Fínal1y, the Third Kind of effects are. present under the same

conditions as for individuaf demand..

The discussion of endowment effects is now complete.

Thè next Section deals specifically with problems associated

v/ith introduction of production in a non-tatonnement setting.
--__---.T^-'"This point is elaborated upon in Chapter III,
Section 3 .1.3 .
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1.5

This Section discusses problems of non-tatonnement

analysis when production is taken i¡to account. The role
of endowment effect.s in a productíon and exchange model of
non-tatonnement is al-so discussed.

The definition of a disequilibrium transaction in the
exchange modet is simpl-e and straightforward., namely, an

exchange at a disequilibrium price, a price which does not
clear the market. A model- of production and exchange, however,

necessitates examination of input markets, the production

pxocess itself, and the conmodiÈy market.s of the exchange

model-. The analogous definition of a disequílibrium

"transaction" in this model might then refer to an exchange

of inputs at an input price which does not cl-ear the input
market under examínation; or, it could refer to an exchange

of conmodities at a price which cloes not cl-ear the commodity

market.

Disequilibrium tra.nsactions in such a model, there-
foie, may occur in both the input and conì¡rrodity markets, But

this is not al-l that is necessary to mention when producti.on

is introduced: if only flo\,rs created within thê market

period are consídered, the operation of the commodity market

requires that hiring of inputs and production has preceded

the commodíty exchange process. Otherwise, neither commodi-

ties nor income \,¿111 have been createcl, and t'he commodity
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market i-s plainly not in existence as yet.
It is perhaps convenient to visual_ize the above

sequential- process as follows: indj-vidual.s functioning as
À1rrenterpreneurs"o'(whose initial end.owments are more or less

specialized in a non-producibl_e conmodity called "exchange
money") purchase inputs from other individuals at going
prices and pay in terms of ,'exchange money,', a non_producibl_e
conìnodity among those in the model . production proceeds

on the basis of hired input services, and commoditíes come

into existence. The situation now has the individual
enterpreneurs holding stocks of producibl-e comnodities, and.

ot.her individuals (with endowments ',special-ized" in these
inputs) holding stocks of exchange money. The endowment

of the latter group of individuals is thus now ',specialized"
in money, and the endowment of the enterpreneurs in pròducible
commodities, This is in no conflict with the specificatj.ons
of the model described above in this Section, and it seems

plausible as a representatíon of the process in a model of
production and exchange. As for the ,'special ization', wíth
regard to enterpreneurs, and other indir'íduaIs I end.ownrenLs,

it actually seems. to correspond to "real-ity" much more

cLosely than other specifications.
-__---4I-

If a commodi.ty. called ', organízational ability" isspecified, these individuals must be assumed to hold stocksof it.
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The difficulty presented above with regard to the
necessity for a " sequence',4 2does not appear in the

t.atonnement model- of production and exchange, since

equilibration in that model proceeds on the basis of planned,

as contrasted to effective, demands and supplies. Thus,

planned input supply is accompanied by a plannêd demand

for commodities, on the basis of income planned from the
supply of inputs. In the same way, planned input demand

is accompanied by pl-anned commodity supply by producers,

on the basis of the planned input employment. Thus,

equilibration analysis in this system does not require
that any production pl.rr=43b. carried out in disequilibrium:
in fact, it requires exactly the opposite, namely that no

pl-ans be put into effect until the equilibríum price vector
is found.

The situation in disequilibrium models of production

and exchange, in contrast, requires ou;put to have been
. ^i-=oThe necessity for such a sequence may be questioned.

Tntroduction of commodity inventory makes it possible, prima
fecie, to have disequilibríum commodity exchañge before:õt-atthe same time as production, provided that the "wealth" which
has been accumulated from previous periods, is allowed tovary at the time of the transaction. Howeveï, since both the
comInodity stock and the "wealth,' stock repletion require
production the introducLion of stock considerations does notinvalidate the statement in the text. ltoreover, the presence
of inventories and wealth stocks imply prior productiõn, too.

¿?--Or, for that matter, any other plans,
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produced for purposes of exchange in disequilibrium. But,

if output is to have been produced before the est.ablishment

of an equilibrium price vector and while input market.s are

in disequilibrium, the income creation plans of agents in
these markets will not be realized. Moreover, chances are

that production plans may not bè realizat¡1e, und.er circum-

stances of excess demand for one or more inputs. Fina11y,

sales plans may not be realizable in the sense that either
the market for the commodity does not clear at the expected

price or that this price has to change for the market to eq-

uilibrate.

The conclusion of the foregoing is that disequilibrium
in model-s of production and exchange ímplies the possibility
that income creation, production and sales plans may tre un-

feasibl-e. Moreover, when interdependence of production, income,

expenditure and sales is taken into account, it is easily
seen that falsification of one category of plans may bring

about another.

. Litt1e discussion exists on the feasíbility of income

and production plans in disequilibrium. An analysis of this
matter will be undertaken in Chapter V, With respect to sales

pl-ans, three broad categories of di sequil ibrirrm4 4proiluction

44 rn" term is used as a synonym for "non-tatonnement',1
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and exchange models may be distinguished. The first category

includes those in which the false production volume is pui

onto the market and demand is destroyed or creat.êd as the

case may be by means of pure price variation so that equilib-
rium is temporaril-y established. These are pure price adjust-
ment models. Because of the mistake involved in the estima-

Ëion of production vol-umes, the price of the commodíty must

adjust to bring about equiJ-ibrium and the cost is borne by

the firms involved, that is to say by the enterpreneurs.

Thus, the cost of this equilíbration process appears as an

endowment effect of the thírd kind, since it implies that
the income of some input-owners taking the risks of produc-

tion is smal-ler Èhan expected.

The second category of models corrects the ¿liscrepa-

ncy between production and demand not through price but

through quantity variation. îhus, given the prices that are

to stay constant the productíon volume is put to the market

and v¡hat is not sold is accumulated in inventory (or, the

exçess demand is satisfied by inventory depletj-on).

A third category of models would have both inventory

change and price change sharing the burden of equilibration

in the market period. Models in this category are very scarce

indeed "

In al-l t.he above model"s, production plans in the next

period. are modified to take account of past mistakes,and this
variation affects demand by means of endowment effects
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of the Third Kind once again. Al-so, product.ion plans are

affected by the situation in the input markets, in the sense

that, unless equilibrium prevails, some product.ion plans may

be unfeasibl-e.

The above is only a preview of the problems associa-

ted r^rith introduction of production in non-tatonnement pro-

cesses. A ful-Ier discussion of this matter is contained in
Chapters fII, IV and V. Suffice it to concl-ude here that the

sequence of input exchange, production and cornmodity exchange,

introduces the possibilíty of mist.akes in production volumes

which carry forward in the form of endowment Efiects of the

Third Kincl. Moreover, feasibility of production plans in
disequilibrium is not atways assured..

1.6 Closing Remarks

The aím of this Chapter has been to províde an intro-
ductory framework for the anallzsfs of equitibration problems

and to present a formalízation of equilibration processes,

as wel-l as to give an example of the way meaningful theor:ems

in economics are derived. The next tvro Chapters use the con-

cepts of this Chapter in a historical review of the literature.
Chapters IV and V apply the general model presented hel:e to

the process of equilibration in particular settings.



CHAPTER II

REVÏEW, INTERPRETATION AND CRTTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EARLY

LITERATURE

This Chapter d.iscusses Ëhe h¡ork of such earl-y contrib-

utors to the problem of equilibration as Vla1rasl, edgeworth]
2L(Marshall', lrlicksteed*, and HicksJ. Section 2.I deals with

lfalras' treatment of the equilíbration problem, both in pure

exchange and in production and exchange. Section 2.2 ô,ís-
cussesEdgeworth' s contribution in this respect, while

Marshall, Wicksteed and Hj-cks are deaLt with in Sections 2.3

2.4 anö, 2.5 respectively. SecÈion 2.6 summarizes the con-

clusions of the analysis of this Chapter. The aim of this
historical review, j-nterpretation and critical analysis of
this early work is not only to provide a background for the

research undertaken in this invesÈigation but aLso to put

the contributions in Èhe general framework of thiå thésis
wherever possible. Moreover, it will be seen that the anal-
ysis of Chapter V of this thesis is, in a loose sense, con-

nected with the approach irnplied by Edgeworth to the problem

of equilibration.

t (tttn) .

2 (rasr) , ;s2s)
3 (rszo).
4 (rs:¡).
5 (rs¿o).
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2.I L. WaLras

Leon tr{alras6 may be considered the first theorist to
face seriously the question basic to the phenomenon of market

eguilibration, although others before him may be said to have

mentioned the concept of tatonnement in relatíve1y the same
1context. ' His preoccupation t{as to show that the actual mar-

ket mechanism may be considered to achieve essentially the
.same result as that indicated by the sol-ution to the mathe-

matical problem of equilibrium of exchange. This was pre-
sumably to be achieved by the market through a process of
tatonnement, or groping, towards the equilibrium price. Tn

V[alras I own word.s (or, rather, in the \.lords of his translator) :

"What must we do in order to prove that the theoreti-
ca1 solution is identicalLy the sol-ution \,rorked out by
the market? Our task is very simple: we need only show
that the upward and downward movements of prices so,lve
the system of; equations of offer and demand by a process
of groping. " -

Walras is concerned here with the empirical relevance

of his system of equations for the model- of commodity exchange.

Unless it can be shown that the market possesses behavioural

and institutional mechanisms that lead it to the equilibrium
set of prices within a reasonably acceptable time span, the

-_-----e_-- (19s4)
1'cf . W. Jaffe ¡ (L967)
o"Ì'¡alras, (1954), p.17 0, (S125).
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system of equations of exchange l-oses much of its signifi-
cance as a tooÌ descriptive of the equilibrium of exchange

and its characteristics. This, of course, is not to be

taken to impl-y thaË i{alras was ar^7are of all the behavioural ,

institutional- and time-span problems associated with the
question of identification of the actual market sol-ution to
that of the. equation system; but he did seek to establish
some correspondence between the maiket and the theoretical
formulation

lval-ras I ov/n treatment of the process of tatonnement

has been characteïized as ,,who11y inadequate,,,g and. ,,a

swindle".l0 According to Jaffers interpretation Watras basi-
ca1ly asserts that the market mechanism of exchange in th¡e

case of many commodities is convergent, i.e., stabl_e, and

moreover that it tends to the set of prices established by

the static set of equations of the mathematical- model of ex-
change. Tt. should be noted that the second. statement not
only implies stability, but also uniqueness of the equilib-
rium set of prices, and independence of that set from the
path that the market foll-ows during equilibration. Obviously,
this set of propositions requires more than simple assertion,
and., as will- be pointed out later, proofs (which have now

been furníshed in the literature) require assumptions and
__--------i--

'Jaffe, (1967), p.5.
' I0 R. solornr, (1956) , pp 82-89.
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behavioural- and institutional specifications that never en_

tered Walras' o¡¡¡n discussion of the matter.

ït may be, however, that the above interpretaËion is
too harsh. One might vrish to recognize that lfalras r^ra s suc-
cessful in showing static stability in the case of the t\4¡o -
conmodity model of exchange. As for mul-ti-commodity ex-
change, l4rhile it is truê that he could prove very little
about stability it is also true that the reLevant paragraphs

of the Elements contain interesting remarks as to conditions
rtrhich were later found to be necêssary for stability. At
one point, for example,ll in which he attempts to shohr that
the rnulti-commodity eguiJ_ibríum will be stable, we find
Wa1ras suggestíng that stability would be probable if we

.remember that the response of the quantity demanded of a

commodity to its own price is a "direct" (hence stronger)
effect while the consequent changes of the other prices are

only indirect (hence weaker) effects on the quantity demanded

of the commodity in question. This, of course, is certainly
no proof, as ,faf fe notes. But it is interesting to note that
later literature doès contain a proof of stabil-ity of multi-
conrnodity exchange based on diagonal- dominance.12 Wh"., "*-
pressed in terms of responsiveness of quantity demanded to
prices, diagonal- d.ominance means that the response of the

--- 

tt 

-

*-llalras, (1954) , p.172 (5130) .

l2see chapter Iïï, section 3.1.1
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quantity demanded to the own príce is greater than the sum

of the responses of the same quantity to other prices, which
is what Walras alluded to, Thus, if he cannot be credited
hTith a proof he should at least be credited with perception.

At the same tíme, it may be fair to state that Walras

either has no conception of r,7hat trading at fâtse prices does

to equiJ-ibrium or he suspecte¿l the problems associated with
i! and shied away from its analysis. One does find., however,

that V,¡alras believed in a very high speed of actual market

adjustment. Thus,

rrthe rapidity and rel-iability of the practical solu-tions leave no room for improvement. It ís a matter ofdaily experience that even- in big rnarkets r^lhere there. are neither brokers nor auctioneers, the current equili-
brium price is determined wíthin a few minutes, arrd corr-siderable quantities of merchandise are exchanged at thatprice within half or three-quarters of an hour] In fact,the theoretical solution wg+ld be absolutely impractica-
bl-e in almost every case . ,'t'

It ís this and related remar:ks in VrTalras r book that
give rise to the questioñ whether he allowed disequilibriurn
t,ransact.ions to take place in his description of the equili-
bration of the exchange model .14 peter Newmarr,15 fo. example,

suggests that V\lalras did explicitly allow for such transactions
--..----------ã-

"Walras, (l-954), p.106
1^-'Ibid, pp. 1-0s-106 (9S60-61), and pp. 169-172 (9S125-

130).
1(t-(196s) pp. 101--I03.
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and refers to pages 84-86 and the above passage for evidence
relating to hlalras' discussion on disequílibrium trading and

the speed of convergence to equilibrium respectively.
V{hile it is true that some discussion on disequilib_

rium transactions is there on pages g4-g6 and while l¡Ial_ras'

belief in the speed of adjustment of the actual market is
evident from the above passage, one might agree with
W. Jaffe that Ne\^rman's inÈerpretation strains conjecture too
much. Thj-s issue, of course, would be of interest as a sub-
ject in the history of economic thought and may be consj-dered

to reduce to the following alternative statements:
(i) Walras, being a careful theorist and having

announced at the outset of his discussion of the tatonnement

mechanism that his purpose was to show that the market arrives
at a solutíon identical to that of the equations of exchange,l
could not have considered transactions at disequilibrium
prices, irrespective of his belief about the speed. of con-

vergence. This viewpoint is reinforced by the fact that in
the model of production and exchange Walras explicitly ex-

cludes disequilibrium transactions, via use of ',tickêt.s" in
di sequi L ibrium .

----------------

'owa1ras, (1954), pp. 169-170 (99I24-I25\ .
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(ii) V{hil-e it j-s true that Walras was a rigorous and

careful theoríst, it is also true that in the particular
ínstance und.er d.iscussion he did experience difficulty. As

v/as pointed out, he came to assert simply that the market

mechanism will converge to equilibrium. Vfhat equilibrium
he did not say, as Jaffe himself notes.l7 It is then con-

ceivable that Walras did noÈ mean an equilibrium identical
to that yielded by the equations of exchange, but one very

cl-ose to it (sínce the speed of conveïgence he believed to

be high, and hence the bulk of transactions would take pLace

at equilibrium).
Related to the above issue ís the question of the

meaning and analytical use of the vlalrasian theorem of equiv-

alent redisÈributions of comrnodity holdings. JaffelS sug-

qests that the theorem has relevance for the Vüalrasian theory

of tatonnement which was míssed by Walras himself. He also
points out that modern writers have not taken into account

the result of this theorem r"¡hen they state the conditions for
invariance of equilibrium prices under commodity redístribu-
tion among individuals.

It may be useful , then, to examine the meaning and

possibl-ê analytical use of the l¡Jalrasian theorem of "equiv-

alent redístríbutions of conunodity holdings", and its possible
------i.;- ''Jaffe ,(1967]|, pp. 5-6
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relevance to the Walrasian theory of tatonnement. A related
questj-on is that of necessary and sufficient conditions for
invariance of equilibriurn commodity. prj-ces in the Walrasian

model of tatonnement exchange.

The theorem of "equivalent redistributions of commod-

ity holdings" states that

"given several commodit.ies in a market ín a state of
general equiJ-ibrium, the current pricês of these corunod-
ities v¿ill- remain unchanged no matter in what way the
ohrnership of the respective quantities are redistributed
among the parties to the exchange, provided, however,
that the value of the sum of the quantiçåes possessed by
each of these parties remains the same"*'

ft seems clear that an equivalent redistribution of
commodity holdings is defined by InÍalras as one which has the

same va1ue, calculate¿l at the equilibrium l-evel- of prices.

It is also clear that such redistribution wíl-1 not change the

total quantity of each coflrmodity available for consumption

and exchange. The theorem, then, suggests that a change in
the commodity compositi.on of the ínitial individual endow-

ments of the participants in the exchange d.oes not affect the

final solution of the equations of exchange (that is, it does

noÈ play a role in the determination of equilibrium prices)

in the case \¡¡here the value (in terms of the numerãire, and.

calculated at these equilibrium prices) of the endowments is
the same for each individual participant, after redistribution.
_--.-.-.------õ-

--Intalras, (1954), p.185.
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In order to determine the possible analytical use of
this theorem, consider a tatonnement process v/iÈhout ,,fa1se

)^trading"-" in which the price change has the same sign as

that of excess demand.. Although no transactions take place

before the final equilibrium price is arrived at, it should

be obvious that the values of the commodity holdings of the
individual participants keep changing as the system gropes

tohrard. equiJ-ibrium, for the simple reason that prices at
which these val-ues are cal-culated vary during the process.

Thj-s is, of course, due to the operation of end.owment ef-
fect.s of the first kind.

!ìlhen a process r,¡iÈh disequilibrium trading wíthout

transactions on credit is considered, the individuals who

turn out to have gained (lost) from the disequil-ibrium trans-
action of the previous moment (or period) can be shov/n to
have experienced an unambiguous increase (decrease) in the

value of their holdings compared with that val-ue before the

disequilibrium Èransaction, r¡7hen both are calculated at
prices of the present period. This is the endovment effecÈ

of the second kind, discussed in Chapter I.
Thus, while in both processes the value of endowment

of the individual changes during the pl:ocess of equilibration,
the difference is that vrithout disequilibrium transactions
--------'2'o-.-*i.e., transactions at disequilibrium prices.
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that val-ue changes only vrith the operation of endowment

effects of the first kind. With disequilibriun transactions,
however, v¡hen an individual is allowed to transacÈ at a given

set of prices and thus change the physical quantities of
commodities in his initial endowment, the value of his new

endownent is different from the value of lhe old endowment

(r4rith both values reckoned at a price vector different fron
that in \./hich the disequilibrium transaction took p1..e2I¡.
This difference in the value of Èhe end.owments is responsible

for "income" or "endowrnent " effects of the second kind on the

demand of the particular individual.
Thus, one finds that irrespective of false Èradíng or

not the value of the individual commodity endowment will
change duríng the process of equilibration for the simple rea-

son thaÈ prices at h¡hich the value of this endowment is ca1-

culated change during the process. This remark serves to
poínt out that the analytical use of the ,'equivalent redistri-
butions of commodity holdings" cannot be in the framework of
the process of equilibration of the market: because the es-

sential characteristic of the theorem is invariance of the

endowment value cal-culated at a given price vector, r¡rhile the

essential characteristic of the equilibration process is price
.-_----2T-

--Because no transactíons on credit are permitted, the
endowments before and. after the false trading will have the
same value if reckoned at the price in !'rhich false trading
took place.
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change.
!

ft may be asked why it is necessary to revalue the
endowments of the indíviduals during the process of equil-
ibration. The reason is, of course, that such revaluation
is necessary for the determination of the quantity demanded

at various prices, and is part of the concepÈuaI experiment

via wtrich the planned demand curve is iletermined.

Thus, the use of the theorem is restricted to sit-
uations where the price does not change: more specifically,
it rnay be used to show that the equilíbrium price vector
which resul-ts from the equations of exchange depends so1ely

on conditions of market supply, demand and on the distribution
of wealth (that is, on the total quantities of commodities,

the utility functions of the individuals and on the equili-
brium value of their endownent) and not so much on conditions
of distribution of the total available supply of physical
quantities of commodities among individuals, since, according

to the theorem, the latter can be varied in specific ways and.

st.ill- leave equilibrium prices unchanged.

To make the matter clearer, it inay be appropiate to
consider the example of exchange of two commodities, such as

bread and meat. Given the preferences of the participants in
the exchange, and their endowments of physical guantities of
those two commodities, we assune that an equilibrium relative
price exists for a tatonnement process vr'ithout disequilíbríum
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transact.ions. This equilibrium price ratio may be obtained
from the solution of the system of excess demand functj_ons

of the participants. The theorem then suggests that this re1-
ative price witl not change even if vre start off the individ-
ua1 participants v,/ith very different physical coÍunodity alj_o-

22catr-ons,-- provided that the values of those new cornmodity

allocations, cal-culated at the equilibrium relative prices,
are the same as before. If, for exa.lnple, an individual was

in possession of some quantíties of both cornmodíties in the
first case, given the equilibrium prices (parameters to him)

he may be a suppLier of bread and. a d.emander of meat. Jf,
however, in the redistribution of commodity holdings he is
found at Ëhe beginning to hold no bread. at all and meat in
guantity whose equilibrium value is the same as that of ini-
tial quantity of bread and. meat he had before, he wi1l ob-

viously end up suppJ-ying meat in exchange for bread, in
equilibrium, and the equilibrium price wiJ-l be the same.

The meaning of the theorem is, then, that it is the

equilibrium vafue of the physical quantities of the initial
indj-vidual- endowments which, toget.her wlth preferences and

totaJ- supplies, determines the eguilibrium prices: ít does

not matter what the composition of this equílíbrium value is
in terms of physical quantities.

-'These wil-l have to add up to the given tota] marketquantities, however.
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The above example al-so shows that the theorem suggests

that the question of who witl supply v/hat commod.ity in demand

for others depends on the distribution of the physical quan-

t.iÈies.

Consider Figure 2.1, which is a standard Edge\,7orth box

describing exchange of tr,rro commodities by two individuals be-

having according to parametrically given prices. The theorem

says that any initíal- end.owment lying on the line AB will lead

to thè equilibrium price ratio described by the tangent of the

angle 0, i.e., all offer curves derived from initial endow-

ments lying on this line intersect at E. During the equílib-
ratíon process, the endovrment values will vary for the reasons

described above.

A

v2
ul

Figure 2.1

o*

o*
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Jaffe seems to believe that the theorem may be used

in connection with a tatonnement process (with or without
false t.rading) and suggests that Walras

"missed perceivíng the relewance of hi-s rtheorem ofequívalent redistribution. . . ' to his thêory of taton_nement, since the proof he formulated. . . begè the ques_
EEn.- IIe calcutatã¿ tne value of the equiialent Ëom-modity holdings in terms of the mathema€ically determinedpríces, which ipso !3s!e guaranteed. a solutioi at the
same equilibriüm-prïõeET Had he calcul_ated (it) atanother seç"of prices, the solution would not have beenthe same. " "

ft has already been pointed out that the theorem has

no use outside equilibrium, and this shows that Jaffe's
criticism of lValras having missed perceiving its relevance
is unjustified, although ít is true that Wal-ras could possi-
b1y have seen the ímportance of fal-se tradíng for his scheme

had he examinecl the theorem more closely. In ord.er to eval-
uate the force of Jaffets criticism, however, it may be

instructive to examine his suggestíon for cal-culation of the
value of equivalent commodity bundles in terms of other than
the equilibrium prices. Jaffe suggests that in this case the
solution would not have been the same. Actual_l-y, under an

equivalent redistribution of commodity holdings there cannot

be a solution satisfying the equilibrium conditions of the
markets unl-ess the prices come to be the mathematically de-

termined prices. This may be seen in Figure 2.1_ v/here the

Jaffe, (1967) , p,3.
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eval-uation of the bundies C,C* in terms of another price
ratio does not lead both parties onto the contract curve
(a unique equilibrium ís assumed. in the Figure) .

Jaffe¡s statement that calculaÈion of the values of
the endowment at another set. of prices would yiel-d another

equilibrium price vector seems to imply that the value of the

endowment is calcul-ated at one set. of prices, and afterwards

the equil-ibrium vector is found on the basis of Èhe gíven

money value of the endowmenÉ. This is clearly inappropriate,
since the value of the endowment should be calculated at the
set of ruling prices, and thus its value in equilibrium de-
pends on the equilibrium price vector. Thus, I¡Ialras, calcu-
Lation of the value of equivalent redístributions at the
init.ial equilibrium prices was meant to check whether the

market excess d.emands \'üould be zero aE these prices, af ter
redistribution had taken pl-acê. He vroul-d then be able to
claim, as he did, that equilibrium prices d.o not change.24

There is, however, an implication that may be d.rawn

from the theorem as regards alternative sufficient conditions

for invariance of the initial solution prices of the model- of
tqtonnement exchange. One such sufficient condition is shown

by the theorem to be the invariance of the equilibrium val-ues

of individual endowments.25 Another one is invariance of the
,A-'Equilibrium is assumed to be uníque.
1t'-Together with unchanged total quantities of commod-

ities.
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physical quantities in the endowment of each individual.
The second of these suf fj.cient conditions is quite

strong: not only does ít reguire that the total market quan_

tity of each commodity be constant, but it also demans a

fixed distribution of quantities of all commodities among

indivídua1 participants.
The first condiËion has the same requirement r^rith re_

gard to the total market quantities, but it is a little weak_

er on their distribution, since it suggests that the latter
may be varied as J-ong as the equilibrium value of êach indi_
vidual endowment remains constant.

On the other hand, neither of the above conditions is
necessary for invariance of the equilibrium prices. This is
so because it is conceivabr-e that in a non-tatonnement process
with false trading the equilibrium values of the endo\.ments

may change but the consequences of these changes for excess

demand may cancel one another. We then have the same equi_
libríum prices buÈ different end.owment values (at these pri_
ces) for some or all individuals. It may be v/orthr¡lhi1e to
stress that the cancelling out refers to the consequences of
dífferent endowments on excess d.emand.s; the endowments have

different equilibrium val-ues from the initial ones. The to-
ta1 market excess demands, ho¡r'¿ever, malz be the same if the
consequences of these different end.owments cancel out.26
-------ñ--"Contrast with Jaffe's elimination of the endo\,rment
changes themselves: Jaffe, (L967) , p-3.
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In terms of Figur:e 2.llt is possibte that from an endowment

off the line AB there may exisÈ a price ]ine of slope O tak-
ing the market participants to a point on the contract curve

other than E but with the same marginal rate of substitution
as that of E.

Jaffe, however, claims that the conditj_on provided by

the theorem of equivalent redístributions is not only suffi-
cíent but also necessary, when he states that:

"If foll-ows from this theorem that if the values of...
assêts are affected...and do notrSemain unchanged, theprices. . .must also be affected" . 

¿ /

rhis implication is i.,.otr".t.28
If neither of the above conditions is necessary but

only sufficient, the questÍon arj-ses r^rhether it ís preferable

in any sense to use the one rather than the other. In this
respect, it seems proper to use the vreakest sufficient con-

diÈion avail-able, although this does not ímp1y that Èhe stron-
ger one is improper or íncorrect. Thus, Jaffe's criticism of
D. Patinkin is couched in an unjustifiabl-e manner when the
former says that

-.57-

-'Ibid, pp. 2-3.
28---In a later passage Jaffe has the \^reaker, and correct

statement that ü/hen lhe endowment values chanqe iequilibrium...
is unl-ikely to remain unchanged" (ibid, p.4, italics mine).
If E --reQüT1íbrium" he means not onf-y-tnã equilibrium commod.-
ity di.stribution but also the final price by which eguilibrium
was arrived at, Ëhís statement is in conÈrâdicÈion to that
quoÈed in the text.
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'r Patinkin. . . leaves one with the impression that lvhatis needed ís constancy in the quantíties of the physical
components of the individual endowment collections, whenin fact what is required for a unique equilibriurn is con-stancy in the values of these separate endowments ...,,"t

As mentioned above, neither condition is necessary.
Jaffe implies that hís condítion should be used by paÈinkin

because it is necessary, while he should have suggested that
his condition is a weaker sufficient condition, hence prefer-
able .

One may conclude froni the above discussíon that thê
theorem of equivalent redistributions is most relevant vrith
regards to equilibrium positions, nameJ-y it describes suffi-
cient conditions for invariance of equilibrium prices to some

dist.ributional changes in the endowments. . I¡lhile it may be

true that it gives the weakest conditions available, it is
not correct that it gives necessary conditions. Therefore,
it coutd have helped Walras onJ-y marginally as regards the
question of disequilibrium transactionsi moreover, the fact
that its conditions for price ,invariance are \deaker than oth-
ers does not render other conditions improper or usel-ess.

The theorem of equivalent commodíty holdings has been

examined. at some length because it provides . condítions under

vrhich endowîent effects of the second kind cannct operate on

demand and consequently cannot changê the equilibrium price

9rbid, pp.16-17.
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vector despite disequilibrium transactions. This, then, is
one case where actual transactions outside equilibrium do not
affect the stationary state of the model: the case is clearly
interesting because of precisely this feature.

There is, as a matter of fact, a case where the theo_

rem's cond.itions on price invariance under commodity redis_
tribution are indeed necessary, as well as sufficient, (i.e.,
unless redistributions satisfy the condítions of the theorem

equilibrium prices do change, and if they do satisfy these

conditions prices remain the same). T.his ís the case where the
utility functions of all participants in exchange are homo-

geneous and strictly convex. If this is so, it is well known

that the marginal rate of substitution depends only on the
ratio of conmodíties. Moreover, strict convexj_ty of indiff-
erence surfaces guarantees that to each marginal rate of
substitution there corresponds only one commodity ratio. The

contract curve of the exchange model in this case exhibits
the characteristic that to each commod.ity ratio there cor-
respond.s a given marginal rate of substitutj_on and vice versa.
Under these conditions, it is necessary and sufficient for
invariance of equilíbrium prices that any cornmodity redistri-
bution among individual-s be equivalent as defined by V,lalras.30

Consider, as an i11ustïation of the above, Figure 2.2 be-
---------------=;--

"Thus, in this particular case Jaffe would be right to re-
gard the conditions of the theorem both necessary and suffi-
cient.
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1ow. To each point on the contract curve there corresponds a

unique equilibrium price ratio, since each point is associated
T^rith a different commodiËy ratio. let the initial commodity

distribution be on the line AB, at point C. Then, any equi-
vaLent redistribution, such as C*, will not affect equili_
brium prices, while any non-equivalent one wil1 have to affect
them, since the offer curves from a point off AB, such as

point Ð, wil-l intersect on another point of the contract curve,
such as E' rather than at point E.

o*

E íg:ur e 2.2

. 
2.2 F.Y. Edge$rorth

In his early h¡rítirrg=3l 
"dg.rort.h 

may at best be inter-
preted as uncl-ear in his own thoughts on tne matter of trans-
actions outside eguilibrium. His main concern seems to be the
que.stion of "determinate contract", i.e., an indefinite number

of ¡rfinal settlements". Some definitions of terms are required
for proper discussion of Edgeworth's concerns and anal-ysis.

--_-3I:- 
:- -F. Edgeworth, (1881-).
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A ,,contract', is defined. as an action by an agent taken
¡"¿ith the consenÈ of others affected by this action32; the
"field of competition" with reference to contracËs consj_sts
of all the individuaLs wil]ing and able to recontract about
the articles under cons íderatior3 3 , , ,,settlement,, j-s a con_
tract which cannot be varied $rith the consent of a1l the
parties to it; a "fina1 settlement,r is one which cannot be
varied with recontract within the field of competition; and,
contract is índeterminate when there aïe an indefinite ni¡mber
of fína1 settlements.34

The essential ambiguity in Edge\,rorth,s early work re_
fers to the question rn¿hether he a110wed the contracts at each
stage of the equilibration process to be carried. out: ,,recon_

tract" i.e., may be interpreted to mean either that contracts
are annulled and others take their place in the process of
equiJ-ibration; or that they are carried out and another set
of contracËs takes place. ïn the first case it seems clear
that the process is similar to the tatonnement of ü/alras. In
the. second, the further question arises whether nevr' sets of
contracËs take p1äce within the specific market period, or
the next one.

-----=2.:.
r-bj-d, pp . I6_L7 .

??-'iÞi4' P.18.
?.^'iÞåq, p.le.
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To make things cl-ear, assume that the system starts thê
market period with given tastes., technology and initial en-

d.owments. Let contracts be formed (as contrasted to ,'carried

outrr) at disequilibrium prices. The first possibility in inter-
pret,ing the term "recontract" is to take it to mean that in
disequiJ-ibrium contracts may be annullecl and others formed

\,7ithin the period; t.he equilibration process will- then stop

when a "fina1 settlement." is reached.

The above is obviousl-y simílar to the !{al-rasian taton-
ne¡nent process, with the possible exception that the price

setting during equilibration seems to bê done by those who

find it profitable to enter into new contracts, rather than

the $Talrasi-an auctioneer.

The second possibility is to interpret the term "re-
contract" to mean that contracts formed at disequilibrj-um

prices are carried out after they are formed. Two cases now

arise: either no more contracts are entereil into in Ëhe gi-

ven market period or not. In the first case, the system must

be ôonsidered to proceed to economic activity within the perioil

on the basis of the initial disequilibrium contracts. Obvi-

ously, equilibrium is not att.ained in the market period un-

der this interpretation. However, it is possible to post-

ulate that the system starts the next market period \,,/ith

exactly the same initial conditions as before, wíth the excep-

tion that traders now know that the previous periodrs contracts
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can be improved upon. Sufficient repetition of this pro_
cess may be. considered legitinate for analysis of determín_
ation of what could be ca1led the ,,normal-,,, as opposed to
rrmarket period', price .

In the second. case, after the first series of contracts
has been formed and carried out it is possible to visualize
a nev¡ set of contracts during the same market period. This
is, of course, the genuine process of non_tatonnement within
the market period, as defined in Chapter f above.

The discussion may now return to Edgeworth,s work. fn
the llathematical psychics hís main concern seems to be the
condj-tíons of determinate contract. He starts his analysis
ríith "the simplest case of contract,,35, involving two per_
sons and. two commodities, and constructs the now widel-y used
contract curve in the model of exchange. He then shor^7s that
many equilibria are possible in this situation, i.e., contract
is indeterminate, since all points on that portion of the con_
tract curve which is enclosed by the indifference curves pass_
ing through the initial endowment are eligible for eguilibria.
The finat outcome depends on the bargaining ability of the par_
ticipants, since no price taking can be assumed in this context.
ïn this early discussion of indeterminate equilibrium Edgevrorth
does not specify whether the participants in exchange enter
----._-.--'E-

"Edgeworth, (18gl) pp.20-30.
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into a series of contracts: however, he may have adopted the
possibility of disequilibrium transactions ín that model quite
earl-y in his thought. This possibility must be recognised,

since one finds Edgeworth remarkirg (itt a conrnent on Jevonsr

equations of exchange) :

"Irfhy, indeed, should an isolated couple exchange every
portion of their respective commodities at. the same rate
of exchange? or r^rhat meaning can be attached t.o such a l-aw(the Jevonian Law of Indifference) ín their case? The
.dealing of an isolated couple woulil be regulated not by
the theory of exchange... (under perfeçÊ competition) but
by the theory of the simþ1e contract.'" lThe theory of
bilatera] exchange) (parenthetical statements inserted) .

Here Edgeworth may be taken to mean that, since the
outcome of the process of exchange between an isol_ated couple

is indeterminate in any case, there is no rêason to irnpose the
Jevonian rule which, in the theory of multilateral_ exchange,

is necessary for uniqueness of the equilibrium price.
üIith his analysis of the case of "simple contractrl

complete Edgeworth turns to the case of increasing the ,,field

of competítion", the number of traders in the market. He

states that his purpose is to prove that indeterminatenes s of
contracÈ gradually vanishes as the number of traders in the

market increases, since "recontracting" is now possible.

HiÈ discussion has provided the beginning of analysis of the

core of an economy, designed to prove that the set of possible

36ndgeworth (1881), p.109.
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of traders irra."u."a" . 

3 7 rt is not clear , hor^/eveï , ,i^7hat

Edgel{orÈh meanË by " recontracting,, in this case: it is pos_
sibte to interpret the term either as a variant of the taton_
nement pao"a".38 or as a recontract from period to period,
all periods starting with the same inj.tial endowments.3g
In the first case, one may say that as far as diseguitribrium
transactíons are concerned, Edgevrorth fol1ov¡ed in the path of
I^IaIras. fn the second. case, it may be said that he adopted
a discussion of determination not of Èhe market period equili_
brium price but of a more ,,normal,, long_run price, by adoptÍng
a repetitive process of actual- disequilibria.

Textual evidence that the first interpretation
true is furnished by such statements of Edgeworth,s as
following :

may be

the

"you miqht suppgsg each dealer to wríte down his demand,hoi,v much oi a^ aiiicl.-h;-'r;;îä"iu,lu .. each price, wïE_h__out attemptinq to conceal hi;-;";ihavins ¡eän iúrnis;;d--ü-"";;.i=å*Ë""*"tts; and these data
pti""-to-À" iäi=ior,r"".ly evar-uare¿Ttä$ut-*t.hine, the

"'S.., for example, K. Vind, (1965).' 38a" did N. Kaldoï, (1933-34).
39tt i" of "1yr:u a1so. possible to interpret the term asactual "formatíon and compretiò;; -;;-;orrtracts 

within the marketperiod. fn this 
".lu_l . 

even with 
"o*pãiition the equilibrium isr-ndeterminate, as it. depends 

"n th; ;;;il of. actuaf transactions,and EdgeworÈh is obrzioi'"rv-rrãlg"i; ii;' cfaim of dererminateness,if he is so Ínternrete¿. - 
nowåvãr ]"airåi" is no textuat evidencefor this interpreiation, while tñår;"i;'some such for recontracrtrom period ro period .å ,iii-¡à"Jåã,.,'Ë..or.

AA'"Edger,üorth, (lggf) , p.30.
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This is in reference to Walras r tãtonnement, process,
in the theory of multilateral exchange. Ed.geworth does not

. raise issues with regard to thê absence of disequilibrium
transactions in this Idalrasian framework: his object is,
rather, to prove that equilibrium is determj-nat.e not by the
Wal-rasian method but by an analysis of perfect competition
urith ', recontract ,' . 

41

On the other hand, têxÈual evidence exists that sup_
port.s the second. interpretation: for example,

rrso a landford on. gxpiry of lease recontïacts, it maybe, wÍth a new tenant" ,a¿ àr,

. "11t us imagine a simple case __ Robinson Crusoe con_tracting¿r{ith Friday. Tñe articles. of conria;¿;--;";;;...labour" . ='

In both the above cases the nature of the commodity
exchanged is such that it is possible to postufate that ind_
ividuals return at the beginning of each market period with
the same initial conmodity endowment.

The evidence in the earLy writings on whether Edgeworth
did exami-ne disequilibrium transactions is thus not definite.

' Ten years l-ater44 Edg.*orah retumedto the model of
isolated exchange (barter) and adopted A. Marshal-f ,s

account of eguilibration in that moder-45 which involves ex-____-___4_|-
'*Edgeworrh, (tggt) , pp.30_31.
lt'-rbid, p.17.
oa-'"Ibid, p.2B.
AA- 'Edgeworth , (1925) , pp.313-319.
àq'-Marsha11, (1920).
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change in disequilibrium prices during the market period.
At the same time, hoh¡ever, he repeated his statement that

,'the essential conditiqn of índeterminatenes s is theabsence of competition,' . 
*"

ClearJ_y ímplíed in this is the statement that if the
number of traders increases in the exchange model equilib_
rium will be determinate.

However, if disequilibrium transactions are a11owed,

(i.e., if contracts are formed, carried out, and others fÕr_
med and carried ouÈ ín the same market period) eguilibrium
will not be detärminate in Edgeh/orth's sense. Thus, Edge-

wort.h may be interpreted as having failed to see the fact
that disequilibrium transactions mav cause indeterminateness
in multi-l-ateral exchange.

Alternatively, it may be suggested that Edgei,rorth had

his mind fixed either on the case of contracts which could be

annulled within the period (tatonnement), or he r1,as, from that
time in his research, moving towards a theory of determination
of normal price, as the alternative interpretation discussed.

above suggests.

It is seen Èhat, ín his effort to describe the
equilibrating mechanism of the market Edgeworth may either be

considered to have adopted the tatonnement of Walras or, more

appropriately, may be interpreted as having by-passed the
--------7E_ - .- -Edger'rorth, op. cit. , p.3I7 .
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problem of market period price determination in favour of
what may be cal-led Edgeworthian normal price formation,4T
Textual evidence of his later work48 

"""r" to support the
second. inÈerpretaËior, . 

4 9 For exampl_e,

"...two kinds of higqling may be distinguished asappropriate respectivel-y to shoit and J-ong ¡reriods.t'irst, y. Tuy suppose the intending buyerõ ä"a sàfiersto remain in communication r^rithout actirally making ex_changes, each trying to get at the disposi-tion" 
"É iü.others...By thís 

_ 
preliminary tentative pro.."" 

"-"y"Iã*9f barsains complying wittr lhe condirioãs 
"f .q"iiib.i.*rs, as l_t. hrere, rehearsed before it is actuallj performed.Or, second._, one may suppose a performance to tãkã placebefore such rêhear=?l .1, comptãted. on the first ãay inour- example (of equilibratíon in the labour market) å setof hirings are made which prove not to be in accorâancewith 

. 
the 

. disposition of thã partíes. These contractsterminating within the {ay, lhe parties encounter eachot.her the following dayJ (fn.3: they recontract, in the. phraseology of Marhema¿ical esychicsj \"iïEE-ãîry;íai";;the same as [hemmbatants armis animis_qle Tefeclr t. -:.in all respects as they were-ãE-EñãTêr-gl_nnang of the first er¡counter, except tfrat they have ob_tained by experience the knowlådge tirat the system of -
bargains entered into on the firõt occasj,on dåes not fitthe real disposÍtions of the parties. The second. plan ofhígglíng rl¡as supposed in the äxampl-e (of the laboui mar_ket) -qnthe plan which is more apþropriate to "noimalü-prr.ce" - - (parenthetical statements inseïted)

Once this second interpretâtíon of Edgeworth is accep_

ted. as more appropríate, ít may be useful to conment on the
implications, usefulness and possibility of extension of this
approach .

Compare D. t{alker, (1973).

.4 

Sndgeworth , (IgZs), pp.333 ,452,453.
49_.

.. -¡-.Irst suggested by D. Walker, in an attempt to dispelthe common interpretation that Edge$/orth had not cõnsidered'disequilibrium in any different mánner from Walras. SeeD. vfalkêr, (1973).
sondg"worth | (tg25,vo| ï) p.40.
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The method irr,rof.r"" a sequence of market periods in
which disequilibrium prevails. Repetit.ion of market periods
having the same initial- conditions accumulates enough exper-
ience for the participants to be abl-e finally to.settle on

"normal " prices, which would in theory be determined by the
equations of the mod.el under a tatonnement process.

The above need.s certain conditions to be satisfied in
order to become relevant to the process of equilibration:
specifically, ít must be assumed that the disequílibrium of
each period does not affect. the initial conditions of the fu-
ture periods. This is obviously a strong assumption, violated
in cases of "carryoverl of any sort from the disequilibrium
of the one period to the sítuation of the other periods.
Moreover, the speed of adjustment must be relat.ively high, if
the assumption of identical_ initial endowments in each period
is to be defensible.

Edgeworth, of course, mad.e no such assumptions for the
proéess of normaf price formation attríbuted to him in this inter-
pretation. The approach suggested by him is nevertheless ob-

viously useful , especi-ally in a model of production and ex-
change where t.he market period may reasonably be assumed to
involve disequilibrium: it is not reasonable to suggest that
because the input markets are in disequilibrium no production
takes place. Thus the approach in which the labour and other
input markets open at disequilibrium prices, hirings are made
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and production is und.ertaken on the basis of such hirings
seems to have meri-t.

In Chapter V of this investigaÈion a disequilibrium
model of production and éxchange is developed along the lines
of the Edgeworthian repetítive process, with initial condi-
tions of each period sometimes independent and sometimes de-

pendent on the sj-tuation of disequilibríum of the previous

periods.

2.3 A. Marshall

Marshall savr the problem of indeterminacy of equilib-
rium and in his typical way tried to find simplified sets of
asslaptions that would make thê supply and demand apparatus

insensit.ive to disequilibrium transactions. His first ap-

proach to the problem ì,üas to assume that "every dealer...
has a perfect knovrledge of the circumst.ances of the maïket,,,

and to conclude from this that no buying or selling woultl

happen at prices other than the equilibríum one. This, of
course, assumes away the problem and is not very different
from Walras' approach. Marshatl, however, proceeded to say

that

"ït is not indeed necessary, . . that any dealers should
have ¿., thorough knowledge of the circumstances of the mar-
ket. ""

---=5q. t"r=hal1, (1920) , p.334.
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and accepted the possibility that a certain volume of trans-
actions would take pl-ace at disequilibrium príces. He asser_
ted., however, that the final price under these circumstances

"would be probably cLose" to the equilibrium price as derived
from the solution of the initial supply and demand equations,
and justifi-ed his position by suggesting that, for any par_

ticular market, the marginal ut.ility of the commodity fal1s
v/ith the increase in the quantity held .by the individual
while the marginal utility of money is relatively insensitive
to the amounts held of money and. this conmodity. In effect,
Marshall postulated constancy (or approximate constancy) of
the marginal utility of money.

This Marshallian assumption has generateil considerable
debate in the literature.52 The reasons for the debate may

be found ín the lack of clarity of the assumption and in the
multipl-e use to which it r,'ras put. More specifically, Marshall
did not make clear precisel.y rtut t" assumed to be constant,
and as a consequence some writers interpreted him saying that
thg marginal utility of the numeraire is constant, while
others interpreted such constancy to refer to the marginal
utility of general purchasing po\^/er. Moreover, it \,/as not
----_ %". aa pareto, (Lg27) t Appendix, art.56 f f . p.585
E. Wilson, (1935) , (1939)j p. Samuèl-son,in O. Lange, tiOaZ¡,75-9Iì J. Hicks, (1946) , pp.39-40i H. Liebhafsky, {ioor¡ ; '

l: Pllq=' (1965); N. G. Roegen, (1968)¡ c. Híggins ancl H.Liebhafsky, (1968) ; D. Watker (1969) ¡ s. witsón, (1935) and(193e).

tf¡
pp.
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mad.e clear with respect to v¡hat the marginal utility of in-
come was assumed. constant: when constancy refers to the
ñarginal utility of the numeraire it is reasonable to imply
that the utitiÈy is constant with respect to increases of
the quantiËy of the commodity. I{hen, however, it is the
marginal utility of general purchasing po\,ler that is consid-
ered. constant the question arises as to !{hether it is con-

stant v/ith respect, to increases in that purchasing por^rer or
with. respecÈ to changes in prices.

The mult.iple uses to which Marshall put the assumption

aggravated the problem of ambiguity. The assumption is
used in at least three distinct cases: to ,,prove" thè lah,

of d.emand., to discuss the concept of consumer surplus and

finally to have the commodity market equilibrate wíth false
trading without ambiguity as to the final equilibrium price.
Thus, one passage read.s,

I'The richer a man becoryLçs the l-ess is the rnarginal
utility of money to him",f,r

This is in conjunction to the derivation of the lai^r of demand

where Marshall says that in stating the 1aw he has not con-

sidered changes in the marginal utility of money. Also, in
his discussion of the consumer 

"rrtplrr"54 he points out that
the substance of his argument woul_d not be affected if he
---------+-ã-

"Marshall, (Ig2O) , pp.96 and 690.
qL- 'Ibid, p.I32.
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took account of changes in the marginaÌ utility of monelz

which presumably happen as a conseguence of changes in the
pricês of commoditíes. In the associated footnote he argues

that the neglected elements would general_ly belong to the
second order of sma11 quantities, ancl in the Mathematical
Appendix" he makes the poínt that the marginal_ utility of
money can be kept the same throughout (presumably while pri_
ces are changing) if one assumes that. the consumer's expendi_
ture On any one commodity is only a small part of his total
expenditure. According to Marshall , this condition Èakes

care of ciffents case, mentioned in his text.56 ïn stating
the condition that the consumer spends a smaLl- percentage of
his income on each coÍEnodity Marshal_l refers the reader to
his discussion of market eguilibration with false trading.5T
fn that discussion the marginal utility of money is not âl-
lowed to change appreciably and the assumption ís justified
on the basis of Èhe condition that the consumer spends a small
part of his total resources on the comnodity in question. ïn
-----._--E-' --r!¡4, xote vr, p.842.

uu;, pp.132-133.
q?"'Ibid, p.334. The actual reference in lIarshallrs noteis to eooE-Yl Chapter III, paragraph 3, but this must be atypographical mistake. I have taken the reference to read:

Book V, Chapter IT, paragraph 3, whích is the discussion on
market equilibration, and v,¡here the condition of a small per-
centage of expenditure on each commodity is mentioned..
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the associated Appendíx on barter58, Marshal-1 d.iscusses the
exchange of two commodities for one another for the case of
two individuals and more than two individuals and comes to
Èhe conclusion that the final equilibrium rate of exchange is
indeterminate, because it depends on the path of false trad-
ing. He then proceeds to suggest that the uncertainty of the
final equilibriun price depends índirectl-y on the fact that
one coÍtmodity is traded for another instead of being sold for
money. this is because the marginal utilities of the commodi-

ties exchanged are functions of the amounts of commodities

held, while money can be thought of as having approximately

constant marginal utility. To show that this is the case

Marshall suggests that if one of the commodities is available
ín large quantities in the endowments of both sides of the

market, its marginal utility to the participants in the ex-

change can be consid.ered constant and the consequence of this
is thaÈ the final equilibrium price i^rith false trading is not
dependent on the path of that t.rading. In the mathematical

note to this Appendi*59 h. becomes more specific and r,trrites

ouÈ the conÈract cürve equation ín the case of constant marg-

inal utility of the one commodity. This equation shows that
the contract curve is a straight line para11e1 to the one com-

modity axis and the fína1 equilibrium price along that curve is

-"Ibid, Appendix F.
ao-"Ibid, trore xII , pp.844-845.
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a constant, dependent on the net amount exchanged of the
commodity whose utility var.ies with its quantity.

Since the interest here is Ín the assumption of con_
stant marginal utility as it can be used in the theory cf
n'arket equilibration with false trading, most of the díscus_
sion which fol.Iows concentrates on this use of the assumption.
ïn this connection, it ü/í11 first be shown that if constancy
of the marginal utility of íncome is taken to mean constancy
of the equilibrium marginal utility per dollar with respect
to a change in income,60 tti" result can be obtained if the
marginal. utility of one commodity consumed in equilibrium is
constant. It then follows that pure price and pure quantity

. end.owment effects for all other colr¡modities except the one
whose margínal utility is constant are zero, and consequentl_y
the 1aw of demand hofds for these conmodities wit.hout exceptions.
Moreover, close examination.of the Sfutsky equation of
value theory sho\,rs that Marshafl_,s condition of a small per_
centage of expenditure on each conmodity has use, s j-nce und.er
the above assumption equilibration with false trading may fo1_
low an errati.c path, but the final equilibrium prj_ce is not
affected by that path.

fn order to show the above, it is useful to ïecall the
formutation of the individual-'s problem of utility maximiza_
tion, discussed in Section 1.4. Fron the formulation of this
problem (equations 1.30) it is clear that the change in the-_---6-0:.-

Gl"ven a utilíty índex.
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value of the Lagrangean muLtipLier in response to a change

in the endowment quantity of conmodity i is given by

(2.IT

where lUlis the det.erminant of the Hessian of the utility
function. A1so, it will_ be recalLed that the equatíon ex_

pressing the change in the quantíty dernanded in response to
price and endowment changes is

ç lu' . I Lap* À lu-,. .'. Iasl=-T-- . ---fÚ;ir. {ì(ri-si)dp.+rp.dri} (1.32) .

C1early, if one column of the unbordered. liessian in (2.1) is
zero, the change in the equilibriurn marginal utility per doI_
lar which results from a change in the end.owment of the consu_
mer is zero. But a zero column in the llessian impJ-ies con_

stancy of the marginal utility of the respective commodiÈy,

both wíth respect to its own quantity and with respect to
changes in the quanÈities of the other conmoditíes. The com_

modity in quesÈion is then independent in the paretian sense

from a1I the other commodities.6l Thus, it has been shown

that constancy in the marginal utility per dollar with res_
pect to a change in the endowment can be obtained if a good

is independent of all others in the paretian sense and it has

a constant margÍnal utility vriÈh respect to its own quantity.
---------T-'-The discussion requires that the utility index beknown. other\,,¡ise, a non linear monotonic transfórmation ofit wil-I change both the value of the derivative of I and thevalues of the partial_s of the utility function.

p.lul
dx/at, - 1' IL -r / ),¿ lvhl
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If this is the case one can aLso show that pure price

effect.s of the first kínd and pure quantity effects of the

third kind are zero for all conmodities other than the one

which has constant marginal utility. f'rom equation (1.32),

the numerator of the expression for the-marginal propensity to
consume commodity i in response to a change in the value of
the endowment involves.the determir.rt Un+1 ,j, $rhich contains
a column of zetos (except for the marginat propensity to con-

sume the commodj-ty v/ith the constant marginal utility).
Given that, it follows that any íncrease in the end.owment

value r4¡ill- be entirely devoted to an increase in Èhe consump-

tion on the commodity with the constant marginal_ uÈility.
This is to be expected, since one commod.ity in the optimiz-
ing bundle of the consì.lmer has a constant marginal utility
per do11ar: an increase in expenditure is properly channel_ed.

into this conunodity, since increase in expenditure of the

other commodities ùrould lower the equilibrium marginal util-
ity per do11ar that can be obtained and would. thus fesult in
a non-optimaL bundle. Thus, the additional remark has to be

made that the above results only hol-d $rhen the commodity with
a const.ant marginal utility is contained in the optimizing

bundte of the consumer. Moreover, it may be useful to add

that, when the increase in income is in terms of a commodity

other Èhan the one with constant marginal utility the indiv-
idual consumer wíll exchange that additional quantity of the

commodity ¡¡ith the one that has constant marginal utiliÈy for
him.
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Another remark that can be made with regard to
Equation (1.32) is that the Law of Demand is seen to hold un-

ambiguously for all commodiËies other than the one with Ëhe

constant marginal utility, since pure price endovrment effects
are zero. Moreover, Equatíon (i.32) explains Marshall's re-
peated reference to a smal1 percentage of expenditure on

one commod.ity as one condition under which constancy of the

marginal util-ity of money is a valid approx j-matien. In this
case, it is not, the term C..that is equal to zero but Ëhe

term (Ii-qi) which is made arbitrarily sma1l. The unaccept-

able result that an increase ín the endowment leads to an

increase in the consumption of one coi nodity only is avoided.

But we can still say, from Equatíon (1.32) that a change

ín the own price results under most circumstances in a change

of opposite direction in the guantity demanded, \'rhich is a

statement on the approximate validity of the l-aw of demand.

The concept of the consumer surplus seems also justifiable

on lhe basis of this assumption. What cannot be justified

is. the statement relevant to uniqueness of equi.l-ibrium in
exchange when fal-se trading takes place: the effects of such

trading can only be zer.o if the term C. is zero and not if

the expenditure on the commodity is small-. This explains why

Marshall had to use the constancy assumption when it came to

the discussion of uníqueness of equilibrium prices, while in

other places he contented himself v,uith the condition that the
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expenditure on the cornmodity in question was onl-y a small- per-
centage of total expenditure of tf¡e consumer.

The consequences of the assumption of constant margin_
al utility of one commodity for the shape of the contract
curve and for the equilíbrium price vector in the case of ex_

change of two commodities can be seen from the equation of
the cont.ract, curve in that case. Let ï- and T be the cnr¡n-

riries availabr.e ", ."**"ur.;"" ,- ";; ;: ":: i3.'-5t1" T"""
equilibrium quantiËy of commodity j ( j=I ,2) for individual
k (k=1,2). We musÈ have, then,

L. 2 _
91+9t= r t
't ) (2 '2')

u)+sl=t,

and the individual utility functions can be r¡¡ritten
lr

U = U (ei'9)) tor the first indivi-dual , and

v = e (sl,q3, = , tø1,ø]t ror the second. 
(2'3)

In equiJ-ibrium we must have

_dqz_ur_vIasi-î;-u (2.4)

Where Ui,Vi are the first partials of the utility functions,
and the superscripts of q have been omitted for simplicity.

Equatíon (2.4) is Marshall's equation for the contract
curve. Given the Marshallian assumption of constancy
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Ú2 = u vz=b

Urr= rJrr= O and V2L=VI2= O (2.5)

the equation of the contract curve becomes a function of g,
only, yielding q1 = J (or constant), whj_ch shows that the
contract curve is a straight line paraLlel to the axis of
the commodity hrith the constant marginal utility. More i.m-

portantly, the marginal rate of substitution along the con-

tract curve is a constant given by Ur(J). Since the equili-
brium price ratio must equat the marginal rate of substitu-
tion it folloûrs that the equilibriun price ratio ís constant,
and thus iÈ does not matter which point on the contract curve

is the fínal equilibrium point. The power of the tr4arshallian

assumption in ensuring a unique equilibrium price ratio wíth
or without fal-se transactíons is now in plain view. It
is unfortunate that the assumption has such objectionable im-
plications for the theory of demand, mentioned above.

ït may be $/orthwhile at this point to discuss an alter-
native interpretation of the Marshal-lj-an constancy assumptiorr.62

To avoid the implication that all increases ín income are

sPent on the commodity with constant marginal utiJ.ity it
may be stipul-ated that the assumption refers to individuals
whose j-ncome is such that their budget includes a number of

----Tr_-
--ceorgescu - Roegen, (1968), p.180.
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commodities v¡hich have the same marginar utility per dol1ar
and are needed in smal1 quantities onì.y. Similarity in
margínal utility per dollar implies that the consumer is in_
different between various commodj-ties aÈ the margin of his
budget. The stipulatíon that the commoditi-es are needed only
in small quantj_ties implies that theír marginal utility de_

clines sharply after these quantities are obtained. Therefore,
each increase in income is now spent on some additional new

cornmodity. Each nei"/ conmodity has roughly the same marginal
utility per dollar as the l_ast, hence the marginal utility
of money remains approximately constant to the purchaser.

This assumption woul-d not viol_ate the basic result of
equílibrium price invariance in the case of exchange viith
false trading if it erere tïue thaÈ the number of items which
ent.er the budget of each consumer is invaríant to false trad_
ing. If this hrere so the income effects on the commodities

already in the budget of the consumeï v7ould be zero and. since
the effect of false trading is always an income effect there
woul-d be no change in the equitibrium price of those commodi-

ties. However, although the income effect hrith respect to
the commodÍÈies íncLuded in the budget is zero, ít is not
zero with regard to the cormodities not included in the budget
at this leve1 of income. Hence, a qain j_n income wí1l cause

additional demand of the marginal commodities and a 1oss in
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income will reduce the demand for those or oËher commodities.

Therefore, this interpretation of Marshall's constancy of
marginal util-ity of money Cloes not yield the desired in-
variance of the final equilibrium price.

Finally, the following remark may be made with regard

to the comparative statics of Marshall's scheme: since in
equilibrium the marginal utility per doltar for each consumer

is equal- to the constant marginal utility pgr dollar for the

one commodity, an increase in income that takes the form of
any commodity r^rhose marginal utíIity is variabl-e wit1, in
the general- equilibrium system of exchange, result in a lower

relative price for that conrnodity. ff, however, the increase

takes the form of a change in the quantity of the commodity

with the constant marginal utility, equiJ-ibríum prices do not
giet af f ected.

This concludes the discussion of Marshall-'s assumption

on the constancy of t.he marginal utility of money. The case

is an exâmple of his typical mode of theorizing: the object
was to guarantee a certain result and this is precisely vrhat

the assumption did.

2.4 P, Wicksteed

Of all the early contributors to the problem of mar-

ket equilibration, Wj-cksteed is the most negl-ected by modern

writers. Yet not only díd he correctly perceive the problems

of a typicaf market for a commodity during equi-libration.
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He also stayed clear of the barter formulation which occu-

pied most of the other economisÈs of his time. Moreover,

he used one market with money as med.ium of exchange in his
discussion of the problem of equili.bration, and with this
partial equilibrium analysis avoi-ded the various problems

of the Walrasian modeL of exchange in which everyone is in
the tatonnement of every market during the period of equili-
bration. This partial equilíbrium approach permits Wicksteed

to consider a fairly realistic market $¡hich does not need.

an intellectus angelicus for the function of price adjustment.

Rather, the process of price formation proceeds via "intel_-
1ígent estimates" by the sellers, of the price which would

prod.uce equilibrium. This attempt on the part of the sellers
fixes the actual prj-ce at any momenÈ. Thus, as far as the
problem of price formation is concerned, the process is

Postulated to be the sellers' business, by means of a series
of estimates of the equilibrium price, the curïent market price

being the latest estimate. Buyers are price takers in this
framework .

At the beginning of his analysis Wicksteed asserts,

r^tithout elaboration, that the estirÍìated (actuat) market price

wil-1 tend to approach the equilibrium price. He does,

however, add that thi-s statement neglects "certain secondary

reactions" whose discussion he puts off for a later part
of his anal-ysis.
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Before proceeding with a short discussion of VÍick-

steedrs approach, it may be useful to note that he al-so

examines the possibility of differe¡t. terms of exchange to

different buyers and disposes of it with t.he assumption of

competition among sell-ers and dealíngs among Ëhe buyers, It

is in the sellerrs interest to endeavour to form

"the most accurate possible estimate of t.he equili-
brating price, and to ask nothing above it, unless some
mistake on the part of his ri-val-s enables him to do so
safely . "bJ

With those two details out of the vray \¡ze can now ex-

amine Vficksteed's discussion of disequil-ibrium price forma-

tion. IIe suggests, wíthout much analysis, that if

"the sel-l-ers col-lectively made an error in their
j udgement and named sg[ethinS below or above the true
equilibrium price... ""'

the stream of customers coming into the market woul¿l have to

transact at these pricês, that is accept them as parametric-

aIly given and form their purchasing plans accordingly. This

has the effect of "destroying" or "creating" demands for the

commodity in question, since with a lower price there may be

more customers $rho may buy more of the same commodity and with

a higher prj-ce fewer people may buy less of the commodity than

they would at the equilibrium price. If it is assumed,
_----_=-7---o'P. wicksteed, (1933) , p.226.

64rbid, p.222.
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as is by Wicksteed, that customers appear in the market

on1-y once, conclude their transaction and do not return,

this destruction or creation of demand is final-. Thus

the sel-l-ers are obliged, during the final stages of t.he

market period, to set a price which is not necessarily near

the initial equilibrium sofution price of this market, in or-

der to clear the rernaining stock or to shut off excess demands.

Wickst.eedrs main point of difference vrith the prevíous con-

tríbutors, of course, is that the customers do not stay in

the market waiting for the equilibration process to come to

an end (as they do in Walrasr and l4arshal1's cases). This

characteristic could be caIled "imperfect market atten¿lance "

and., in my opinion, ís one of the most important steps to-

ward.s a realistic examination of the problem of eguilibration

in exchange in that it attaches some signifícance to the time

element in the process. wicksteed understands this perfectly

we11, as is shown by the foJ-lowing quotation:

"This process will alvTays and nêcêssarily occupy time.
The persons potentially consituting the market will not
all be present at the same time, and therefore the com-

. position of the colfectíve scale...must be a matter of
estimating conjecture. The transactions actually conduc-
ted at any moment wil-l be determined in relation to the
anticippþed possibilities of transactions at other mo-

.ments."t'
Wicksteed i-s also a\^rare that, in the case of disequili-

brium transactions, although the market may clear the trans-

rbid, p.236.
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actors are not in fulí equilibrium since they have acquired

comrnodities at different prices. Hence the rnarginal utility
per dollar for each transactor is not the same for the

connodity in question.

The foregoing remarks, it ís hoped, have placed

wicksteed in his proper position as far as the efforts to-

wards analysis of the eguilibration process âre concerned..

His contribution is ín sharp contrast r¡rith Èhe previous con-

tributors v/ho consistently assume that the participants in

the exchange remain in the market for the whole duration of

the equilibration period. In this connection, it woul-d be

ínteresting to ascertain i,/hether it is the assumption of the

constant marginal utility of money or the assumption of all

the transactors being present durlng the period of equilib-

ration that is more necessary for the truth of Marshall's

statement that the market woulil probably close near the equil-

ibrium príce, with the equilibrium amount of quantity trans-

acted.66 That is to say, if traders in the Marshallian scheme are

a1l-owed to enter the market, purchase \,Thatever quantity they

wish at the going price and depart, wil-l the final equilib-

rium price, the price at which the market clears, be unaffec-

ted by such diseguilibrium transactions?

This and the rel-ated general- question of equilibration

in a market with imperfect attendance seem interesting direc-

-----tã¡¿"r""-a, (rg2o) , p.278.
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vestigation, however.

2.5 J. R. Hicks
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be pursued in this in-

As far as a single market for a commodity is concerned,

Hicks follows in Marshall's footsteps with a few clarifica-

tions. He then concerns himself briefly with the question of

generalízation of Marshall's assumption.6T

With regard. Èo the single market Hicks shows by ex-

ample the simple fact Èhat the effect of tradíng at disequil-

ibrium is an income effect.68 He then repeats Marshatl ts

assertion that if the expenditure on thê commodity in ques-

tion69 is a small portion of total expenditure on goods, dis-

equilibrium transactions wifl not affect the position of lhe

demand curve appreciably since the accompanying income effécts

r^ril-I not be great.

In an attempt to generalize this result (of insensitiv-

ity of equilíbrium price to transactions at fafse prices¡ for

many markets Hícks suggêsts two distinct possibilities that

cán serv" his purpose. First, if the trangactions at false

prices are limited the accompanying income effects will be

smal1.. Hicks argues that such transactions must be ]imited

if any intelligence in price fixing is shown'

67 l:'g¿e) , pp.r27-729.
68of ah". second kind, in our terms.
69whi.¡, dePends, in our têrms, on the

participation (tí-qi)
degree of market
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The statement àbout limited volume of transactíons at
false prices can safely be considered. an assertion, espec-

cially in the case where different buyers reveal their in-
tenËions to buy aÈ different interVals through the market day

and not at the same time. That is to say, when a price ís
fixed and the purchasers of the commodíty appear in the mar-

ket. at successive intervals, (as with llicksteed) even the

most intelligent. price fixing may not prevent a sizeable

number of l-arge disequil-ibrium transactions from taking p1ace.

Thus, Hicks obviously has in mind the case ín which al-l the

buyers and sellers of the commodity are in the market at the

same time. In thís case, if a false price is set the buyers

will indicate their intention to buy at Èhis price simul-

taneously. The tot.al excess demand (or supply) will- show it.-
self almost immediately. It may then be reasonable to assume,

with Hicks" that transactíons at fal-se prices will be limited
in volume since the sellers will immediately attempt to
correct the I'f alse " price.

second reason why the final equilibrium príce may

not be affected by disequilibrium transactions according to

Hicks is that some offsetting must be expected to happen.

Every transaction at a disequil-ibrium price yields gain to one

person and loss to another in the form of an endowment effect
of the second. kind and consequently shifts the maïket demand

and supply curves. If the effect of the gain is exactly the same
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as that of the loss then the total- effect on excess d.emand

in the market is zero and the equilibrium price is not affec-
ted" This result can be expected to hold in approximation

r4rhen the two sides of the market (buyers and se11êrs) are

similar in their distribution of expenditure among goods

(i.e., in the propensities to spend, cf) .
J

This statement, 1íke the first one of Hicks, again de-

pends on the crucial assumption of the presence of all tra-

ders in the market during the whol-e of the market day. If

only the sellers remain, as is usual- in the operation of a

more realistic market mod.el , it is only the effect on their

supply curves that vrill remain in the excess ilemand, hence

there is no possibility of offsetting these effects on the

equilibrium price.

Ilith endowment effects of the second kind effectively

assumed. away, Hicks proceeded to analyze the stability of a

multi-commodity model of exchange; in this, we find him tak-

ing off from Walras. Using what has been labelled as a com-

paçative statics method he díscussed conditions of perfêct

and imperfect stability. This analysis was conducted in

terms of an implicit tatonnement process, but it is interest-

ing to note that endowment effects (this time of the first

kind) rvere again found to be the only possible source of in-

stability even in the tatonnement model .70 Such instability
.--.._-._.-.----

/usee J. Hicks, (L946) , pp.316-317, and below in the
text.
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coul-d be caused if strong asymnetry exists between buyers
and sellers in the endowment effect coefficient", 

"1, that is,
if. those v¿ho have a 1arge excess supply of a corunodity also
have a J-arge propensity to consume that comm.odityTl and
vice versa.

The attempt by Hicks to generalize Èhe v,Iarrasian an-
alysis did not result in a dynamic formulation of the equa_
tions of exchange undeï tatonnement assumptions: rather,
Ilicks defined stability in a very special non_dynamic manner,
and his work on this matter hras therefore subject to criticism
by later contributors to the plîoblem of equil ibration. 72

However, a number of conditions have been found under which
the Hicksian stabílity conditions are equivalent to more
"appropriate" dynamic cond.itionsi Moreover, Hicks, proof that
endovrment effects of the first kind are the only possible
source of instabitity in tatonnerrrent seems to survive i-n the
fu11 analysis of local- dynamic st.ability of equilibrirr..73
It seems useful, therefore, to give a brief d.iscussion of
HÍcks' analysís of stability of multiple markets.
----7I-_liee J.

'l ')' -See P.
investigation.

Hicks, (1946), p.316.

Samuelson, (1947) , and Chapter IfI ín this

. 
73S". Arro\4' and Hahn, (1971 | , pp.296-29g for a formalexposition of the importance of such èidome"t effects forlocal dynamic stability.
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Hicks' ' defines stability in multiple exchange to mean

that a rise in the price of a conmodity (starting frorn an

equilibrium) must create excess supply for it. The question

arises, however, \,\¡hether this happens in the f ace of all

other commodity prices given (in which case other markets

might be affected by the rise in the price of the commodity

under examination) or whether it is supposed to hold even

after some or all of the other prices have been adjusted to

neutral-ize the ef fect.s of the initial price rise on the ex-

cess demands in these markets. If the first eondition onJ-y

is satisfied, that is, if a rise in the comnodity price cre-

ates excess supply with al-l other prices constant the system

is called imperfectl-y stable. SimilarJ-y, if a rise in the

price creates excess supply in the respective market even

after some other prices have been adjusted to keep the situa-

tion unchanged in other markets, equilibrium in this market

is imperfectly stábl-e.

A system of commoditl, exchange t{yy unstabl-e if a

rise in the price of a commodity creates excess supply in the

respective market even after. all other príces have been ad-
1Ê,justed,'- Finally, a system is perfectl-y stable if a rise

in price creates excess suppty in the respective market under

all possible adjustments, i"e., with one or t\^/o or more prices

adjusted to neutralize the effects of the initial price rise.
--_-- ' .t-î-'= (1946) , pp"66-7r, and 315-3r7.

75thi" is a statement on the value of partial derivative
of excess demand with respect to prices.
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The above definitions will now be formal-ized in térms

of the framework gíven in Chapter I (Section 1.1) and the

derívation of the relevant stability conditions will be

carried out. Consider the excess demand functions of a pure

exchange system, given in chapter I'

Eí =Ei(P.,,P2,.....Pn,r) (í=I,2,.n) (1.5)

where production fevels at alt prices are set to zero, in

accord.ance with the definition of pure exchange. Take the

total differential of this equatÍon =y"t"*76 to obtain

(2.6\

dE=JdP (2.6)

hrhere dE and dP are colulnn vectors and J is the Jacobian of

the excess demand equations (1.5). Using the definition of

market excess demand (in pure exchange) as the difference be-

tvzeen demand and the confnodity stock, and noting that this

stock is constant in the exchange mod.el, the change in the

market excess demands Et is equaf to the change in the market------.-
___-.---_ã7-

' "Keeping all endor,¡ment quantities , i . e " the endovT-
ment matrix I, unchanged, in accordance with tatonnement
assumptions.

[u"tl l-",.r,u,_, ,...... "r"l [""J
I 
*, I -l "rr,",,....... "," I I 

*, 
I

F-l l-u",'u", """'""J ["J
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But the latter can be
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'¡ritten, from equation

that I does not change) :

dP

dP

.

dP

I. In n-a

.....åci(

.....åcÏ(

. .. . .xcm(m n'

7)

dol* = rrsf. dpk * åci Èrrf - øfllaeo-r- mk Ka

where all terms have been def i-ned in Chapter

form, t,his systêm of equations may be written

lìu] I å"ir,å'Tz , . .å.iJ [""] ficf r ri-uir ,

| 
*j l*'i.,åsTz,..*rl l*l ln"T*i-ni,,t:t=t:::lt"t*t:r .r . ll .ll

þ"d l¡"L,åslz,' å'îJ þ"J þït'î-nîr,
(2.

(í=I,2,..n) (2.7J

trix

_mmI-O.n 'n,

r*-o*ln 'n'

rfi-e[r

or, in more compact notation,

dE=SdP+cdP (2.7)

where S is the matrix of pure substitution terms and C that

of pure price endowment effects.TT
With the mechanics of the proff.* compl-ete, the formal-

ization of the tticksian defínitions and the stability condi-

tions for these may be given. In the equation system (2.6)

above consider a change in the price of commodity 1, all
other prices constant. The change in the excess demand for

the, commôdity is, then, obtained from this system by setting

all dP. (except dPl) equal to zero and solving for dEI to

obtain

J

,l

I

J

As defined ín Chapter I.



dEi = ErtdPl

from which it is obvious that

create excess demand ( supply)

TL2

(2.8)

a fal1 (rise) in prices will
onl-y if

( 2. 11)

El1 'o (2.9).

For all- markets to satisfy this condition, we must havè

E., ., <0 for all i=I ,2, . . .n (2.10) ,1l_

i.e., all the first order principal minors of J in (2.6) must.

be negative .

Now consicler the same experiment of a change in príce

of commodity l, with the additional consideration that the

price of commodity 2 is adjusted to maintain equilibrium in
10

the respective marketi" The system of equations (2.6) nay

again be used, with dPl ,dP2 different from zero and all other

prices unchanged. Moreover, the excess demand in the second

market will remain unchanged, by the definitíon of the experi-

ment. Thus, the first two equations of (2.6) are reduced to

dEf=nrrdP, + E'r2dP2

0 =ErrdP, + !'22dP2

---__-ãõ--'"The system is assumed to be in equilibrir.un before
the expeiiment starts.
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pective market under Èhese circumstances,

that hte must have
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demand in the res-

it j-s easily =""r,79

(2 "L2)(Ett['zz -E 2rE':j /Ezz.o

Since, from condition (2.101 E'22 is negative, Èhe system is

stable in this case if the determinant in the numerator is
posiÈive. This determinant is one of the second order princi-

pal minors of the matrix J in equation (2.6). Repetition of

t.his experiment for commodities other than the fírst yields

the result that for stability all the second order principal

mínors of ,J must be positive.

The same type of experiment may now be conducted, this

time $rith tr¡¡o other prices adjusted to take care of the dis-

crepencies caused in other markets from a change in the price

of the commodity under consideration. One then finds that

all third order principal minors of J must be negative, for

stabitity.

The con¿lition for perfect stabilíty emerges naturally

out of the above series of experiments: this is that all

prlncipal minors of J must alternate in sign, with positive

sign for lhose of even order.

Having establ-ished these stability conditions, Ëlicks

was able to deduce the comparative statics laws of the model

of pure exchange using the ínformation on the signs of the

19_'-By solving (2.11) for dEf,/dPr.
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80prr-ncJ-pat mrnors. Moreover, using the resuft that the

substitution matrix S in equation (2.7) is symmetric and
ot

negiative definite,"' he was abl-e to claim thaË the only

possible source of instability (in his scheme of definitíons)

resid.es in the pure price endowment effect matrix C of equa-

tions (2.7) above. As has already been mentioned, this re-

suLt resurfaces in analysis of l-ocal dynamic stability.

This concluales the discussion of Hicksr efforts to-

wards anal-ysís of stability in muJ-tiple markets of tatonne-

ment exchange. Bef,ore the díscussion proceeds to modern dy-

namic anal-ysis of this problem in the following Chapter, a

sunmary of the early cont.ributions will be undertaken, in

the next Section.

l-.6 Summary of Early contributions to Equilibration.

The attempts at analysis of stabilíty discussed in

this Chapter have some common characteristics : for example,

they are chronologically earfy attempts; they all lack expJ-i-

õit dynamic formulation of the problem of market equilibra-

tion; the most important concern in most of them is the

question of how the actual- market may approximate the solution

values of prices obtained from the system of equations of ex-

change; most of them deal' or attempt to deaf i,rith the

(1945), pp.73-77, and 317-31-9.

8luto* second order-conclitions for utility maximization.
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question of disequilibrium transactions and how these might

affect the equilibrium position and, finally, most of them

contain some discussion of stability.

In an attempt to summarize the discussion of this

Chapter, it may be said Èhat Walras hras concerned, first,

with the question whether the acÈual iarket solution of the

equations of exchange approximated the mathematical solution

of the equation systemi second, he attempted to prove (and

succeedecl, in the two-commodity case) that the system of

equations is stable under some conditions; third' he may be

interpreted to have been unaware of the possible effects of

transactions in disequilibrium; and, final-l-y, he developed

some conditions und.er which equitibrium prices would remain

invariant to corunodity redistributions among participants in

the exchange.

Edgev¡orth spent some time with the model of barter,

but was mainly concerned to piove that there exists a rela-

tionship between thê "field of competition" and "determinate-

ness" of equilibri-um. With regards to dísequilibrium trans-

..arorr", different interpretations are possj-ble, though it

seerns reasonable to take the position that Edgeworth adopted

a view of the equílibration process in which the system ad-

justs not in the market period but in a sequence of such

periods. In this process, disequilibrium transactions do

take place within each period' but something must be speci-

fied about effects of these transactions carrying over from
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period to period.

Marshall saw the effect of disequilibrium transactions

on equilibrium price and established conditions under whj-ch

any commodity redistribution via disequilibrium exchange

woul-d have no effect on equilibrium. It is unfortunate that
in a general equilibrium framework these conditions are un-

acceptable since they imply objectionable properties of de-

mand functions. For partial analysis purposes, however,

Marshall's solution seems acceptable.

Wicksteed confined himself to partial analysis, but he

did bring in the aspect of time ín the equilibration pro-

cess, an aspect totally neglected by previous (and later)

writers. His insistence on what I have cal-led "imperfect

market attend.ance" is certainly justified, and provides a

pointer for research in the problem of equilibration in ex-

change.

Finally, Hicks is classified with the early contribu-

tors for the sole reason that his approach \,7as not explicitly

dynamic" However, his contribution to the analysis of taton-

nement exchange may be judged superior to all those before

him. He defines stability and develops conditions for it; he

shovzs that the onfy source of instability resides in the terms

connected. with pure price endowment effects; and his analysis

yields a ful-l range of comparative static results.
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The Hicksian contribution to non-tatonnement exchange

is much less: it consists of the conjectures that, first,
the volume of disequilibriurn transactions would be small and

therefore may be neglected without considerable danger; and,

second, that some offsetting may be expected to happen bet-
ween the gaíns and losses experienced via end.owment effects
of the second kind on excess d.emands. Such offsetting would

be due to símil-ar marginal propensities to spend. on commod.i-

ties (similar cf) between tliose experiencing gains and those
J

having suffered losses from disequilibrium exchanges. Ho\nr-

ever, the Hicksian contribution to non-tatonnement exchange

is not used any further in the stability and other analysis
developed by Hicks and for this reason it is of no conse-

quence for the rest of his work that his contribution to non-

tatonnement consists of a set of assumpËions.

The next Chapter discusses more receiTt analysis
of equilibration for models of production and exchange.



CHA,PTER I I T

REVIEW, INTERPRETATION, AND CRTTICAL EVALUATTON

. OF MODERN WORK ON }"ÍARKET EQUILTBRATION.

This ehapter is a continuation of +-h.e review undertaken
in Chapter IT; it covers work on stabil-ity and equili-
bïation processes. after the coni:ribution of J. tlicksl. More

specificall-y, Section 3"f deals r^¡ith formalizations and exten-

siorrs in the "Walrasian tradítion" of arral-ysis, ì.e., in the

framework of the tradítionaL general eqrrilibr.ium model. of
pro<ìuction and exchange. The discussion in this Section in-

cludes dynamic formalizations of the Walrasian tatonnement--

process; various conditions for "locaI stability"2; an enume.-

ration of situations in which the Hicksian conditions fclr per-

fect stability are equivefent. to dynamic stability conditions

propert and "global stability" analysis. Tlìe Section also

contains a ¡eview of extensions in the direction of non-

tatonnement anaJ-ysís of the pure exchange mode1. A sununary

and evaluation of this strand of "Walrasian" analyses are un-

dertaken in the last part of this Section.

(1946).

Stability concepts are defined in the appendix to this
Chapter .

t-

2
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Section 3.2 discusses a group of works which may be

classified as (not necessarily conscious) attempts at disequi-

librium analysis in the general context of models of produc-

tion and exchange. Some of these models are partial such as

the hrell-known "cobweb" model; others are aggregate, such as

cycle modelsi and others finally belong to the family of gene-
2

ral equilibrium models, such as those used by D. Patinkin, -
¿qR. Clower,= and H. Grossman.- Thus, it is not the type of

model used that constitutes the common characteristic of the

works discussed in this Chapter. Rather it is the attempt,

conscious or otherwise, at some form of analysis involving

disequilibrium. Neither is the equilibration process in

every case specified in terms of price change. In some in-

stances, quantities are burdened with adjustment (as in the

case of cycte models) and in other cases (as in the work of
6

Barro and Grossman) " no adjustment takes place at a1l-. Per-

haps this justifies classification of these models as "non-

Walrasian." A summary and evaluation is undertaken ín the

last part of this Section. Finally, Section 3-3 contains

the concl-usions of the analysis in this Chapter.

3 (rses) .

4 (rgos) .

s lrlzr) .

6 (rszt) .
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The discussion of formalizations and extensions of the
model in the Walrasian tradition is íncluded in this investi-
gation for obvious reasons: formal stability analyses of both

tatonnement and non-tatonnement processes are clearly attempts

to establísh conditions under which equilibrium is "attain-
abl-e., " and thus comparative statics has meaning. In the pro-j

cess, it is discovered that, at least in pure exchange models,

the equil-ibrium position is affected by disequílibrium trans-
actions. On thê other hand, the works included in. Section

3.2 also concern themselves in somè sense s¡ith the same ques-

tions, though in different framehrorks of analysis. Moreover,

in some of these r^rorks there are useful- pointers at directions
of research, some of which are taken up in the present inves-

tigation. Thus, it is both useful and proper to review these

contributions.

This Chapter is, Iike the previous one, in the nature

of a review. Nevertheles"s, it is deemed that some of the ex-
positions, and in particul-ar the Sections on evaluation do

constitute contributions to knowledge in the subject. The

discussion in this Chapter uses, to the extent possible, the

general framework set out in Chapter f of this thesis. An

appenclix with definitions, 1oca1 stabiJ-ity analysis and use

of Lyapounov's second method for g1oba1- stability is at the

end of the Chapter: these are the main tools used j-n this
Chapter togeiher, of course, with differential equation
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systems.

3.I Formal-izations and Extensions in the "Walrasian Tradition"
Section 3.L.1 below deal-s with the formatization and

stability analysis of the tatonnement processi both 1ocal

and global stabilJ-ty are discussed.. Section 3.1.2 contains

cotitributions in the nature of extensions to the Walrasian

tatonrtement, since these invol-ve analysis of non-tatonnement

processes. Fina1ly, Section 3.1.3 provides a surnmary and. an

evaluation of both tatonnement and non-tatonnement works in
this Walrasian framework.

3.1.1 Formalízations in the Walrasian Tradition
(a) Samuelsonrs formulation and locaf stability anaLy-

sis. The first formalizatíon of the standard Walrasian model

of production and. exchange in a fu1ly dynamic framework was

carried out by Samuel-son, 7 ir, . framehrork of tatonnement. He

used the dynamiê specification similar to Ëhat of equation (1.11)8

7 Ggqt), (Ig44l, and (1947), p.270f.f..

8Th" difference is ín the lack of concern for negative
prices. If the non-negativity condition on prices is includ-
ed -- as ít should be -- the additional specífication of the
tatonnement given in equation (1.11) is required. See Arrow,
Block and Hurwicz (1959), and Mackenzie, (1960), for a treat-
ment of the problem.



above. More specifically, he postul-ated that prices

outside equilibrium would move accordíng to the rul-e:

P. = K. (Ef )a1_r (i=Ì,2,...n) (3.1)

where all symbols have been defined in chapter I, and ET may

be interpreted as excess demand ín the model of production

and exchange. Samuelson then Iínearized the system around

quilibrium (described by the prices Fr, í=I ,2,...n) to obtain

P.= E* (P)+K XE.. (P.-P.) = K,- tE,.P.+c (í=I,2,...n) (3.2')r- r-' in i r1 1 J' r-E . r-l J

where Þ denotes Èhe equilibríum price vector and c the sum of

constant terms of the expansion, while K.U and E.. are, res-

pectively, the partial derivative of the K. function with res-

pect to the ith excess demand and the partial derivative of

the ith excess demand with respect to the jth price. The so-

lution of the homogeneous part of this equation system is of

interest for stability. Samuelson further simplified his a-

nalysis by assuming that al-l K." equal unítyg, thus reducíng

the homogeneous part of the system to

i= = [n=..P- ( j=1,2,. . .n) (3.3) .t j t' 
'

A trial solution to this system is of the form,

I+Pi(t) = Ai." " (í=1 ,2,...n) (3.4).

Substitution of the trial solution (3.4) in (3.3) yields the

9'r t r." later pointed
Èhat this in fact is not a
involves change ín units of

out by Arrow and Hurwicz, (1958),
restrictive assumption, since it
measurement of commodities only.
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characteristic potynomial of the ,facobian matrix J of the sys_
tem of excess demand equatiorrsl9 The characteristic polynom_
ial is of deqree n in L. Thus, the solution to the dynamic
system (3.3) may be written,

P. (t) = xs. .elitt t t' (i=1-,2, . . .n) (3.s)11

where 8.. are constants dependent on the ,Jacobian and the ini_
tial conditions, and À. is the jth characteristic root of J.

For local asymptotic stability it is necessary and
sufficient that the rear parts of the characteristic roots of
the Jacobian matrix J be negative. Samuelson was able to
show by example that the Hicks conditions for perfect stabiL_
ity are in general neither necessary nor sufficient for dynam_'l)
ic st,ability-l

The contribution of Samuelson is obviously important.
For the first time, the problern of mul_timarket tatonnement
adjustment is cast in a ,'-.roper', dynamic form and subject to
formal analysis of local asymptotic stability. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are derived for such stability, too.
This concept of stability, however, refers to smaLl displace_
ments of the system from the equilibrium position: more

t0.This matrix
(2.6' .

has been defined in Chapter ff, equation

t1tf not all the characteristícare distinct the solution is writienform. _ The stability of the system-isSee, for example, p. Samuelsoi f:-S¿ii
L2 (1947r, pp. 27I-274, and also

roots of the poJ_ynomial
in a somewhat different'not modified, however.
, p. 27In.

(1944).



general globa1 stability analysis had to awaít
13l\ffo$t ancl Hur\^tL c z :

J-24

the work of

(b) Hicksian and true _alynamic stability. The question

of the rel-ationship of Hicks' conditiors to Samuelson's may be

expressed as follours: since the Hicks conditions for perfect

stab-i1ity require that the matrix J be negative definite, and

the true dynamic conditions require its characteristic roots

to have negative real parts, úhen' does'a neÇatíve defi-

nite'matrix also have characteristic roots with negative real
parts? An<i furEhermore, wheri -: do characterístic roots v'¡ith

negative real- parts imply negative definiteness of the matrix?

Samuel-son contributed to this tatter by remarking

that
(i) If the Jacobian of excess demands is s].mmetrícal ,

i.e., if uij=uji (the response of the ith excess

demand to the jth price equals the response of the

jth excess demahd to the ith price) the Hicksian

and the dynamic stability conditions are equivalent,

i.e., the one set implies the otherl4.

Further, L. Metz lerl5 p.o.r.d that the Hicksian conditions

(ii) are necessary (but not sufficient) if the equilib-

brium is to be dynamically stable for all possible

l3 (19s8).
L4 (L947), p. 27L.
15' (194s)..
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speeds of âdjustment, K. E.
(iii) are equivalent to the dynamic conilitions when a1l

commodities are gross su¡stilutesl9
' T. NegishilT attributes to Samuêlson the foJ.lowing:

(iv) If J is quasi-negative definite (i.e. , íf J+Jt /2

., i. negative definite, t{here J' is the transpose of
J) both Hicksian and dynamic conilitions hold.

And final1y, Negishil9 Arrow-Hurvri."l9.rrd Hahn2 
0 proved

that
(v) If. all commodities are gross substitutes and

either Walras' I,aw or homogeneity of demand func-

tions with respêct to prices hold, not only are the

Hicksian and dynamic conditions equivalent, but

they necessarily hold i.e., the equiJ-ibrium is 1o-

call-y stable under gross substitutability and

Vùalras' La!,r (or homogeneity) .

As is obvious from the above array of resul_ts, the

Hicksian stability conditions genêrated consideráble

16As d"fin"d in Chapter ï above.
L7 (tgøzl , E). 643.
18 lrssa).
r9(tgss) 

-

2o(rsse).
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interest. It wãs not initially noticed, hor"rr"rZ1 that Hicksl

statement on Èhe role of pure price effects for stability22

carries untouched inÈo the dynamic analysis: for example, it

has been shown in Chapter I that gross substitutabil i ty and

homogeneity imply that the response of excess demand to

the own commodity price is negative, i.e., the commodity is

"normal". fncome effects (pure price effects) alone can

change this siÈuatíon, precisely as Hicks remarked. Moreover,

Hicks anticipated the analysis based on the assumption of

gross substitutabil i ty when he remarked that a moderate degree

of subsÈitutabi l ity is atl that is required for stability of

multi -commodi ty excnange2 
3.

It is thus interesting that although Hicks' method lack-

ed rigour and proper formulation of the dynamic mechanism í!

nevertheless established, ín a" practical " manner , the basic

conditions that have to hold if stabilíty is to be assur-

ed.

(c) OÈher dynamic conditions for local stab_ility. Rela-

tions among various ,cgnditions. Contributions which foll-owed

Samuelson's initial formalization of wafras htere not only

tt unait- 1971, in Arrow and Hahn.

22Di""r.r"="d in chapter rr above.
23 esqe), pp.72-73.
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concerned wíth the question of the Hicksian versus the dyna-

mic conditionsi there was also the aim Èo develop other, read-

ily comprehensible conditions that would guarantee that the

characÈeristic roots of the Jacobian had negative real parts.

The reason is that the conditions on the characteristic roots

are not too illuminating in terms of economic imptications;

nor are they easy to compute.
)L

Newman-'has provided. not only an excellent summary of
the stabil-ity conditions that were found but aLso an exten-

sion of this strand of works. A modified tabulation of the

resulËs presented by Newman is given here. Three kinds of

Jacobian excess demand matrices are considered: a matrix

hrithout additional conditions on its elements, a matrix satis-
fying gross substitutabílity and a symmetric matrix. Results

are tabulated ín each case. The symbol S., means that
eondition i implies condítion j, but not vice versa. If

for a specific i and j we have Sii eê Sii the tvro conditions

are equivalent and the symbol 8., is used to denote this fact.
Finally, the symbol 5... means that the condition i does notr-l
imply condition j.

Table I belov¡ relates four conditions, namely: (i) the

condit,ion that the characteristic roots of the matrix have

negative real parts (Routh-Hurvricz condition, as it is cal1ed),

24 (1959-L961) , and (1961).
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(ii) the condition that the matrix be negative quasi-definite '

(iii) the condition that the matrix possess a dorninant diag-

onal,and'(ív)theconditionthatprinci-palminorsalternate
insign(Lhatis,theconditionthatthematrixbeHicksian'
as it has come to be called).

Entry in this Tab1e should be only from each row' The

symbo]- in the row and the relevant column establishes the re-

lationship among the four conditions' In the case where both

S. and S,. are found, equivalence is recorded at the right-
r] JL

hand side of the tabl-e.

Table I

Relationship Between Stabitity conditions
and Other Characteristics of a Matrix

Neg .
Rea 1
Part s

Neg.
Quas i
Definite

Dominant
Diagona I

Altern.
Princ. Equiva-
Minors lence

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Negative
ReaI
Parts

Negati-ve
Ouas i- S., .,

De t.Lntte
Dominant S-.

- JI
Diagona I
Al ternat-
ing Prin- S, t
cipal
Minor s

"12

s3z

E"42

5r,

ã"21

êxo-14

c"zq Equivalent

s:¿ conditions

3n, Emerge

From the table, results

Samuelson 25 while result 53l,

524 aYe due to

lhe system Possesses a

S2I and

rhat if

25 (:-,g47), p.438 and p.141, respectively'
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dominant diagonal it is stabfe, is due to Newman?6 As may

be seen from the Tabl-e, the results relating Hicksian stabil-
ity to true dynamic stability are also tabulated, in the

fourth row.

Tabl-es II and III below give relationships of stabil-
ity condítions for Metzlerian and synmetric matrices respect-

ively. With respect to results, the equivalence En, in Table

II is due to Metzler?7 I.r T.bl-" IIf, the equivalence En, is

due to samuelson.2I

Table rr
Relationship Betr4Teen Stability Conditions and
Other Characteristics of a Metzlerian Matrix

Neg. Neg. Al-tern.
Real Quasí Domínant Princ. Equiva-
Parts Definite Ðiagonal Ivlinors lence

(1) Negativeneát Sr., s13 sr¿ 
"3rParts

(2) Negative
Ouasi- S^. SZ3 SZq E4t
Defínite ¿L

(3) Dominant 
"3t 

Èr, t3¿ 
"43Lraagonal-

(4) Alternat
ing Prin- S¿t S+Z S¿¡
cJ-pa-L
Àfinors

26(tgsg-tgor) , Theorem ro, p.6.

28(tg¿r), pp.110-111.
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Table III
Relationship Betr"Teen Stability Conditions and
Other Characteristics of a .Synmetric Matrix

Neg. Neg.
Real Quasi-
Parts Definite

Altern
Dominant Princ. Equiva-
Diagonal Minors lence

(1) Negative
Real

.., Parts

(2) Negative
Quas i-
De finite

(3) Domínant
Diagonal

(4) Alternat-
ing Prin-
c ipal
Minors

"2,
sgt

c"¿t

ssz

c
"¿z

ê
"L2

ã
"tg

Ë
"23

S¿¡

tta

ê"za

s:¿

E2t

u4r

E¿2

(c) Contributions on qlobal stability. The contribu-

tions discussed. above in this Section have the co¡nmon charac-

teristic that they analyze conditions for local- stability of
29

equilibrium. The methoel consists of examination of a line-
arized version of the model under analysis. Thus, results
are valid only for the small neighbourhood for which the

linearization is a tolerabl-e approximation of the non-linear

system. Moreover, most of the contributions mentioned above

did not ut.i1ize, in their derivations of stability conditions,

basic assumptions involved in the model of production and

29 with the exception of Negishi (1958), .A,rrol{ and
Hur\4ticz, (1958) and Hahn, (1958) for the proof stated as(v) above.

t4"
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exchange such as Wafras' Lar¡r, homogeneity of demand func-

tions, etc.

Analysis (anil proofs of globa1 stability) under

tatonnement assumptions \^tas first carried out by Arrow and

Ilurwicz, and Arrobt, Block and Hurvricz.3O ,t the following,

the proof for the case of three commodities, and that for

the case of any number of commodities, will be outlined.

Not only are these results important in themselves, they also

provide íllustrations of how basic assumptions such as

walras' Law, homogeneity, and the rather strong postulate of

gross substitutability (a11 defined ín Chapter r) may be used

to secure stability results.

The system of tatonnement equations used to illustrate

the three-commodity case is a modifíed version of equation

(3.1) above, with all- speeds of adjustment equal to urrityr3l

Ë. =ntI1
(i=r,2 ,3) (3.6).

of global sta-
For a mulÈi-
Hurwicz, ( 1959 )

also do, but
reduced to
of com¡nodi-

The assumptions are:

(i) Gross substitutability of all commodities at alL

prices,

(ii) Zero-degree homogeneity of all excess demands,

30--For a three-corunodity model, the proof
bility was given in Arrovt and Hurwicz, (f958).
commodity one, the proof is j-n Arrow, Block and

31--Any constant speeds of adjustment wí11
the analysis will not differ: all speeds may be
unity by suitable choice of units of measurement
ties. See Arros¡ and Hurwicz, (1958), P.525.
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(iii)Walrasr Law,

(iv) positive pri-ces at all times.
(v) Existence of Equilibrium*

Under these conditions, it can be proved that equilib-

rium is uniquel2 Moreover, from homogenêity it follo!'/s that

the'þrices may be normalized to make P3=1 al-ways. Fina11y,

from Walras' Law if the two markeËs (for commodities I and 2)

are in equilibrium, so is the third. Thus, it is sufficient

to consider the first two markets, the adjustment equations

of which may be written (given the price normalization)

p1=ET (p1,p2) , and p2=E (plp2)

where p. are the relative prices of commodities l- and 2.

The adjustment process may now be illustrated in a

phase diagram in relative price space¡ ín Figure 3.1 below.

E*=0
'Pi

uä=o
Ei=0

Figure

The equations UT=O .trA Eä=O .re plotted in this díagram, and

32s.", for example, Takaydn a,
stabil-ity discussion in the text is
as Arrov¡ and Hurwicz (1958).

(3.7)

(L974') , pp. 32I-325. rhe
also based on this as well
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are the loci of equilibria in the first and second market res-

pectively. From the assumptions of homogeneity and gross sub-

stitutability it follows that to the right of the equation

ET=O (in a direction of increasing pl) the situation ís one of

excess supply, and vice versa for the l-eft side. On the other

hand', the same two assumptions imply that to the right of the

esuation El=0 there is excess demând in the market for commod.-'¿
íiuy 2, and vice versa for the other side. Given the dynamic

rule for price adjustment, the arrows in the Figure indicate

the direction of price movements in each of the four sections

of phase space. Equilibrium is obviously stable, given the

way in which the curves are drawn to cut each other. Tt re-

mains to shovr that it is impossible for them to cut in another

way.

To prove that this is so, suppose the Ef=0 curve cuts

the f¡=9 curve from above (see Figure 3.2). Then, in section
¿

I of the phase space the situation in both markets is one of
'positive excess demand, and., mor.eover, prices p1 and p2 are

both above their equil-ibrium values. But if this is the case,

the situation in the third market must also be positive excess

demand, by the assumption of gross ,substitutabil ity. Positiv-

ity of all excess demands violates lfalrasr Law. Hence, ít is

impossible for the curves to cut as in Figure 3.2. This

provês grlobal stability in the three-conmodity case.

For the case of any number of commodities, proof of



q1oba1 stability utilizes equation (3.1) above

speeds of adj us tment )

P. =K. (E* )a 1 .1'
(i=1,2,...n)

I34

(i.e., variable

(3.r)

and the same assumptions as the proof for the three

commodity case. A sketch of the proof will be provided h.tu.33

It is first proved., by use of Walras' Law, that the

norm (length in this case) of the price vector is constant,

that is, ít moves, during the equilibration process, along the

surface of a sphere of given radius (the radius depends on the

initíal price vector) . It is then proved thaÈ under homogene-

ity and gross substitutabi l ity the sphere can only contain one

equilibrium príce vector. Finally, it is shown that ülalras'

Lahr, homogeneity and gross substitutabílity.imp1y that the

weak axiom of revealed preference holds for the economy as a

whole, that is, the values of excess demand at any prices,

weighed by the equilibrium price vector and sununed are pos-

itive.
The distance between the price vector and the equilíb-

rium price vector at any point in time is then u."d34 to prove

global stability of the system. This distance is found to

diminÍsh with time, and thus (with some discussion that shor^ts

33-- Based on Takayana, (1974), pp. 325-329, and Negishi,
(1962), pp. 629-636.

34- This is, of course, a Lyapounov function for the sys-
tem. See the Appendix to this Chapter.
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that the price vector cannot be bounded away from equilibrium)

the proof is complete.

It is perhaps worth remarking that Wal-ras' l,aw is an

essential assumption in both the above proofs: for example'

in the three-commodity case it is this 1aw that requirês that

the'-tr¡/o curves cut "the right way" in the phase plane; and in

the mrilti-commodity case it is Walras' Law that requires that

the price vector moves onl-y on a quite restricted area, name-

1y the surface of a sphere. Thís, of course, is not to be

taken to mean that the other assumptions are less important

for Ëhe stability proofs: for example, homogeneity combined

with gross substitutability establishes the fact that when all

relatíve prices are above equilibrium the ngmeraire conmodity

must be in (positive) excess demand, which is a vital part of

the proof that the curves have to cut the "right way" in the

three-commoil ity case .

With the above discussion of the prooi" of global sta*

bility complete, one might wish to discuss the various devel-

opments followinq the above contributions. This would take

the present review off its main course, however3? thus, in

354 btÍ"f indication of what foll-owed may be given in
this footnote: Scarf, (1960) r furnished examples in which ab-
sence of gross substitutability r^74 s asdumed, and instabiLity
hras shown; explicit use of the second method of Lyapounov was
made, first by t'lackenzieo (1960), who acknowledged the idea to
Arrowi non-negativity of prices l¡¡as examined by various con-
tributors; expectations were introduced into the analysis by
Enthoven and Arrow, (1956), Arrow and. Nerlove, (l-958), Arrow
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bringing the discussion in this subsection to a close a number

of selected results given by Arrow and ttahn36will- be mentionecl,

without proofs .

First, it is proved3Tth.t a two-coÍEltodity economy wíth
2A

isolated equilibria'"is globally stable under the tatonnement

rule of (nominal) price change. The proof uses only Walras'

La\,¡, the assumption that equilibrium exists, a distance

(lyapounov) function between actual and equilibrium price vec-

tors, and technical assumptions on the differential equation

system of tatonnemenf.

It appears that in the two-conìmodity moaei tne
requirement regarding slopes of excess demand functions is not

really necessaryi at the same time, it must be remarked39thtt

the fact that such proof of stability cannot be given for

higher dimensions means that it may not be too sensible, in

stabiJ-ity analysis, to devote the most attention to the tùto-

commodity model of the economy.

and Hurwicz (1962) and Negishi, (]964); and Uzawa, (1959-1960)
formulated Ëhe discrete time process and proved the main re-
sultê,

'u {lntt¡,
3troiu.,
38For the
39

Compare

Chapter XII.

p.283.

definition, see ibid.

ibid., pp. 282 -283.
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Another proof furnished in a succint htay by Arrow and

Hahn establishes global stability of an equilibrium for a

tatonnement with constant speeds under the assumption that the

r¡/e ak axiom of revealed preference holds for the economy.40

Finally, a number of resul-ts on the assumption of dia-
gonal dominance are furni-shed, some for pure exchange and some

for both production and exchange. The strength of the rele-

vant Èheorems is found to depend on the specifíc definition

of diagonal dominance adopted. In summary, Arror"T and uah#I

prove, among other thíngs, thaÈ an economy with "elasticity"
42

diagonal- dominance is stable, and an economy with "absolute"

diagonal dominance in some units of measurement at all prices

is also stable.

3.1.2 Extensions to Non-Tatonnement in the walrasian

Itlodel of Pure Excha

After considerable work had been done on the stability

conditions of the tatonnement, it became increasingly clear

that the stability results could not be obtained hrithout such

strong assumptions as gross substitutabi lity among alt

4o i¡ia., pp. 285-286.

41 i¡i¿. , pp. 292-296.
42 ror definitions see chapter r
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cornmodities at all prices. Research then turned towards the

examination of the non-tatonnement prîocess (as defined in Chap-

ter T) $rith the purpose of establishing whether all-owance of
disequilibrium transactions made a difference to the stabiLiÈy

requirements. The contributions confined themselves to the

purä exchange model , for reasons partially explained in Chapter

I. Moreover, while trade was allowed out of equilibrium in
these models, the institution of the auctioneer vras neverthe-

less retained for the reason that unless this is done some.

explicit accorjnt of the mannêr'of-price setting in the. system

must. be given. It is not logically consístent to suggest that
price takers und.ertake to change prices under 'rmarket pres-

^?sure"'; therefore the auctíoneer is sti11 neces s;aryl4
. 45The first result in this line of analysis was published'-

^^by Negishi"l It was shown that the non-tatonnqnent process des-

cribeil in Chapter I is stable if universal gross substitutabil-
ity at all prices and endo\4rment distributions a1ong with

43This point was first made
ther developed by Arrow, (1959).
p.325.

44 There is a stran¿l of analyses of market operation hrith-
out the auctioneer. See Fisher, (1970), (L972); Diamond., (797I)¡
and Cook and Veendrop, (1975). This group of works witl not be
discussed in this thesis.

¿{'-The contùibutions to non-tatonnement analysis are so
close to one another that it seems useful to distihguish . "publish"
from "discover" in this review.

46 (1961).

by Koopmans (1957 ) , and fur-
See also Arrow and Hahn, (1971)
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lfalrasr Law are assumed. Thus, it turned out that the consid-

eration of actual out of equilibrium transactions in the model

of exchange d.oes not seriously modify stability conditions

established by means of tatonnement analyses' This is clearly

an interesting result. It was of course also pointed out that

equilibrium depends on the specific equilibration path and the

associated transactions. Discussion of this and other points

wílI be undertaken in the next part of this Section'

A year 1aÈer, Hahn and Negishi4Tproved that, if the

tatonnemênt Process satisfies the so-called "Hahn process" of

disequilibrium exchange stability can be obtained under weaker

assumptions.

The Hahn process of exchange specifies that those r^rho

are irl the "short end" of the market at any time not

only are able to carry out their optimizing plans aÈ these

prices but they do so at a1-1 limes. That is to say, if there

ís excess demand in the market no seller is found with more

than he is willíng to hold at the given price vector' whil-e if

there is excess supply no buyer is found with less than he

would be willing to hold. Thus, this is a specific form

for the functions describíng changes in stocks in non-

tatonnement, (equations (1.23) in Chapter I) '

With the above specifications of the non-tatonnement

n' (,nu'\
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and the additional- assumptions of : (a) Walras' LaÌ,íi (b) homo-

geneity; (c) the stipulation that each individual has some of

each commodity at the beginning of the processi (d) constant

speeds of adjustmentt and (e) some technical- assumptions ês Èo

the nature of the demand functions, Hahn and Negíshi proved,

vía. the second method of Lyapounov, that the system approaché

an eguilíbrium (i.e., they proved "quasi-stability").
Fina11y, Ur.ru 48fo.*ulated the "Edgeworth barter pro-

cess" of exchange as another specific formalization of the

équations describing stock changes in non-tatonnement. Accord-

ing to this process, exchange is to take place if and only if

at least one individual gains by exchange ancl no individual

Loses. Thus the distribution of stocks following a disequilib-

rium exchange is more satisfactory to at least one individual

and less satisfactory to no one (at prices where exchange took

place ) .

On the basis of th"i s specification, and by means of
¿qother assumptions 'nzawa proved that the exchange non-

tatonnement system moves towards an equilibrium.

4s(1962).
49Ibid., pp.

marks, this proof
as Walras' Law and
be regarclecl as the
Edgeworth exchange

226-227. As Negishi, (1962) , p. 661, re-
is not directJ-y dependent on such assumptions
homogeneity. Ho\nTever, these assumptions may
rationale underlying the formulation of the
process.
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3 . l-. 3 Surnma.ry and Evaluation of Côntributions in thê l{laliasian

Trad ition

The content of this part is sufficiently accuratel-y

describecl in the title. First' a sunmary of the results in

3.1.1 anct 3.1.2 is given and subsequently an evaluation of

the' contributions is undertaken, in the light of the main ques-

tions raised in this thesis.
'(a) Summary. Contributions starteil with explicitly ¿Iy-

namic formulations of the Walrasian tatonneient in multi-

connodity models, and derivation of conditions for true loca1

dynamic stabiLity- Other work followeil which gave more read-

il-y comprehensible conditions for stability than the mathemat-

ical requirement on. the characteristic roots. In the process'

the relation of the Hicksian to true dynamic conditions

was clarified. Fina1l-y, a number of researchers proved loca1

stability by means of such postulates as Walrasr Law, homo-

geneity, gross substitutálitity and existence of equilibrium.

The group of the above works was solely concerned \¡¡i th

l{alrasian tatonnement, as clefined in Chapter I.

Global stabiliÈy analysis by means of distance func-

tions folloln¡ed these works. The main assumptions were gross

substitutabil-ity at all príces, Walras' Law, homogeneity and

existence of equilibrium. Stability was also proved for the

case of diagonal dominance. Finally, use of Lyapounov func-

tions in global stability analysis was made explicit' The
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framework of these works was sti1l the Walrasian tatonnement

model, mostly of production and exchange, but sometimes of
pure exchange.

Final1y, in the framework of the pure exchange model

this Èime, contributions came which showed that actual dis-

equilibrium behaviour in exchange does not modify stabílity

of the system: more specifically, it was proved that the

system $rou1d be stable with disequilibrium transactions if

it was stable without them (that is, ín tatonnement). More-

over, it was proved that disequilibrium transactj-ons made

it actually easíer to achieve stabilíty, if one was willing

to posËulate specifíc rules for dísequilibríum exchange.

(b) Evaiuation. The formidabl-e set of analytical

tooLs used in both the formalizations and the stability

analysis discussed above can scarcely fail to ímpress the

reader of the contribuÈions reviewed in Sections 3.1-.1 and

3.7.2- Nevertheless, the literature on stabil-ity of com-

petitive equilibriun is vulnerable to criticism, as will be

argued in the following paragraphs. Some of these objections

have already been made, while others are origínal with this

investj,gation. fndication will be provided for those points

that have already been made in the literature.

Tt may be more convenient to begin the evaluation with

the positj-ve aspects and classify them into those applying to
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analyses of tatonnement and analyses of non-tatonnement pro-

cesses. Thus, r^tith reference to tatonnement, one may make at
least three positive remarks :

(i) we now have a fu1I analysis of pure price effects
in equilíbration, for the model of production and exchange.

This is certainly usefut (but see critical point (ii) with

reference to these effects below) .

( ii ) we have learned things which were unknor¡/n bef ore :

the proper formalization and. stabilíty analysis of Walrasian

tatonnement is now completei Walras' conjecture that diagonal

domínance implies stability has been proved correct; Hicks'

proof that income (pure price) effects are the only source of
instability has beên found to hold in proper dynamic settings;
in short, the contributions have certainly advancecl knowledge.

With refêrence to non-tatonnement, positive points

include:

(iii) it is now known that the suspicion that disequi-

librium transactions might possibly cause instabitity in the

model of exchange is tot.ally unfounded. Indeed, the reverse

iS true, since equilibration is hampered by restriction of

the adjustment process to onè of no transactions in dis-
equilibrium. (But. see critical point as to the assumptions

involved in non-tatonnement, (i) befoù. )

(iv) fne contention (known since Edgeworth and Marshall)
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that disequilibrium transactions affect the final equilibrium
position has now been formally stated and taken into account

in analyses ancl discussions of non-tatonnêment equilibration.
Moreover, some attempt has been made to find conditions under

which invariance of equiJ-ibriurn prices to disequilibrium tïans-
actions òbtains. The theorem of equivalent redistributions

of commodity holdingss0..y b" considered to provide suffi-
cient (and sometimes ,r.."""ur1Þ1 conditions for such invari-

ance. The Marshallian assumption of constant marginal util-
Ã.títy of money"'provides another condition. Fina11y, another

rather obvious condition may be mentioned here: it is that

al1 individuals have constant and identical marginal propen-

sities to consume cT1. In this case, a transfer of commodi-
J

ties in disequilibrium exchange from one individual to anothêr

and a consequent price change does not affect the excess mar-

ket demand function because the gain experienced by one indi-

vidual increases the exce'ss demand by exactly the amount it

fs decreasecl due to the loss experienceil by the other inclivi-
dual. More specifically, the term Cl in equation (1.34)53

J

50
See Chapter

5l- As has been
orem in Chapter If.

52 see chapter
53 Chapter I.

TI.

pointed out in the discussion of the the-

ïr.
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for the excess market demand need not be under the summation

sign with these assumptions: it becomes constant and may be

Èaken outside the sumnation sign, which implies that the pure

price effects on demand are identical for all indÍviduals per

dollar change in the evaluation of their endowments ' But en-

dovrment effects of the secon¿l kind can only operate on excess

demand if pure price effects are different' This proves that

constant identical- cT is a sufficient (though very strong) con-
l

dition for invariance of equiJ-ibrium þrices in non-tatonnqnent.

It may be useful to provide an example of equal and

constant CT. The discussíon will be confineil to exchange of
l

two commodities by two groups ancl homogeneous utility func-

tions. fi tne utility functions of the two participant

groups in exchange are identical- and homogeneous of degree r

in the variables x and y (the tr'7o commodities) it is well

known that their first partial derivatives are homogeneous of

degree r-f in the same varia¡tes. Hencer the rate of substí-

tution is homogeneous of degree zero in the same varíables'

rþis is the well known dependence of the marginal rate of

substitution on the ratio of the corunodities alone'

Under these circumstances it can be easily shohrn that

the contract curve must be'the diagonal- in the Edgeworth box'

tet i and ! represent the amounts of commodities X and Y of

the participant group 1, and i and ! the total- quantities a-

vailable. Then, group 2 combinations can be expressed as
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! - y ana i - x. Thus, the rate of substitution for group 1

is a function of the ratio y/x while the rate of substitution
for group 2 is dependent on the ratio of ii-V) / (l-Ð. Along

the contract curve the marginal rate of substitution must be

equal for both groups: hence, the ratios y/x anð. (i-V) /(i-x)
E¡

must be equal"i But this will hold if y/x is equal- to y/x

that is,r whên the contract curve is the diagonal of the box5?

And, fina11y, when the contract curve is a straight line the

ratio of the t\^ro commodities is constant/hence the marginal

rate of substitution along the curve is constant. Obviousty,

under such circumstances it does not matter where on the con-

tract curve the parties equilibrate since the price ratio is

the same along it. This ratio is dependent sole1y on the

quantities of the commodities available,i and !, and it thus

follows that any change in the quantitíes available changes

the equilibrium price ratio in an un.ambiguous r¡¡ay.

A nunber of criticisms may now be cited, and maCe, with

reference to the contributions deaft with in 3,1.1 and 3.L.2.

Thus, with reference to stability analysis of tatonnement:

(i) tne development of the tatonnement exchange model

qL-'The requirement of a diminishing marginàl rate of
substitution ensures that therê exists a one to one relation-
ship between the marginal rates and the commodity bundles.

55-v-vv.v-vx-x.v-x..----!- = :- .amlflles --.--=¿ = 
- 

, a.e.. -- - _L = - - f
*_xx-YxY.x

i=v
*x'

1.e., y _ x ..: ^Yx Q. E. D.
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has gone thTough a series of formalizations that r^/ere gradual-

1y found necessary for its logical consistency. These formal--

izations have served to make transparent the fact that the in-

stitutional specifications required deny the model relevance

for the impersonal perfectly competitive market, as will be

shovm presently.

The necessity of institutional specífications becomes

obvious when the essential characteristics of tatonnêment ex-

change are recognized, n-me1yl6

(a) one price ruling at each point in time (so that

buying and selling intentions to be aggregated

a1l refer to the same price)

(b) a procedure whereby the price is made known to

the participants

(c) coLlection and aggregatíon of buying and selling

intentions at the 'cried' price and

(d) application of some rule of price change in order

to reach equilibrium .

These obviously cannot be generated by the impersonal

forces of competition: what is needecl is some institution to

facilitate the process and apply the rules. The literature

has use¿l a number of concepts, including "intellectus angel-

icusf', "secretary of the market", "umpire", "auctioneer", eic.

56
On this and all

D.A. Ìfalker r tra??¡\
the preceeding points, compare
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rt has been pointed out that this institution is not merely

a concept to be used for elucidation of the operation of the

impersonal competitive mechanism, but a necessary addition to
q1

the model if it is to exhíbit the tatonnement properties' .

IÈ has also been remarked that if this institution is to be a

real- one and not a market machine, it \"/i11 have some capacity

for rational behaviour and some degree of freedom, which it

can use instead of the mechanical ruLe of príce change ín
Ãa

the differential- equations of the tatonnement ¡nodef '.

The fírst of the above remarks casts doubt on the ca-

pacity of the impersonal competitive model to achieve its

own equilíbríum position, since the necessary ínstitutional

addiÈion of the price setter makes one wonder how much of the

competitj-ve mechanism remains, while the second remark rein-

forces any doubts that one might have regarding this issue

since the central institution of the price setter may have an

interesÈ beyond the mechanical application of the Walrasian

pricing rule. But if this ís so, the basic question arises

of the incentive under which this authority would operate,

and of interests which it would serve. In short, perfect

competition r^rith central auÈhority does not seem to be a

happy combination.

KooFmans (rssz ) .

cf" Walker, Ioc.

57

<o
9!!' ' P' ¡ss '
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(ii) The impresive proofs of 1ocal and global

stability of tatonnement are beset by the common character-

istic of having to assume a\,ray the existence of Giffen goods.

In other words, basic assumptions of this strand of works

have effectively assumed the result, by specifyíng rlrell-

known conditions that make pure price endowment effects

not inoperable but essentially harmless to stability. But

if the above claims are correct the value of these contrib-

utions reduces to finding conditions equivâIent to the re-

quirement that endowment effecÈs of the first kind be harm-

less for equilibration.
The claims ad.vanced in the above paragraph may now

be substanËiated. Most of the stability proofs are based on

the assumptions of zero-degree homogeneity and gross sub-

stitutability. It has already been shovTn in Chapter I that
gross substitutabil ity coupled with homogeneity imply that

the own-price effect on demand is negative. Hence, these

tl^ro assumptions together in fact rule out Giffen goods. The

pure price effects on excess demands, that is, may be

"perverse" but they are never of a magnitude sufficient to

cause problems.

It has thus been established that the formidable

array of tools used in the stability analysis of tatonnement

exchange (and production and exchange) has resulted only in

ênumeration of conditions und.er which Giffen goods do not e)<ist.

But this has indeed been suspected all along as a stability
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requirement, for example by tticki9.
(iii) The analysis of tatonnement effectively abstracts

from endowment. effects other than pure price. vthile this is
not a serious point, since research must proceed in steps, it
nevertheless has to be borne in mind.

(iv) the "1ow brow" questíon may be raised as to which

market Èakes precedence in terms of equilibration in a multi-
market system. Are all- markets to be equilibrated at the

same time? Then, this impties thaÈ all individuals are some-

how able to participate in a global tatonnement process, which

takes place at a certain locale and encompasses all markets at

the same time. The process is surely fancifuf60.

The above :!¡:g:t refer to the tatonnement process.

With respect to non-tatonnement:

(i) All analyses of stability wíth díseguilibrium trans-

actions assume (implicitly) that all individuals remain ín the

market for the duration of the equilibration process. This

may be called here the assumption of "perfect market attend-

ance'r. The questíon irnmediately aríses, with regard to this
assumption, why individuals remain in the market durj-ng the

whole equílibration process if, at the same time, they are

59(f946). See also Chapter II,. infra.
60

One may nevertheless accept this difficulty, along
with the diff icul-ty associated i^rith rraucÈioneer".
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allowed to trade at disequilibrium prices. The assumption re1-
evant to this question is that price expectations of individu-
als in non-tatonnement are static, and are held with certain-

6l_ty . But, if this is the case, there is contradiction be-

tween this and the assumptj-on of perfect market attendance.

lilhy would anyone stay in the market afler having traded, even

Ëhough he expects prices to remain constant? Consider,

for example, a Hahn process of exchange. Let an índividual-

be at the "short end" of the markets gíven the príce vector at

a point in time; then, it is questionable that this individual
has any incentive to remain in the market under these condi-

tions .

But if the possibility of exit of individuals from mar-

kets in disequilibrium is recognised, it is obvious that the

non-tatonnement anal-ysis has to be modified along l-ines simí-

Iar to those hinted at by wicksteea6? This has not been dis-
cussed in the literature.'

It ís of course possibl-e to suggest that indiviclual-s

remain in the market because of the incentive of speculation.

But then, some assumption other than static expectations should

be introduced to make speculative incent.ives operable, and

61's." Arror and. Hahn, (1971)

62 lre::). see also chapter ïï, infra.
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again thè analysis of equilibration in that case will not be

the same as that which has been offereil in the works discussed'

Neither will it apply to all- markets, since not all- markets

abound h¡ith speculators.

(ii) The assumption of perfect attendance is respons-

ible for êndowment effects of the second kind becoming opera-

t.ive during equilibration: if an individual changes his endow-

ment at disequiJ-ibríum prices ancl leaves the market, the effect

onaggregatedemandfromthere-evaluâtionofhisendowment

êue to a subsequent - price change will- not materialize' Thus,

it is seen that the quantity-price effects have been given un-

justified importance in the analysis, due to the implicit as-

sumption here criticisecl.
(iii) Ironicall-y, while most neoclassical analysis has

not considered effects of income redistribution, the non-

tatonnement analyses have focussed on ít. As it turns out, re-

distribution effects in nän-tatonnement exchange may not even

materialize in any operatíonal sense' as has been arguecl in

(iii) above. Moreover, because the non-tatonnement analyses

have been confined to pure exchange models they have completely

ignored pure quantity effects, which, as the analysis in this
Ç,ainvestiqation showfJ, are more important than either those of

the second or the first kind, in an analysis of disequilibrium

63rn chapter v.
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in production and exchange.

(v) Finally, among the positive points raised for the

analyses of non-tatonnement uTas the claim that it turns out to

be "more stable" than the tatonnement process, at l-east under

certain specif icat.i-ons. The question is, however ' \"thether

this stability is at all useful in terms of information rele-

vant for comparative statics theorems. with respect to this

question, it rnay be remarked that if a stable non-tatonnement

system is perEurbecl when'i¡ equilibrium it is only by chance

that it will return to the same equj-librium. This is of

course due to the fact that the initiat endowment matrix is

not uníquely associated with any equilibrium price vector in

non-tatonnement processes. But if more than one price ratio

is associated v¡ith a specific cluster of parameters nothing can

be said on the effect that changes in those parameters wilJ-

have on equilibríum prices. Thus, desPite the strong resufts

on stability of non-tatonnement, "meaningful" theorems will

sti1l have to be de¿luced from traditionaf tatonnement process-

es, where actual transactions are assumed to play no role in

the determination of equilibrium.

The eval-uation of contributions in the Walrasian trad-

ltion is now complete. The next Section in this Chapter is

devoted to examination of attempts at analysis of ilisequil-i-

brium in both production and exchange.
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3,2 "Non I¡Ialrasian" Attempts at Disequilibrium Analysis

This Section critically reviews a number of different

contributions relevant to disequilibrium in production and ex-

change. The term "Non-walrasian" is here used for classifj--

catory convenience only, that is, in or¿ler to distinguish the

material of this from the works discussed in Section 3.1.

3.2.1 The Cobvreb Model- for a Single Market

The literature on the cobweb mode164 seems to have been

concerned with questions rather different from those addressed

in the present investigation. This will become obvious from

the remarks to be mad.e in this Section. Nevertheless,

analysís of a non-durable commodity model of productíon and

exchange, where production is carried out "i¡i disequilibrium,

has the same mathematical- structure, in reduced form. This

analysis is carried out in Chapter IVt the aim of this Section

is to briefly discuss the tradit.ional "cobweb'r model as a

point of departure for that analysis.

As it is well known, the cobweb model is usually speci-

fied with quantity supplied depenilent on the price of the pre-

vious market period. The equilibrium condition of this model

then imposes equality of the quantity supplied and the quanti-

ty demancled in each market period. Since the quantity sup-

plied is determined by the price in the previous period,

the market period supply curve

64See Ezekiel, (1937); Buchanan, (1939); Samucison,
(L947) ¡ Nerlove, (1958); Ackerman,' (1957).
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is in effect a vertícal line in price-quantity space; there

is no room for variation in the quantity supplied during the

market period. Hence, in order for equilibrium to be estab-

lished, the quantity demanded has to vary with price change

in order to clear the market. on the basis of this condition

a difference equation in_ price is ilerived from which the

stability condition ís deduced that the slope of the long-

period supply curve with reference to the price axis must be

less in absolute value than the slope of the demand curve with

respect to that axis.

The analysis briefty discussed above is conducted with-

out any mention as to r,lhat happens during equiLibration in

each market period. Given the fact that the equilibrium

price for each such perioil is determined by solution of the

market demancl and given market supply equations, it is reason-

able to assume that the process of equilibration ín the mar-

ket period follows the tatonnement process. But then it

follows that stability of this process requires a downward-

sloping demand curve for the comnodity.65 rhi" requirement

is to be found nowhere in the cobweb literature.

The following points may be added with respect to the

cobweb model-:

(i) The cobweb model can legitimately be considered

65 Gí.r.r, that the market supply curve is vertical .
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as one of pro¿luction and. exchange, with " di sequilibrium" in

the production side. The model thus belongs to the first

category of disequilibrium production and. exchange models,

as discussed in Chapter I.
(ií) The conventionally derived stability conditions

for the cobweb model are not suffícient for its stability:

it is also requíred that the d.emand curve slope downward at

all times.

(iii) It is possible to discuss a model of simifar

structure, with a non-tatonnement process in each market

perioil. An attempt will be made in Chapter IV.

(iv) It is possible to introduce inventory considera-

tions in the structure of this model. This is done in Chãp-

ter IV.

In suÍunary, ít is here claimed that the analysis of

the cobweb model in the literature has not only missed an

essential stability "orråition involved in the cobweb process

but also the opportunity to examine this model in terms of

its implícations for disequilibrium in production, and in

production and exchange. This gap will be filled, it is

hoped, by thê analysis of chapter IV of this thesis. In the

process, some ans\¡zers will be obtained to the basic questions

asked in this investigation, with reference to a partial

analysis model of production and exchange.
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3.2.2 Analyses of the Cycle

The discussion in this Section refers to such model-s

as have been developed by uicks66, Samue1son6T, and the subse-

quent literature on mathematical models of the business cycle.

The model-s of this family have properly been ta¡erlef8

fix-price models, since prices are assumed constant throughout

with quantities taking the brunt of equilibration process. In

terms of the present investigation' the relevant question to

ask is whether the contributions under díscussion are indeed

full analyses of disequilibrium, in the sense that they con-

tain a description of how the system tends towards its state of

"rest", both in the market period and in the "longer-run".

ïn order to answer this question' consider, for example,

a fix-price model of the aggregate economy from the famí1y of

multiplier-accelerator *od.1=i9 Aggregate expenditure is the

sum of consumption and investment at fixed pri.ces; its compon-

ents are found to depend on incomes of both the present and

the previous period. since production and lncome are identical,

6Ç(rsuo).

671re:s).

6by sicks, (l-96s).
69s.*rr"l"orr, 

( 1939)
are one-cotnmodíty, as has

. Strictly examined, such models
often been pointed out.
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,expenditure in fact depends on production volumes of both the
present and the previous periods. Moreover, without invento-
ries, commodity supply in each period equals commodity pro¿luc-

tion.

Consider, now, the condition that is invariably impos-

ed on such model-s in order to derive their dynamic eguations.
This condition. is that: êxpenditure eQual- production in
each and every market perÌod. In a fix-price model it is not
possible to have shrinkage or expansion of the expenditure

components via price change; thus, the only other degree of
freedom is the income (production) leve1. Moreover, the con-

sumption component of aggregate demand in each market period

is indeed fixed and unchangeable, since it depends on income

created in the previous period.

Hohr is the equilibration process to be examined under

such circumstances? Since productj-on is required to equal-

d.emand, anci since the latter partially depends on the former,
it is possible to interpret the model by saying that it
achieves equilibrium in the market period by means of a sort
of " tatonnement i.n quantity" rather than in príce. That is to say,

the production volume may be experimentally varied, and the
consequent situation examineil from the point of view of clear-
ance of the market. The 1evel of output that produces a d.e-

mand equal to it is selected, and market period equilibriumL

is achieved. In the next market period, it wi1l be necessarv
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to repeat this process and find the ner,/ 0 production level at

which demanil equals supply.

That the variation of quantity of production within the

market period may indeed be interpreted to be in the nature of

a tatonnement process in quantity I do not think it can be

doubted. The family of models cliscussed here then resemble,

in terms of equilibration processes, the cobweb model: in the

latter, price is "wrong" outside the stationary state' and

volumes of production dependent on this príce are also

t'wrong". During the market period, demand is brought to equal

supply by sufficient price change, in a tatonnement process.

fn cycl-e models of the category discussed the market period

tatonnement is in terms of quantity producecl .

7L
Other interpretations of cycle models , in fact formal--

ly equivalent to the one advanced above, are possible. FoLlo\^r-

ing llicksT? ø, example ' one may effectively assume perfect

foresight on the part of producers. As a consequence' no

tatonnement process is now required during the market period'

since by means of the assumption of perfect foresight the

70'-'The output vofume will change unless the system is in
its t'stationary state".

7tr owe this point,
Hicks, to my advisor B,L.

''Ãgsg) .

and the associated reference to
scarfe .
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system achieves "temporary equilibrium" during this period,
$tithout auctioneering. Another interpretation woulcl be to
assume that producers have full knowledge of the circumstances
of the market, a la ¡rarsha11.73 rt is obvious that both alter-
native ínterpretatíons achieve, in fact, the resuft of
I'quantity tatonnement" without disequilibrium actions
ted, as has been .tnoJu ubo.r".74

There is one additional remark to be made $/íth regard
to the modefs of the cycle discussed in this Section. Such

models totally ignore considerations of ínput markets, and

the consequent possibility that some prod.uction levels may be

unfeasible at current (and fixed) prices of inputs and out_
puts. These models thus not. only by-pass the problem of mar-
ket-period equilibration and the consequent possibitiÈy of
disequilibrium in that period, but they also do not take into
account the possible unfeasibility of output leveIs. The

model developed in Chapter V of this investigation takes

a

permi t-

73
See the discussion on Maishall, in Chapter If.

74In â forthcomirig 
. 
book (to be published in 1976)B.L. scarfe has a fix-price model with inventories ¡o'hiãh takesexplicitly into accounr rhe reat possibility that (;iah;"i-trt_

onnement or perfect foresight or perfect knãwledge ) supply anddemand in the market.perioã may nãt be equa1. rnventoiy å"c.r*_ulatíon or decumulatión then tãkes p1ace,- whi_ch in turn'-ff..t"income and 
_ 
expenditure leveIs. whiie the model is one ot Çnu_ine disequilibrium, it is interesting to observe that in facËr-Ës rormaf structure can be collapsed to that of the Metzlerianmodel of the inventory cycle. Thüs, it may be that despite ig_noring market period probfems, some formulãtions of cycie modelsmay not be all that far from proper disequilibrium anåtysis. Thispoint is certainly worth inveitigating.
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explicit account of both problems.

It may perhaps be thought that the present interpreta-
tion of cycle models is too harsh; but examination of the o-

ríginal works cited above will show that, in actual fact, the

contributors to the trade cycle Literature cited do not seem

to be aware of the implicatíons of assuming that, in each per-

iod, supply is set to equal demand.

3.2.3 "Spillovers" in the Theory of Multi-Market Equilibration
r*

other in a general equilibrium system during its process of

equilibration is due to Patinkirl5 who credits Fried.man for
pointing out to him the possibiLity. Accordíng to this idea,

the pressure on the price of a particuLar good to change

should come not only from the excess demand within that market,

but a1so, from excess demands in all other markets of the sys-

tem. In the original work in which patinki¡ suggests the reform-

uLation of the dynamic adjustment mechanism to take into ac-

count the spillover he uses the argument to suggest a general--

ization of the Samuelsonian formulation of the Walrasian ad-

justment mechanism which, as vre sav, above, is a tatonnement

process. In the same paragraph, however, we find Patinkin

suggesting that the spiJ-lover effects are due to frustrated de-

7s (tgsz).
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mand from other markets where ít has been impossibl-e to sat-

ísfy it. Thus,

"The pressurê on the price of sây, 'shoes', comes from

tr^ro sources: first, the buyers t/ho have not succeeded

obtaining all the shoes they v¡ish to purchase at the

given prices; second, those who have not succeeded in

spending all they intended to (at the given prices) on

clothing, anil redirect part of this unspent income to

the new market. " 76

And., a litt1e later,

. "This type of market pressure has become a familiar

phenomenon of the post-vrar: period. . . clearly this char-

acteristic pressurce of semi-permanent disequilibrium

should also be taken into account in the disequilibria

studied in dynamic analysis. And onepssible way of

doing so is to generalize ín the manner inilicated
11

above. " ''

Patinkin thus seems to be unclear about the fact that

his proposed generalization of the Wal-rasiàn adjustment mecha-

nism (which would make the rate of change of each price depend-

ent on the excess demand in all markets) does not rêa11y des-

cribe the phenomenon of unsatisfied demand in some markets

7 6D. 
".ri.rkir, ,

77o. P.airrkin,

fbid. , page 41.

Ibid. , pages 41--4 2.
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spilLing over others. Without transactions outside equili-
brium, and with perfect market attendance, there seems to be

no logical reason for spillovers in the excess demands of the

various markets while the process of equilibration is taking
its time. This is so because individual participants in ex-

change are not even given a chance to find out whether their
optimum plans are feasible given the conditions in the market.

On the other hand, in a process where disequilibríum transac-

tions are a1l-or^7ed the notion of spillovers is legitimate but

the mechanism of the price adjustment in this situation is
different from that of Vùalrasian tatonnement, as generalized

by Patinkin. This is so because in a non-tatonnement process

v¡e must have, as mentioned above, some rules governing transfer

of coÍunodíties among individual-s at disequilibrium prices, as

well as perfect attend.ance.

In any case, Patinkin did not carry the idea of spill-
over further into his analysis nor did he make any use of re-
sul-t.s from it. Thus, this lack of cl-ear delineation of the

conditions under which the spillovers are meaningful did not
have any consequence for his work.

An attempt at synthesis of the spillover concept with
the "duaL decision hypothesis" of R. C1owe78 fr." been made by

tt(r.rur). 
cl-ower's contribution is discussed in 3.2.5.
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H. Gïossman'.' Grossman remarked. that while patinkin provid-
ed thê concept of spillovers, he gave no analysi.s of the de-
termination of its magnitude or its effects. On the otheï
hand, Clowerrs "dual decision hypothesis" provicles an analyt-
ical framework for analysís in one market when another is in
disequilíbrium and therefoïe actual transacted quantities
differ from plannea orr. 

"8 

0. 
crossman then proceeded to gener-

alíze the Clower framework in a multi-commodity mode1, and to
incorporate the spillover coefficients suggested by patinkin.

In the process of determining the effective constraints
imposed on individuals by disequilibria in some markets,

Grossman found himself on difficult ground: which actual
transactions in which markets are to be considered first,
and. whích later? Is the disequilibrium in market A to
affect transactions in market B or vice versa? Grossman as-
sumes, in effect, that actual transactions in a1l- markets are

simultaneously determined, and so are effective demands in
these markets (the l-atter depending on actual transactiorrs) 

81

He recognises that this assumption in fact implies ,,dissemin-

ation of information" about actual transactions, and confesses

that such information and the consequent determination of

79 (1971).
80

Cf . ibj-il. , pp. 948-949 .
8lrbid., pp. 952-953.
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relationships bet!ùeen effective demands of indj-viduals and in
the aggregate)

"could only emerge from a recursive process involving
a sequence of individual and market experiments. The
present paper consj-ders a special case in \^rhich thís
recursive proce-ss is collapsed into an instantaneous
interaction. " 82

But this set of assumptions seems to deny the reasons

for which spillovers happen, and indeed almost implies a ta-
tatonnement process of a sort- Consider a multimarket sys-

tem in disequilibrium: the assumptions suggest that individu-
als are able to estimate the feasible transactions that they

can undertake j-n each market, simultaneousl-y for all markets.

But, the amount of transactions that would be feasible in
each market depends on the amount of spillovers present in
the systêm. Thus, in order to determine spillovers, one need.s

their values. This is obviously circular, and for this rea-

son the collapsing of the process into an instantaneous i-nter-

action is a necessary and vítal assumption of Grossman's anal-

ysis.

But if the above remarks are correct, the process ana-

lyzed by Grossman could be viewed as a 'rtatonnement't in térms

of what is feasible in each market during clisequilibrium. It
is in thís sense that the Grossman contribution may be viewed

as an extensi.on of the Vla :asian tatonnement. The question of

82 r¡ia.
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the actual sequence of transactions, it seems, is important

if spillovers are to make sense in disequilibrium analysis.

3 . 2 . 4 D. Patirlkin on hvoluntary Unemplol¡rnent

In his discussion of the concept of involuntary unem-

ploymend3 Patinkin attempted a sort of disequilibrium analysis

of the aggregate model in the framework of his model. His

starting point was that vrhen a firm cannot sel1 the profit-

maximising quantity of sale's in the market for some time, it

wil.l eventually have to "take some step to bring current out-
put -- and consequently current input -- into line with cur-

rent sales. And this is the beginning of involuntary unemploy-
.84

ment . "

This remark clearly implies that, at least in disequi-

librium, Labour demaird is sensitíve to quantities (of inven-

tories) apart from prices. The same point was made later by

clower, in a more general contextSl Patinkin, however, did

not formally introduce a ïnodification into the functions of

his model to take this into account. Thus, in the àccount of

the story by tatinkinS6 fir*" cut down on,production volume

83
(1965) , Chapter xIII.

84
Ibid., p. 318.

85
See Section 3.2.5 below.

86
(1965), p. 318 ff.
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when they find out that they cannot sel-l- expected quantities.

No discussion follows of how the excess inventory that has ac-

cumulate¿I during the previous perioils of excess supply is to

be corrected. Neither is mention made of the fact that the

adjustment in production to bring it into line with current

sales is not enough. Moreover' it is difficult to rationalize

why, in the price-taking environment of Patinkin's modeI,

fírms would find themselves with accumulated inventories

rather than sell- at lower prices.

rn chapter rv of this investigation an analysis of a

price-setter holding inventories over time suggests that it

is optimal for him to a¿ljust both price and productíon vol-

ume in iesponse to a mal-adjustment ín inventory. Thus, a for-

mal justification is provided for modification not only of

the excess demand functions (to incorporate quantities as

weII as prices) but also for the vier¡'¡ that both quantities and

prices woufd be acljusted in these circumstancesS 7.

It is thus seen that the point raised by Patinkin is

taken up to some extent in this investigation, with some mocl-

ificationsS 8.

8tn a situation of oligopolistic rivalry and the con-
sequent uncertainty the price change may indeed be quite low.
The model deve loped in Chapter IV concentrates on a price set-
ter not experiencing interdepend.ence in the market for his pro-
ducts .

88
See Chapter v.
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3.2-5 Cl-owerrs ConceÞts of "Not-ional" and "Effective" Demands

It may be fair to state at the outset of the discussion

that clowerts contribution to the fundamental question of .dis-

equilibrium behaviour is one of the most important: this is

because it was he who first provided a specific suggestion

for modifying planned functions so as to make them rel-evant

for behaviour outside eguí1ibrium.

fn an earl-y contribution to the matterS? Clower concen-

trated on the fact that when a market is in disequilibrium

onl-y the short end of it can in fact be satisifed. Thus,

lr¡hí]e both the quantity supplied and quantity demanded at any

price represent planned magnitudes, chosen as optimal given

the price, only the short-end quantity (í.e., the quantity de-

manded in a situatíon of excess supply, and vice versa) can be

realized in disequilibrium. This, of course, is the basis for

the Hahn process of exchange in non-tato rnement, described

earl-ier j¡r this Chapter, Clovrer used this point to advance an

interpretation of Keynesian economics different from the com-

monly accepted one.

r,aterg 0, Clower returred nuch better prepared with his

interpretation of tl-e Keynesian method of,analysis. He finds

that traditional analysis gives no information about Seeli?eq

89 

"lor"t, 
(l-960)

9o:crower, 1965.
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("effective") as distinct from planned ("rrotíonal") tïansac-

tions in disequilibrium, and in general it assumes that ac-

tual transactions do not influence the equilibration process.

In other word.s, the pressure on the price to equilibrate does

not come from realized disequilibrium transactions in conven-

tional analyses of disequilibrium. A special case where this
hoÌds is that of the tatonnement process, rvhere no disequi-
Iibrium transactions occur at all.

In Clov¡errs view, Keynes disagreed with precisely
this aspect of traditional theory, namely that ít is not a

general theory of disequilibrium states. Thus, he isolated
a number of points on the basis of which he conducted his
criticism. One of these points $¡as the relevance of Walras{

Law in the process of price formation (i.e., as a force act.-

ing outside equilibrium). Keynes, accord.ing to Clower, may

be interpreted as either having accèpted the law, ín which

case the mod.ern "neo-keynesian" interpretation of his contri-
bution is correct; or as having used a more general- theory of
disequilibrium pri-ce formatíon, in which case his contribu-
t.ion should indeed be examined in a different light from

traditional interpretations.

This investigation is not concerneël with matters of ex-

egesis in the history of economic analysis, except insofar as

they are immediately relevant to the aims speì"ted out in the

introduction. For this reason, Clower's discussion from now
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on ì,¡il- 1 be conducted in abstraction from the points of ínter-

pretation concerning Keynes' work.

In an atteñrpt to construct a model in which quaittities

as well as prices enter the behavioural functions Cfower

formul-ated the "dual decision hypothesis" according to which

actual behaviour is the same as planned if other variables

(such as income, for example) are not falsífied. If such var-

iables are falsified, however, the individual- must be assumed

to proceed to optimízation given the realized values of these

variables. Clower carried out this discussion in terms of the

labour market (assuming it to be in a state of excess supply)

and suggested that unemployed individual-s would have to re-

evaluate their positions in the commodity market in accordance

with the dual decision hypothesis. As a consequence, the

effective demand in that market may reasonabJ-y be expected to

be less than the demand calculated on the basis of planned

functíons. No\^¡, Walras' Law suggests that the excess sup-

ply in the labour market wil-l-, in a tvto-commodity model, be

reflected with excess demand of equal magnitude (at current

prices) in thê commodity market. l¡¡hile Clower does- not

in any r\tay suggest, that Waf ras' Lar^r doès not ' ::

hold for planned ilemand.s the fundamentat question raised is

whether it is reasonable to take this planned excess demand

as an indicator of equilibratJ.ng pressure in the comnrodity mar-

ket under the circumstances.
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The claÍm in this respect is, than, that planne4

("notional", as called by Clower) excess demand may not be op-

erative at all in terms of pressure on príces outside equili-

brium. The total- of f;qalized excess demands, on the other

hand, may not. be zero. That is, it is possible to

have excess realized suppfy in one market which is not reflect-
ed in excess realized demand in other markets. This, of

course, does not mean that l,Ialrasr Law does not hold under

the circumstances, since the Law only refers to planned, not

realized excess demanils in a system.

CloqTerts main point then is that once income appears

as independent variable in the market excess demand functions

-- orr more generally, once transactions quantities at false
prices appear as arguments -- traditional price theory ceases

to shed any light on the dynamic stabilíty of a market econo-
9I

my

The above points do not in any way imply instabilíty of

the systemi the mere fact that realized excess demands do not

obey walrasr Law is certainly not sufficient for that. Horr-

ever, the analysis of equilibration in terms of planned rather

than realized functions is dealt a rather serious blow with

this conterition.

Cl-ower concentrates, in his example, on the case of

Compare Clower, (l-965), p. 1-23.
9l-
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excess supply of labour and its consequence, namely fal--

sification of planned labour íncome. Without aualysis for the

case of excess demand for labour, however, he slips into

saying that orthodox tatonnement analysis is valid \"¡hen labour
' o,

is on íts supply curvd-. The implication of this statement is

that as long as labour is on its suppty curve al-l planned in-

comes are realized, hence planned excess demands are indeed

relevant as indicators of disequilibrium pressure. This, how-

ever, is not correct. For when labour is in excess demand,

planned coÍûnodity production exceed.s the realized magnitude,

since planned labour demand exceeds realized amounts of labour

hired. But this implies that planned commodity excess supply

is in excess of realized excess suppl-y' and Walrasi Law j.s a-

gaín not relevant for descríption of the actual disequilibrium

situatíon.

Finally, Clower does not build an explícit model with

which to consider pure dilequilibrium analysis of an economy

under his own formul-ation of excess demands dependenË on quan-

tities: he therefore does not derive stability theorems (or

any other theorems) in his otherwise important work.

In Chapter V of this investigation, the point made by

clor¡rer regarding quantities as arguments in excess demarlds i-s

a,'-that is, no incomes are falsífíed in this case. As
wilt be showed below -- and in more detail in Chapter V, some
íncomes will always be falsified outside equilibrium, hence the
statement is fa1se.
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combíned r4¡ith a Hahn( constrained )process of exchange and with
Edgeworth's scheme of sequential equilibration. The result is
an explicitLy dynanic disequiJ-ibrium model of production and

exchange. In formulating the model and examining its properties,

a number of sJ-ips in Clower's discussion (such as the one men-

tioned above ) are corrected. When the model is extended to

include exchange money and conmodity inventories, Patinkints

contribution, as forrnalized. in the work of Chapter lV, is
brought in, too.

3.2.6 Barro and Grossman: fnt ration of Patinkin's and

Clowerr s Contributions .

Barro and cros =*arr9 
3 note that Patinkin is interested

in the effects that deficient commodity demand has on produc-

tion and unemplo].ment, whi.le clower is concerned with the ef-
fects of unemployrnent on effective commodity demand. The

possibil-íty for integration is obvious, after this rather in-

cisive remark. Barro and Grossman proceed to an. informal-

integration of Patinkin and Cl-ower, and they produce a

scheme ín which the relation betvreen planned and ¡ealized

excess demands is brought out. They consíder, for example,

the case of excess realized suppl-ies in both the labour and

commodíty markets, as well as the case of realized excess de-

mand in these markets.

The main purpose of Barro and Grossman is to give a

--------u_
"rgttl .
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method of analysis hrhich shows the situatíon in all markets,
given a particular (constant) príce vector. Gíven the situ-
ation, implications exist for disequilibriurn pressure on pri-
ces. HÕvrever, Barro-Grossman do not expl-icitly investigate
these implications in a dynami" mode194. Thus, the claim in
their introduction that their purpose is to ',develop a gen-

eralized analysís of both booms and depressÍons as disequili-
ôÈbrium phenomena"'- can at best be interpreted to mean that they

describe instantaneous situat.ions of excess demand, and others
of excess supply, given a constant price vector. ft thus
Seems that the claim in their introduction shoul-d be taken
with a grain of salt.

The main úeason r/hy BarrÕ and Grossman have not ana-

lyzed dynamic adjustment ín disequiLibrium seems to reside in
the fact that their \^rork lacks explicit modelling of the dis-
eguiJ-ibrium process in dynamic terms.

3.2.7 Sumnary and Evaluation of the "Non-Walrasian" Disequifi-
brium Strands of Analysi s

A sunmary and evaluation of the works discussed in this
Section (3.2¡ ¡¿O be. useful , .n view of its Length. The sum-

mary of works is given first and an evaluation is attempted

below, in the light of the aims of this thesis.

94-Compare ibid. , p. 84.
otr'-r¡ia., p. 93.
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The literature on the cobweb model seems to have impli-

citly assumed tatonnement in exchange during the market period.

It has not been noted, in this respect, that an additional

stability condit.ion ís required. The cobweb model can be made

one of genuine disequilibrium.L in both production and exchange,

and inventories can and will be introduced explicitly in Chap-

ter IV of this thesis.

Conventional cycle models involve, like the cobweb, some

kind of tatonnement process or equivalent assumptions in the

equilibration process for the market period. They also ig-

nore supply side considerations. They will not be followed up

in this thesis.

Patinkin's concept of spillovers has no use in the ta-

tonnement processi it is obviously applicable in non-tatonriement,

with plans not fulIy realized in some markets. Patinkin does

not seem to have been clear about this, while the use of the

concept by Grossman suffers from his collapsing into an instar¡

taneous process what is in effect a sequential phenomenon.

Patinkints attempt at analysis of invol-untary unemploy-

ment due to deficient commodity demand was hampered by his

moilel, which is one of the best representatives of modern neo-

classical systems of Walrasian parentage. However, the idea

of involuntary unemployment as a disequilibrium phenomenon is

worthy of .attention. This idea is in part formalízed in Chap-

ter IV in rthe framework of a price setter with inventory,
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maximizing profits over time. Further ' the formalized depend-

ence of l-abour demand and price on the inventory position of

the firm (in chapter IV) is used in the analysís of Chapter v

for description of situations of general disequilibríum'

Clor¡¡erts "notional" and "effective" demands are by far

the most important of the ideas discussed in this Section'

His point that in disequilibrium it is possible that pl-anned

excess d.emands may not be relevant as forces acting on the

system is also of great value as a suggestion of the reasons

why a theory of behaviour outside equilibrium must be sought'

The analysis of disequilibrium in Chapter V incorporates

Clower¡s basic points (with rnodifications to take care of a

slip or t-.r"ro ) anil builds on them.
.t .Fina1ly, Barro and Grossman hàve succeeded in shoh/ing,in

a scheme interrel-atj-ng Patinkin and Clower, the relation

bet\,teen planned and effective magnitudes in vaiious markets

given a disequilibrium price vector which remains constant'

3.3 Closing Remarks anil Main Conclusions on the Modern Work In

Markèt Equil-ibration

modern

tion.
rately,

This chapter has reviewed and critically interpreted

contributions in the general subject of rmrket equilibra-

Two main strands have been detected and dealt with sepa-

the "Wa1rasian" and the "non-Walrasian" one. ,

The main conclusion that seems to emerge from the re-

anal-ysis of the "l{al-rasian" stra-nd seems to be thatview and
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although it has advanced knowledge in some sense, it neverthe-
fess suffers from basic criticisms and. weaknesses that seem

difficult to take care of: the assumptiqn of perfect

market attendancei the effective exclusion of Giffen goods

from Èhe models analyzed; the troublesome concept of the
auctioneer in view of the widely held belief that the perfect-
Ly competitive price system solves the problem of allocation
costlesslyi the lack of comparative static theorems once dis-
equilibrium transactíons are allowed.

With regard to the "Non-Walrasian" group of \.rorks dis-
cussed, the general impression created seems to be that some

of them provide a much less formal but also richer framework

for analysJ-s of disequilibrium: thus, patinkin's involuntary
unemployment; Clower's notional and effective demands; the cob-

h/eb model as one of disequilibríum analysis of production in
a partial settingt seem to be much more dírectly refevant to
analysis of actual equilibration processes. As has already
been mentioned, the next ti.zo Chapters of this thesis will be

buiLding upon these ideas in an âttempt to handle the problem

of disequilibrium analysis.



CHAPTER IV

PARTIAL DTSEQUTLIBRÏUM ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTÎON AÌ'ID EXCHANGE

The critical suÍmary and ínterpretation of the

literature in the subject of equilibration of economic

models, which was the subject matter of the two previous

Chapters', has made it clear that thel:e is little by vray of
analysis of production and exchange in which trading is
permitted out of equíIibrium, i.e., when the non-tatonnement

process is considered.l One of the purposes of the present

Chapter is to provide an introduction to the special prob-

lems of non-tatonnement analysis when production is admitted

into the model.

The scope of this Chapter is partial analysis invofv-
ing production and exchange. "Partiaf" should be taken to
mean that the analysis concentrates on one market, with con-

sequent neglect of the general interdependence present in

the system as a whole. Section 4.1- provides a description

of the analytical setting used in this Chapter, and also

points out factors typically negl-ected in partial anatysis.

Since the next Chapter in this investigation, Chapter V,

deals with general analysis of equilibration the remarks as

to the abstractions used in the partial- analysis here also

Ith" reader may recalf
tatonnement process involved a

that theorems on the non-
pure exchange economy.
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serve to outline, in part, the scope of the general analysis

in the next Chapter.

The main body of this Chapter consists of Sections

4.2, 4.3 anð, 4-4, in which analysis and discussion of simple

production cum exchange models is conducted. The analysis

ín these Sections attempts to provicle answers to three basic

questions, some of which have already been asked in the

analysis of pure exchange. The questions refer to the sta-
tionary states of the models as welf as to their equilibra-
tion processes and coufd be briefly formulated as follows:

a. Does the stationary .state of the tatonnement llìodel

change when non-tatonnement is considered, and if so how?

b. Does it become more difficult to satisfy stabil-ity

conditions under non-tatonnement equilibration?
c. Ho$¡ does the out-of-equilibrium behaviour of the

model change when non-tatonnement equilibration is taken

into account?

An attempt to answer these questions is made in Sections

4.2 and 4.3, f.or simple models of price-taker producers and

for the cases of durable and. non-d.urable commodity.

The introduction of production and consequently of
inventory considerations necessitates some analysis of the

way in which inventory positions may modify production plans

and input demand functions of producers. Analysis of this
problem, and derivation of a theorem on price, output and
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inventory policy by a price setter with sufficient knowledge

of his demand conditions is carried out i.n Section 4.4.

Thís theorem is found helpful not only in partial but al-so

in general analysis of equilibration, in Chapter V2. This

is another sense in which the present Chapter serves as a

bridge to the following one.

The general tenor of the conclusions to the analysis

of this Chapter is that introduction of non-tatonnement con-

siderations in a partial analysis setting does not seem to

modify the stationary state of the model of tatonnement.

Stability conditions are more difficult te satisfy than in

the tatonnement process, at least in the simpJ-e formulations

used in this Chapter. Since it is found that the tatonne-

ment process is always stable when the non-tatonnement is,

comparative statics as known will still hold. Finally, the

out-of-equilibrium behaviour of the models is changed in

important ways when nonjtatonnement is introduced.

4.1 PartÍa1 Disequilibrium Analysis: the Setting and the

Assumptionst Endoïrment Effects; Abstractions

This Section contains a brief description of the ana-

lyLical- setting of partial disequiJ-ibrium analysis to be

used in this Chapter, as well as the main general assump-

tions employed in the models useil. The relationship of

2section 5. 3. d.
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these simple partial models to the general model- described

in the introduction is given. Morceover, a short discussion

of endowrnent effects as they operate in this framework is

included, Final-1y, attention is drawn to basic abstractions

of this analysis from questions of interdependence betr^reen

production and demand; and from questions of unfeasibility

of production plans of producers and employment plans of

individuals.
(a) Settj.ng and assumptions. Briefly, the analysis

in this Chapter confines itself to one commodity, all other

commodity prices and quantíties held constant in the pro-

cêss. Input markets are abstracted from, and input prices

are hel-d constant also; it is assumed that inputs are always

available in sufficient quantity to permit production plans

to be realized.

In line with conventional partiat anal-ysis, produc-

tion volumes depend upoñ unchAnging cost conditions, demand

conditions and stock pos.itions of producers.3 These deter-

minants of production will be briefly considered in the

following paragraphs.

3rn th" rnodel presented in the introduction, Inven-
tories of all commodities are assurned to be held by iniliviil-
ua1s. Here, in contrast, they are held by producers. A
reconciliation of this apparent discrepancy may be achieved
by assuming that al-though ownership of stocks of the com¡nod-
ity discussed is with the indivídual agents, management of
production proceed.s by taking inventory volumes into account
nevertheless.
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Cost conditions must remain unaltered if input prices

and technology are assumed constant, and this is in effect
the assumption of the analysis below.

"Demand conditions" refers to information on revenue

possibilities. In the model employed in this Chapter, in-
formation on demand conditions is based on prices, which

are expected by producers with certainty (point expecta-

tions). Moreover, expectat.ions of prices are static, that
is, are given by

Pet = Pt-l

where P"a is the expected. price at time t and Pa_, is the

actual price at time t-l. Demand. conditions (as expressed

in prices) arê therefore expected to repeat themselves with-
out change-'

t'A simple d.efence of this assumption is that it is a
natural first approximation to reality. However, one could
also point out that there exist resul-ts \,rhich suggest that
static expectations hypotheses are not more favourable to
stability than more complicated expectations functions:
for example, Enthoven and Arror,T (1956) have shown that if a
multimarket exchange system is stable with static expecta-
tions it will also be stabte with a simple formulation of
extrapolative expectations as long as adjustment speeds of
prices are sufficiently lovr. Moreover, Arrow and Nerlove
(1958) have proved that a multimarket exchange system with
ailaptive expectations, írrespective of elasticj.ty of expec-
tations, is stable if and only if the system \,¡ith static
expectations is stable. Negishi (1964) has in turn proved
stabil-ity of the multimarket exchange system with adaptive
expectations in a non-tatonnement process, irrespective of
elasticity val-ues. And, finaIly, Nerlove (1958) has shown
that a linear variant of the model of Section 4.3 of this
investigation with adaptive expectations is stable under
l-ess stringent circumstances than those required v¡hen static
expectations are assumed..
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The assumption that expectations are certain does not

guarantee that they are correcLt thus, in the model of this
Chapter¡ expectations are incorrect ín each market period

except when "ful1 equilibrium" prevails. As a matter of

fact, "full equilibrium" or the stationary state in the

model of this Chapter cannot obtain unl-ess the market clears

within the períod at the expected price. Another r^¡ay to ex-

press this is to point out that, in disequilibrium, planned

sal-es by prod.ucers (at the expecteal price) are not equal to

realized ones. This discrepancy between planned and realiz-

ed sales is the main disequilibrium feature of the models of

this Chapter.

Inventory positions in the commodity pro¿hlced are

rel-evant as determinants of production levels in cases of

both productíon to stock and production to order, and irre-
spective of whether or not the commodity is durable. fn the

case of production to stock, if the commodity is durable it
is here assumed that a positive inventory level is desired

by the individual- firm for purposes of satisfying the specu-

lative and/ oi the transaction motives. This inventory leveJ-

is assumed to be given or may vary with price. InII:en the

commodity is non-durable and production is to stock, the

desired inventory level at Ëhe end of each market period is

set egual to zero (since positive inventory holding beyond

this period is excluded by definition in this case).
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When production is to order, the inventory positÍon

may be indicated by the volume of orders outstandíng at each

time (order backlog) , in both the case of durabl-e and non-

durable commodity.

' Given that production to stock is generally .Iarger

than production to ord.er, the analysis belo\^? will concen-
E

trate on this case. i

With the discussion of the ¿Ieterminants of production

plans now complete, a number of other features of the models

discussed in this Chapter may now be mentioned.

The market sËructure in most of the following analy-

sis is that of perfect competition. However, when behaviour

of price takers out of equilibrium is discussed an element

of price-setting pov¡er is found not only admissible in the

analysis of market disequilibrium but also desirable, for
reasons to be discussed below. Thus, a small portion of the

analysis is conducted within the market structure of monop-

oly (Section 4.4 below).

Fina11y, Ëhe time horizon of disequilibrium models of

production and exchange is naturally longer .than the single

market period of the pure exchange model, for reasons to be

Ssirr.e the backlog of orders is basically a stock
variable (the same as inventory level is for production to
stock) generalization of the discussion in the text to cover
the case of production to order seems possible. Such gener-
alization is not undertaken in the present investigation,
however.
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discussed below in this Section.

The description of the setting of the analysís above

has, it is hoped, mad.e clear the relationship of the models

to be used in this Chapter to the generaf model presented

in Chapter I: this Chapter sets alL commodity prices but

one constant, and the analysis concentrates on one market,

as in the example given in Chapter T.

(b) Endowment effects in partial disequilibríum

analysis. The analysis in this Chapter is one of production

and exchange in disequilibrium. As mentioned in Chapter I,
it is reasonabl-e to proceed on the assumption that produc-

tion preceeds exchange, based on some expect.ations as to
future demand conditions. ïf this is the case, however, the

possibility of tmistaken" production volumes arises. Thus,

introduction of production considerations in disequilibrium
irnplies not only "falseu transactions in input and commodity

markets but also false production volumes, . in the sense that
they cannot be sold at the expected ("planned") price.

The díscussion in Chapter I distinguished ihrèe cate-
gories of disequilibrium models of production and exchange.

In terms of that classification, the models of perfect com-

petition in this Chapter are pure price adjustment models.

The "false" production volume is put on the market and the

príce must vary suffícíently to clear it.
The model of the monopolist discussed in Section
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4.4, however, presents the case of a mixture of pure price
and pure quantity adjustment. .4, fuller description of it
must a\,rait for Section 4.4 below.

Given the above d.escription, and the discussion of

the general setting of the analysis of this Chapter, endow-

ment effects as they operate in this setting may be briefly
mentioned.

Pure price endowment effects will operate r4rhenever

there is a change in price; therefore, they are relevant in
the analysis that foll-ows.

Pure quantity effects on demand can only operate when

the l-ink between productíon and ilemand is explicitly consid-

eredt it will- be seen below that this link is ignored in
partial analysis, hence production volumes \^rhich turn out

false will be allowed to affect only production plans, but

not commodity demand.

Final1y, quantity-price effects are present whenever

non-tatonnement in exchange is allowed. These effects wi1l.

have to be taken into account in such .r".=, below.

(c) Abstractions from interdependence and feasibility.
The above described setting of partial clisequilibrium airaly-

sis obviously abstracts from a large number of phenomena.

The discussion which follows singles out two fundamentally

important abstractions, namely, the question of feasibility

of production plans of producers and of "employment" plans
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of individuals; and the dependence of d.emands on production

leve1s.

First, the abstraction of partial disequilibrium

analysis from input markets ignores the possibility that
either productíon or j-ncome creation plans may be unfeasible

.6in disequilibrj-um, - More specífica1ly, since input markets

are not to be assumed in equilíbrium all the time, production

plans may not be feasible if there exists excess demand for

inputs and no inventories of such inputs are available to

clear the markets. On the other hand, in a situatíon of ex-

cess supply of ínputs production pLans are feasibfe but input

employment (and the consequent income creation) plans cannot

all- be feasible. Such infeasibility of plans must reflect
1

itself on demand.. '

Second. the effects of variation of production vol- ume

on incomes and demand (pure quantity effects) are ignored in
the analysis of this Chãpter. Thus, ¿lemand condítions are

unaffected by such variations during disequilibrium. Demand

is assumed to repeat itself, unchanged, from period to
period, irrespectÍve of production volume.

6sirr." planned and realized production magnitudes are
equal , the convention of representing planned magnitudes with
an asterisk is not followed here. Sales, however, are to be
taken as real-ized sa1es, when the price at which they occur
differs from the expected one

7To th" extent that weatth stocks are used to sustain
demand, this may not hold fully.
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4.2 Price-Quantity Formation: Price-taking in the

Case of Non-durables

This Section contains an analysis of market equili-
bration in the simple case of production of a non-durable

ô
commodity. " The model is set out fírst, and the simplest

póssible case of tatonnement in both production and exchange

is discussed for reference purposes. Then, the assumptions

of tatonnement equilibration in production and exchange are

dropped one after the other and the consequences studied.

The main questions asked in this Section have already been

summarized. in the introduction to this Chapter and they re-
late to bhe modificatíons that have (or do not have) to be

made to the stationary state, the stabil-ity condítions the

out-of-equilibrium behaviour and the comparative statics of

the simple model analyzed here when disequilibrium is allow-

ed ín production and in both production and. exchange.

(a) The structuré of the model. Consider a perfectly

competitive industry !.rhose demand conditions may be

o"fn mathematical structure, the reduced form of the
model of this Section when non-tatonnement is assumed in pro-
duction is identical to the well-known cobweb model. See
Ezekiel, (1957) ¡ Buchanan, (1939); Samuelson, (L9a7) ¡ Nerlove,
(1958); Ackerman, (1957). The analysís of this Section, how-
ever, has a tota]ly different scope from that of the above
literature, namely, a comparative analysis of stability,
stationary states and out of equilibrium behaviour of model-s
hrith tatonnement and non-tatonnement processes. Moreover,
the stabílity analysis offered in this Section for the non-
Línear variant of the cobweb model is not available in the
literature.
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represented by demand function which remains unchanged from

period to period and is of the form:
à

O[ = n (e.) (4.1)

where Qi is planned market demand for the índustry's outputE-

at time t and P, is the money price for the industry's pro-t
duct, while H. will denote the derivative of the quantity'p
demanded with respect to price.

It is legitimatè to write the demand function in this
simple form with prices of other commodities and inputs helcl

constant, tastes also held constant anil given the partial

analysis assumption that variations in the industry's level

of production d.o not influence the industry's demand for its
product. The more general analysis of Chapter V will take

some of the above effects into account. It is of course

possible even in partial analysis to have endo\,ment effects

of the second. kind present and the demand for the industry's
product in any period will then also depend on the specific

distribution of commodity endowments among individuals and

the change in these endowments in the process of non-tatonne-

ment in exchange.

On the production side, the representative firm in
othis industry- is assumed to face given production conclitíons

o'The results of this Section are not changed in any
important respect if the fiction of the representative firm
is dropped, but the assumption ís retaíned for the ease of
exposition that it entails. Dropping the assumption implies
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and to behave as a price taker in an input market $7here

money r¡/ages are constant and alf plans of the fírm are real-"

izable. The input markets, that ís, are assumed to be in

equilibrium during the partial analysís of this Sectj-on, in

contrast to the analysis of the next Chapter where both

money \¡rage changes and l-abour shortages are taken into ac-

count in the analysis. Production in period t-l takes the

whole perio¿l to complete and is based on the príce expected

to rule in period t, P"t. In accordance with static and. cer-

t.ain expectations, P"t=Pt_1. Production ís to stock, which

becomes available for sale in the next period, and may be

written (taking into account the expectations hypothesis)

a?-,. = r(Pr-r) (4.2)

where Q!-, d.enotes aggregate production during períod t-l.

Since this becomes avail"able for sale in period t, and since

the commodity is he.re assumed to be non-durable the supply

in that period is set equaf to the production at t-1, i.e.,

oi = oï-' (4.3)

which implies an optimum inventory leve1 constant at zero at

the end of the market period for the non-durable case. This

will be modified vrhen the analysis is extended to a durable

commodity in the next Section.

that the distribution of output of the industry among firms
may be allowed to vary. Since the only relevant magnitude
for purposes of the present analysis is the industry supply,
the distribution doe's not make a difference to the results
of this Section.
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Fina1ly, market equilibrium implies the condition

ol=oï (4.4) .

The simple model of thís Section, consisting of equations

(4.1) to (4.4) above, is complete and the next steps involve

analysis of it under various adjustment assumptions.

(b) Tatonnement in production and exchange. The

simplest case of auctioneering in both production and ex-

change (t-t for economy of expression) will be briefly
examined.. The auctioneer must be assumed to conduct the

iteration for the equilibrium price before any production

takes place. Since the same price wílI be quoted to both

sides of the market each time, the lag between production

and supply is not relevant in the tatonnement process. The

auctioneer may then be assumed to proceed on the basj-s of
the rule

D-D=t¡¿la-t+1 ^r ., (o; - 0;) = ktH(pr) - F(pr) I (4.s')

where k is the speed of price adjustment, and the lag

between production and supply has been dropped. Lineariza-

tion of this equation around the equilibrium point yie1dsl0

Pt*I - (1 + kHp-kFp)Pr = 0

and the solution of this version is of the form
+pt = al- where À=1+k(Hp-Fp)

Stability requires that the absolute value of À

(4.6)

(4 .71

be less than

loAs"o*irrg that the equilibrium is at P=0. This in-
volves a simple transformation of axes, which is useful in
the stability analysis of this model via Lyapounov's second
method, conducted in the Appendix to this Chapter.
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the following condition must hold:

-2/k<(H-F)<0'p p
(4.8) 

"

leaving the left-hand side of the inequality asj-de for a mom-

ent, the condition that the difference of the slopes of demand

and supply be negative is the well-known one that the slope

of the excess demand function be negative for stabitity.

The left-hand side requirement is one on the speed. The

system may be made stable by choice of small speed of ad-

justment if this is necessary, and this is of no consequence

since in the tatonnement process here describecl the speed of

adjustment is not a behaviouraf parameter but part of the

rule on the basis of which the auction".r op"t.t"=.1I

The stationary state price reached by the auctioneer

is the solution to equation (4,5) after substitution of a

uniform price for all P. Thus, the stationary state price

is that which equates supply and demand ín each period with-

out necessity of price change between perio¿ls, since the

above substitution yields

Þ-Þ = rtn(Þ) - F(F)l = H(Þ) - r(Þ) = 012 (4.e)

1l_.t-It may be usefuf to mêntion that if a continuous
adjustment rul-e were specified, the speed of adjustment
would not be involved at a1l in the stability conditions,
whÍch would then simply be the right-hand side of (4.8).
This was the case, for example, of the analysis of a single
market in Chapter I (see equation L.22).

'It"k is positive, and the product of k anil H (P) -F (P)
is zero. Hence, H(P)-F(P) must be zero.
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vrhere P is the equilibrium price. Comparative statics
theorems fo11ow for both price and quantity if the system is
stable.

The above compl-etes the tatonnement analysis of the

simple model to be used in this Section. The analysis nor,ir

proceeds with relaxation of the tatonnement equilibration
assumptions and study of t-he consequences for the results of

the model.

(c) Non-tatonnement in production. First, let the

equilibration in production follo\¡r a process of non-tatonne-

ment, \4thi1e exchange still follo\,¿s the tatonnement rules.

This will be called the nt-t mode1, for economy of expression.

How is non-tatonnement in production to be combined

with tatonnement j-n exchange? The productíon at time t-1

must be assumed to proceed on the basis of the price expected

for the period t. Under static expectations, this price is
the same as that of period t-1. In period t, production

from t-l becomes available for sale, and Èhe commodity market

model that results is exactly the same as one meets in the

stability analysis of exchange, only that one commodity is
involved here Ínstead of many. The tatonnement process in

exchange then solves, in each period, the equatj-on

õi-r=of=nte.l (4.10)

where the bar over the supply variable denotes constancy of

supply for period t in which exchange takes place.
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The condition for stability of the tatonnement process

in this simple case now has to be deríved. The condition is
of course obvious, and d.oes not require formulation of the

tatonnement process in mathematical terms:13 it is simply

that
H < 0 (4.10a).

p

Unless this condition is satisfied, the tatonnement

process in exchange during the market period cannot lead to

an equilibrium price, and questions referring to hovf the

system equilibrates in the longer-run are obviously irrele-

vant.

Let it be assumed that conditíon (4.1-0a) is indeed

satisfied. The system then equilibrates in period t by price

variation sufficient to make the quantity demanded equaf to

the quantity supplied. If it happens that the price required

to clear the market in period t is not equal- to the price at

t-l, expectations of préducers as to their revenues are

falsified, and this difference between planned and realized

values of salês affects subsequent production p1ans. The

price in period t is used for formulation of production plans

for t*I, and a different Ieve1 of commodity supply is made

availabLe in t+I with the process described above repeating

itself.

l3th" 
"*.*ple workecl out in chapter I for the

tration of the correspondence principle is sufficient
this formul-ation. See equations (1.16L) to (L.22).

il1us-
for
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The paths of production and prices over time in this
model may be obtained if equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3)

are substituted into (4.4) thus yielding the equation ôf
motion for this system:

H (Pr) = F (Pr_l)

(i) Iocal Stability
Linearization of this equation around equilibrium

. _- 14yael-cts

I¡D:çìÞ"p- t 'p- t-l
the solution of which is

P. = AÀLt
\,rhere A is the ínitial- value of price and I equals Un/nn.

Stability is obtained as long as the absofute value of À j-s
' 1r
less than unity. " Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship

beti,/een the prices in two consecutive periods indicated by

eguation (4.I2). The area of stabj,lity of the system is con-

taíned in the shaded r"gion bet$¡een the t\,¡o 45o lines in the

Figure, since the slope of equation (4.12) should not exceed

unity in absolute value. In Figure 4.1(a) it has been

assumed that H- and F are of opposite sign and as app
1Á."On the assumption that the stationary state price is

zeto .
'ìq--Equation (4.12) is identical to the equation of the

cobweb model. Resul-ts are not the same, however, due to the
additional requirement imposed on the sign of I{. for stabil-
ity in exchange.

(4.11).

(4.L2)

(4.13)
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consequence the slope of (4.12) is negative. The motj-on to

equilibrium is then cyclical, as illustrated. Tf the respon-

siveness of both demand and supply to príce are of the same

sign the slope of (4.12) is positive and the approach to

equilibrium is from one síde, as in Figure 4.1(b).

,ilL5o
ítt''lt

lI

Figure 4.1- (b)

(ii) clobal Stability

The technique of linearization around the equilíbrium

point allows derivation of conditions for stability in the

smai1, since the linearized form of the equat.ion of the sys-

tem is an approximation of, the non-linear function only in

the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point. Global stabil-

ity analysis of the system under iliscussion may be conducted

in terms of a Lyapounov function, with more generaf conclu-

sions as to Ëhe requirements for stability.

Such analysis is conducted in thê Appendix to this

Chapter. ft is there sho\^'n that the local stability con-

ditions may be violated and the system may yet be stable.
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(iii) The Stationary State

The final- question in the for¡nal analysis of the

dynamic equation (4.11) refers to the stationary state.

The requirement for the stationary state is that price does

not change from period to period, i.e.,

H(Þ)-FtÞl = o (4.e)

which is the same result as that obtained from the stationary

state of the system \4rith tatonnement, described by equations

(4.5) to (4.9) above. Thus, the assumption of non-tatonne-

ment in production does not change the stationary state of

the full tatonnement model .

(d) Comparison of results. vÍith the formal analysis

of the nt-t model complete, the discussion may now proceed

to compare the results of this model to those of the original

model of tatonnement in both production and exchange. As it

stands, the former model explains the formation of the equí-

librium quantity of output in an environment of non-tätonne-

ment in productj-on with exchange in each period taking place

according to tatonnement rules. The price variation ex-

hibited by the fundamental dynamíc equation of the system'

(4.11), is not in response to the tatonnement process in

exchange but in response to variation in the production

volume from period to period, Thus, the price variatíon is

ín the nature of a comparative statíc change in the endow-

ment quantíty of the exchange model in each period. The

:-
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quantity variation, however, is genuinely caused by the non-

tatonnement process in production since production volume

variations are real and the "wrong" volumes do get produced

in each period until equilibrium is reached, with the already

mentioned consêquences on the revenue plans of producers.

Vüith regaril to the stationary state, it has already

been mentioned that it is the same for both the t-t and nt-t
modefs.

The local stability conditions of the model- with nt-t
may now be compared. to those of the t-t model. These condi-

tions are reprodueed here for convenience:

-2/k<(H -F.)<0 i.e., F-->H,tU ,n.8) for the t-t model'p p p p

-H_>F_>H_ i.e., l¡',l.li¡ I (¿.r:a) for the nt-t model .p p P p' 'p'
.411 that the first stability condition requires ís that the

slope of the demand funct.ion be smaller than the slope of

the supply function. The second stability condition, how-

ever, requires that the value of F- lie between -H- and H-.ppp
Obviously, the condition (4.8) for stability in the tatonne-

ment model is atrways satisfied when the other stability

condition (4,13a) holds, but not vice versa. Thus, it may

be concluder:i that the introduction of non-tatonnement in
production , this simple model- renders stability more diffi-

cult to satrsfy than in tatonnement in both production and

exchange .

164""o*irrg that the L. H. S.
satisfied via small speed. values:

of the inequality is always
see above.
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Given that the stationary state of the two models is
the same and that the t-t modef is always stal¡le when the

nt-t is stable, it foflows that traditíonal comparative

static theorems do not have to be changed when non-tatonne-

ment in production is introduced in the model of this
Section- This is obviously a useful result: the questj_on

is whether it is robust to compl-ications. An attempt to

answer this question will be made in the next Section where

inventory considerat.ions vrill- be íntroduced into the moilel.

Fina11y, a comparison may be mad.e of the out-of-
equilibrium price and quantity variation in the t-t moalel

versus that observed in the nt-t model-. The purpose for such

comparison is to see how close the tatonnement path of price

and quantity adjusËment comes to the path of the nt-t modef.

This is because the path of the t-t model, which is traced

by the auctioneer, has no claim to "real-ism" except in so

far as it approximates paths of more "acceptable" processes.

Consider, first, the possibility of cyclical behaviour

in the t-t mode1. For thís to occur, the value of I in
eguation (4.7) above must be negative. i.e., the following

inequality must be satisfied:

H -F <-L/kpp (4.18)

However, the value of k in this model can be made small

enough to violate this inequality, thus precluding cyclical

behaviour in the tatonnement process. Since the value of k
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has to be made small to satisfy the stability conditions

also, and since the speed in that model is not a behavioural

variable it is legitimate to set it sufficiently small. As

a matter of fact, it may be noted that the problems arising

with the value of thís speed disappear in a tatonnement model

with continuous adjustment and. such a modêl cannot exhibit
cyclical behaviour. Thus, it is legitimate to say that the

typical tatonnement path r,i'ould be one of price an¿I quantity

approaching their equilibrium values from one side of the

equilibrium¡ that from which the system starts out.

In contrast v¡ith the above conclusion, the possibil-

ity of cyclical behaviour in the nt-t model is real: in
fact, in the "normal" case of a downward-sloping demand and

a positívely sloped supply.curve, cyclicaÌ approach to equi-

librium is the only course of events to be expected in the

present formalization of equilibration in a single market,

as has already been pointed out in the forrnal analysis of

the dynamic equation of the system, (4.11). Thus, it turns

out that the tatonnement process path of quantity and price

to\^rards equilibrium is not a faithful representation of the

process formalized in the nt-t moclel of this Section.

Before a su¡rmary of the above comparisons is given it

may be useful to drop the assumption of tatonnement in ex-

change and briefly and informally analyze a model where non-

tatonnement is aÌso allowed in exchange, Ëhe nt-nt model- for
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economy of expressíon.

The introduction of the nt process in exchange makes

the demand of each period sensitive to the path of transac-

tions during equiJ-ibration in that period. As a consequence,

the equilibrium price that clears the market in each period

is not uniquely determined from the availabfe supply and the

preferences of the buyers, and this indeterminancy makes

formal use of the model of this Sêction impossible for this

analysis. In a full analysis of this problem, the conditions

for stability of the modifíed nt-nt model may be different
from those discussed above. Moreover, the path of quantity

and price through time may be different. However, the sta-

t,ionary state is not different from that of the t-t modet.

To indícate thè reason for this claim, it may be use-

ful to remÍnd the reader that the demand function is assumed

not to change from perioil to perioil . This means that, at

least at the opening of "each period, the demand is represent-

ed by

of = nte.l (4.1)

This constancy implies that at. the beginning of each period

the initial endowments of individuals are the same as they

htere at the beginning of every other period.17

17fh" fr.t that production changes from period to
period does not matter: it has been assumed that variations
ín the production volume do not affect demand.
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The proof that the stationary states of the t-t and

nt-nt models are the same may now proceed. It will first be

shown that, if the variables of the nt-nt system attain the

val-ues corresponding to the stationary state of the t-t
model, they wílI remain there. Secondly, it will be shown

that if the variables do not have these val-ues, the system

cannot have an unchanging volume of production, except by

chance .

If the opening price of the system is the price at
which quantíty supplied equals quantity demanded in the t-t
mode1, no false transactions can take place in the nt-nt

version. The eguilibrium price is the price at which all

transactions will- be carríed out. In the next perj-od, quan-

tity supplied will be the same, demand will be the same, and

the price \^ri11 be the same, too. Thus, the system wil-l re-

main in this position.

No\"r suppose that given a price other than that

of the stationary state, pro¿luction proceeds according to

the long-term supply function. In the exchange process,

the only thing that can make the system stationary at this
price is a series of I'fa1se" transactions qrhich shift the

demand for the per.iod in such a way that the equíJ-ibrating

price is the price of the previous period. Thus, production

is sold at the price expected, and consequently the same

vol-ume reappears in the next period. fn order for the
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system to remain at this price-quantity combination for more

than one period, however, the same fortuitous seguence of

"ialseu transactions must happen so as to shift again the

pêriodrs demand by the above mentioned amount. C1ear1y,

this is too stringent a condition to be satisfied for any

Iength of time: if it is not, price wj-1l be different and

production wifl move.

Thus, it is now pfain that the stationary state of

the t-t model is invariant even when non-tatonnement is

introduced not only in production, but also j-n exchange.

(e) Summary of resul-ts. A summary of the results of

this Section is now in order. Regarding the comparisons be-

tween the tatonnement and the nt-t models what we have in

effect is that in the present formalization the removal of

tatonnement from the production side leaves the stationary

state and the associated comparative statics theorems intactt

it makes the stability conditions more diffícuft to satisfyt

and it produces a path of quantity and price which the path

of the tatonnement process does not approximate. Thus,

while the comparative statics of the traditional analysis

can stil-l be used, any analysis of the equilibration process

itsel-f should concentrate on the paths of models such as

that of nt-t in this Section rather than that of tâtonne-

ment. Furthermore, removal of the tatonnement from the ex-

change process as well as from production may not have
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consequences for the validity of the traditional comparative

static theorems since the stationary state is not modified.

The above results are obviously important and the

question arises whether they can \^tithstand complications of

the simple formafization of this Section. The analysis of

the next Section, in this vein, introduces inventory con-

siderations in the model .

4.3 Price-Ouantit Formation for Durable in Pêrfect

Co$pe ti tion

The analysis in this Section introduces inventory con-
10

siderations-' in the price-taker model of Section 4.2. Atl

other assumptions of that model are retaÍned. The discussion

here begins with an examination of the reasons for which the

price-taker producers of this model would desire to hold in-

ventories. Following this, the necessary modifications on

the supply of the commodity in each market period are effect-

ed, and a formal specification of the general nt-t model

with inventories is given. Compârative analysis of stabil-

ity, stationary state anil out of equilibrium behaviour is

then conducted for four variants of the general model, these

lSDurable commodity considerations have been touched
upon in a similar model by M. Ezekiel (1937) ¡ c. Ackerman
(1957) t and M. Nerlove (1958). None of the above incorpor-
ates the inventory analysis of this section explicitly,
however: thus, no specification of the desired inventory
function is made, and the actual inventory position of firms
is not formaLly incorporated. Consequently, little of the
analysís that fol-l-ows has been touched upon, if at all.
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latter obtained either by variation of the specific value of
the speed of inventory adjustment or by abstraction from

certain variables endogenous to the model-.

The method of analysis in this Section is the same as

that used for the analysis of the non-d.urabfe commodity

model- of Section 4.3, namely dynamic analysis using differ-
ence equations, but the order of the system to be discussed

here is higher, since the introduction of inventories adds

one dynamic equation to the formaf model .

(a) Model formulation and structure. The main reasons

for whj-ch a producer may be induced to hold finished goods

inventory are usually classified as the speculat.ive motive,

the transactions motive and the desire to smooth production

over time, albo called the buffer stock motive.

The speculative motivê refers to the desire to hold

inventory because specific price expectations make such in-
ventory holding prof italile. Thus, an expectation of price

increase sufficient to compensate for storage costs may

induce inventory accumulation. The transactions motive

refers to the need to hold inventory to meet unexpected.

increases in demand, Thus, if demand increases unexpected-

ly, the selfer stands to lose both potential revenue and

customer goodwill if he is sold out. Finally, the buffer
stock motive suggests that if the firm expects production

variations and if the unit cost of productÍon j-ncreases with
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increased volume, it may be optimal to accumulate inventory

in periods of low demand and liquidate ít when ilemand is
high.

It $ril1 be recalled that the model to be discussed

here is based, inter alia, on the assumptions of static
price expectations and perfect competition. As it turns

out, these two assumptions are íncompatible with inventory

holding, at least from a strictly formal point of view.

The assumption of static price expectations suggests that
the specufative and the buffer stock motive cannot operate

in this model, while the assumption of perfect competition

with the consequent impersonal character of the market sug-

gests that there is no customer goodwilJ- to be lost when

the producer is sold out.

Despite the formal incompatabílity of inventory hold-

ing with the above assumptions, hovrever, ít is a matter of
fact that inventories afe held by producers in durable

commodity índustries approxirnating the perfectly competitive

model . The reasons, of course, must lie in the fact that

the assumptions of perfect competition and static prj-ce ex-

pectations do not full-y and strictly hold under the circum-

stances. The argument advanced here on the applicability of

these assumptions is not empirical but refers to the logical

consistency of the assumptions themselves, as will be seen

in the discussion that follo\^¡s.
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With regard to the assumption of perfect competition,

it has been remark.dl9 th.t a logical gap exists in the

formul-ations of perfectly competitive models, in that there

i-s no one to make decisions with respect to prices once the

fiction of the auctíoneer is removed.. Since decisions with

respect to príces are required outside equilibrium, the

impì.ication is that perfect competition is logicaIly consist-
ent with equilibrium aLone. Outside equilibrium, the indi-
vidual perfect competitor faces a downward-sloping demand

for his product and he is aware of this fact, though con-

siderable uncertainty may exist with regard to the shape

and position of it, since actions of other sellers affect

it. Eor example, in a situation of excess supply every

firm knows that it faces a downward-sloping demand curve

unl-ess all competiÈors follow its price change. Since, in

disequilibrium, there is no reason why a uniform price should

rule at all times, the possibility is real- and as a conse-

quence the firm finds itself in the position of a price-

setter. Moreover, since full equilibrium can safely be

regarde¿l as the exception rather than the rule in actual

markets, it is reasonable to assume that perfectly competi-

tive producers adopt attitudes inconsistent r¡rith the formal

characteristics of the perfectly competitive structure.

l9x. ¡. Arrow, (r959)
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For example, they will necessarily hold inventories during

a period of falling demands, and they may afso wish to hold

inventories beyond it, due to the transactions motive.

The assumption of statíc price expectations may be

considered to include the additional assumption that sellers
have some notion of a "normal" range within which príces

should fluctuate. rf this is the case, firms may elect to

accumulate or deplete inventories in response to changing

market conditions as they are reflected in the selling price

of each period. Behaviour of this sort amounts to a situa-

tion where the burden of equilibration is not borne totally

by price changes but also by variations in quantity which

are d.eemed desirable by firms.20 Strictfy speaking, this

admits the speculative motive via "the back door", despite

the assumption of statj-c price expectations, but there seems

to be no inconsistency in this since the fact that a "normal-

price range" is perceivód makes the actual price vary within

this range, as will become obvious from the formal analysis

of the model , below.

20Th" b"h.rriour of firms here is strictly analogous
to that encountered in "fix-price" mod.els of inventory adjust-
ment. In these models, the implicit assumption is that price
change is not desirable, and the burden falls onto quantity.
Similarly here, price adjustment towards the limits of the
"normal price range" is not desirable, and is therefore sub-
stituted by quantity adjustment. civen that perfect com-
petitors would behave as príce-setters outside equilibri-um,
the analogy seems complete .
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The introduction of inventory considerations in this
Section may thus proceed on the basis of eíther the trans-
actions or the speculative motive or both, For reasons of
simplicily, and as a first approximation, only the specula-

t.ive motive will be employed in the forrnal specification of

the desired inventory function.2l More specifically, de-

síred inventory will be assumed to be a funcËion of the

prevailing pri-ce, rising with a lower price and vice versa.

The closer the pri-ce approaches the limits of the perceived

"normaf" price range, the greater the inventory accumulation

or decumulation is.
If inventories are he1d, the commodity supply in the

market in each period will- consist of the production of thè

previous period and a (positive or negative) fraction of

the difference between actual and desired inventories. De-

notíng actual- inventory by It and the clesired inventory by

If, the modífied commodity supply function for the market

becomes:

oi=oï-r+k(rr-rË)
.>.|-'a simple formatization of the transactions motive

would make desired inventory dependent on the actual sales
of the previous period. Since the latter have to equal
demand., and since d.emand in this modeÌ depends on price,
the desired inventory would end up a function of price, with
a one-period Iag. The response of desired inventory to the
vol-ume of sales would be positive, and the response to the
price couÌd be negative or positive, depending on the re-
sponse of the quantity clemanded to price. If demand is
norrnally sloped, desire. inventory varies negatively wíth
the previous period prj ),

(4. re)
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$rhere k is the speed of inventory adjustment.22 Desired

inventory (demand) is specified as

II = I*(P-), I* < 0 (4.20) .rt'p
The main ilifference that introduction of these inven-

tory considerat.ions seems to make to the structure of the

non-durable model of Secl--ion 4.2 ís on the supply side.

!\lhereas previously supply was always identical with last
period's production, the introduction of inventory nov¡ makes

possible the divergence between pro<luction and sales. 
. 
This

divergence may be shown graphically, for one period, in

Figure 4.2. rn that Figure, Qo is the rel-ation on the basis

of which production levels are decided, gi."zen the expected

commodity price. In the non-durable mode1, this also denotes

quantities that would be inelastically supplied gíven the

expected prices. On the other hand, the durable cornmodity

model has a distinct period suppty curve, based on consid.era-

tions of actual as well "as desired inventory and 1abe1led Qs

in the Figure. In the figure, Þ is the price at r^rhich the

variable desired inventory ís made egual to the actual inven-

tory on hand. Obviously, the greatei the amount of inventory

on hand the lower the price necessary to induce the firm to

hold this inventory. Consequently, the curve Qs shifts

))--Writing the supply function in this form implies
thât inventory adjustments are effected through sales alone,
rather than production. Moreover, the whole discussion in
the text abstracts from inventory carrying costs, to be
discussed in the following section.
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Figure 4.2 Qo,Qs

downwards with actual inventory accumulation and. více versa.

The above discussíon makes it clear that the effective
suppl-y of the commodity in each period r¿ill be a function of
past events that have contributed to inventory accumulation

or depletion. Suppose, for example, that (Figure ¿.3) Pt_I

is the price on the basis of which production plans proceed-

ed in period t-f. The commodity supply at t in the non-

durable model would be a vertical line Sa in the Figure. In

the durable model. developed here, however, the commodity

supply may be either greater or l-ess than the amount of pro-

duction, depending on the history of past periods and the

consequent actual inventory positions of the firms. Two

possibilities are depicted in the Figure: the curve 0"1 .rrd
c?the curve Q"-, the latter implying more actual inventory

than Q"-. lfith the first curve, commodity supply .t Pt_l

equals cd, while $rith the second it equals cg.
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Pt- I

Fígure 4.3 Qo,Qs

The model may now be completed with the definition of
inventory change, as follows:

o ^srt - rt_l = o._z -0I_r (4.2r',) .

Inventory at the beginning of period t is equal to inventory

at the beginning of period t-1 plus production that became

available at the beginning of t-l minus the sales during the

period t-I.

To recapitulate, the complete model consists of the

following equations :

Äo; = H(Pr)

o?-t = F (Pr-r)

o9=o?EC

oì=oi_r+k(rr-rË)
If = I* (P.)

rt - rt_l = a7_, - oi_,
This is a set of six equations

(4.1)

(4.21

(4.4)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.2r',) .

in six unknownå, price and
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demand (P and Qd) production and supply (eo and es) and

desired and actual inventory (I and I*). The model may be

collapsed to tr^/o fundamentaf dynamic equations in price and

actual inventory by substitutiorr, 2 3 with the following
result :

H(Pt) = F(Pr_r) + klrr - I*(Pr)l
It - It_l = -1<[It_1 - I*(Pt_t)]
(b) Tatónnement. It is fairly obvious that in a

process of tatonnement in both production and exchange in-
ventories have no role to play, since production is not

undertaken before equilibrium is reached for each period,

and thus there is no possibility of falsification of expect-

ed prices and quântities. The behaviour of a model with
inventories in this case wíl-l be identical in all r""p..t=24
with that of the non-durabfê commodity model in tatonnement.

Therefore, analysis of the t-t process will not be conducted

in this Section, but the model of the previous Section will

)',-"Equations (4,2) and (4.20) into (4.19) and the
result into (4.4) together with (4.1) into (4.4) yielcl the
difference equation in price, rvhile (4.2) .and (4.20) into
(4.19) and the result into (4.21) together with (4.2) into
(4.21) yield the inventory equation.

)L-'The implicit assumption is, of course, that the
equilibrium price established by the tatonnement process will
be considered to persist in the future. In this case, there
is no reason for inventory creation for production smoothing
purposes, and production equals equilibrium sales. Neither
is there a reason, under these circumstances, for changing
inventories due to the transaction or the speculative motive.

(4.22)

(4.23) .
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be used as basis for comparisons.

(c) \on-tatonnement in production. The discussion

now proceeds to formal manipulation of the nt-t model, as

sumnarized in equations (4.22) and (4.23). Linearization
of this system in the neighbourhood of equilibrium and. sunìma-

tion of the constant terms arising from that linearization
resul-ts in the following system of difference equations of
the first order, ïrith constant coefficients and constant

terms :

G *rr* -kl l--Pl l-r o 
-l l-o -l l;-]l"p "-p "l l'rl l'p " I l" t-r.l I'ilI _l I l-1._. _ ll_ l=l l(4.24)I 0 1l lrtl lkrå l-kl |tr_,1 l.rlr r r r I L _l l__lwhere Ehe t subscr-ïþtiaeiote -Eíme , whif e the f ettel sub-

scripts denote partial derivatives and the constants c, and

c, summarize the remaining terms of the linear approximation

around the equilíbrium level-s of price and inventory, Þ and

1.25 An alternative summary notation of the above is
Ax -Bx. - =ct t-l_ (4 .2s)

where x and. c are column vectors and ArB are matrices, all
with obvious interpretation from (4.24). A trial complemen-

tary function solution to the homogeneous part of this

(4.26)

system is of the form:
+ _ - "tPt = .À- and It = bÀ-

)E.'rrhus, c, eøua1s (Hp+krË)F_-xÏ-rnF-ntFl+rlñl+kti-r'k(p)l
while c, is equal to kI -kIË P -k [T-I* (p) ] .
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where a and b are arbitrary constants dependent on initial

conditions and I is to be found from the solution to the

equation

lra-al = o (4.27).

on the other hand, a particular solution to the system is

obtained by setting all prices and. inventories equal to

their equilibrium values in (4.22) and (4.23) which reduces

the system to

H (Þ) = F (Þ) + k t]-I* (Þ) l

and -k tÏ-r* (Þ) I = o

(4.28)

(4.29)

As is well known, the stability of the system depends

on the behaviour of the complementary functíon. From the

form of that solution in (4.26) stability is assured if and

only if tr lies in the unit circle of the complex p1ane,

i.e., its modulus is less than unity.26 To find the values of

),, expansion of (4.271 is required which yields a polynomial

of the second degree in À of the form
)tol- +alÀ+.2=0

where ao=l, ar= (kHp-Fp) / (Hp-kr* ) -1,

and ar=[Fn(l-k) l/(Hp+kIË) (4.30)

According to schur's condition",27 iin" roots of the above

26The *odulus of À is defined as its length.
,'7-'See Chipman, (1951), pp.119-120. According to

Chipman, these necessary and sufficient conditions that the
'roots of a polynomiat lie in the unj-t circle of the complex
plane were first derived by Schur, (1917)¡ and Cohn, (1922).
It v¿as subsequentfy shown by Herglotz , (1924), that the Cohn
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polynomial in (4.30) wíll 1ie within the (complex) unit

circl-e if and only if the following inequalities are satis-
fied:

))(i) 
";, ";
' 2 2 ) ) (4'31)'

(ii) (ai - al)' > (ara2 - aoal) -

Samuelson has further simplified these conditions (i-n the

particular case of the second degree polynomial under study)

to the following (with ao = 1):

(i) l"+a1+a2 > 0, i.e., ar> - (l+ar)

(ii) L-u2, 0 i.e., u2t I
(iii) 1-at+u2 ' 0 i"e., ar< (1+42).

A little more manipul-atior of these conditions is

necessary for the purposes of the analysis that follows-

conditions (i) and (iii) above may be reduced to larl < I+a2'

and for this to hold the right-hancl side must be positive'

which implies la, I . f. conditions (4.31-a) above are, then,

equivalent to

(iv) 1., I ' r+.,
(v) 1., I . r
Finally, the conditions as written by Samuelson,

(4.31a), define three linear inequalities in the al, a2

conditions are eguivalent to the Hurwicz conditions that the
roots l-ie in the left-hand side of the complex pi-ane. Schur
had given the relevant transformation that proved equivalence.
Finally, Samuelson, (f941), used the same transformation to
derive, from the Routh-Huri,/icz ccnditions, the conditions
that the roots lj-e within the unit circle of the complex
plane .

(4.31a)

( 4. 31b) .
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plane, shown in the Figure 4.4 below:

iii)
( íi)

Figure 4.4

From the Figure, the values of a1 and a2 must Iíe in the

triangle formeil by the three inequalities.

The stability conditions of the model are novr com-

plete, and the discussion will proceed to examination of

special cases of the general model developed above.

(i) Sub-model with the actual inventory position

ignored

A very much simpiifíed situation arises when it is

assumed, contrary to the fu11 specification of (4.22\ and

(4.23'), that the effects of actual inventory variation on

the output supply are ignoràd. This implies dropping the

variable I, in equation (4.22) and, substituting a constantt-
(which may as wel-l be zero). This heroic assumption a11ows

the analysis to proceed to a partial examination of the

system, where only the effects of the desired inventory hold-

ing on supply are considered. The sub-moilel so derived
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serves only as a step towards more general sub-¡nodels that
follow. !Ííth this assumpt.ion, then, equation (4.22) ís
modified as follows:

H(P.) + kl*(P.) = F(P. -)E t t-l-
(4.22a) .

The dynamic equation of this sub-model then differs from

that of the non-durable model of the previous Section by the

term kI* (Pa) on the left-hand side. The economic interpre-

tation of this equation is fairly cl-ear, namely total demand

now consists of tr^ro components, that of demand for consump-

tion H(P-) and that of a portion of demand for inventory
E

kT* (Pt) . The supply side is not modified because of the

simplifying assumption that it is precisely the effects of

actual inventory variation on supply which are ignored.

Solution of the linearized form of (4.22a) by the

usual method yields,
p- = etrt where À = F,/H_+ktI (4.32)c p'p p

The stabílity condition for this sub-modef is that the ab-

solute value of À be less than unity.28 The stability con-

dition of the non-durable nt-t moalel , on the other hand, was

that the absolute value of Fn,/Ho be less than unity.

2a_-"Lyapounov function analysis of this system is of
course also possible. Equation (4.22a) writes c(Pr) = r(P¡-1)
where G is tÏre sum of fuñctions H and KI*. Explicít solu--
tion for Pg yields Pt=n (Pt-t) and Lyapounov function analy-
sis similai to that of Section 4.3 yields In(l¡)l<le¡l as a
necessary and sufficient condition for global stability.
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Comparison of the two conditions indicates that the model

with inventories can satÍsfy the stability condition more

easily than the non-durable commodity model as long as the

demand function is downward-sloping, i.e., as 1on9 as Hn is

negatj-ve. But this latter condition must be satisfied for

stability of exchange in tatonnement.

Thus, in the case of a "normal" demand function, the

desired inventory demancl which also slopes downward with

respect to price makes the elasticity of total demand for

the commodity greater than previously and thus helps satisfy

stability.

The discussion of this model is offered only as a

preliminary illustratíve step: no reference to it wifl be

made in later sections involving comparisons.

(ii) Sub-model with zero speed of adjustment

For compl-eteness of analysis, ít may be \^rorth noting

that the sub-modef deriúabfe by setting k=0 in equations

(4.22) anð, (4.23) above is, in effect, the non-durable com-

modity model of the previous Section. Moreoveï, the stabil-

ity conditions of that model may be derived by setting k=0

in the general expressions for stability, equations (4.3lb)

above.

(iii) Full adjustment of inventory within each

Period (k=1)

Here, it is assumed that the inventory discrepancy is
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ful1y corrected withín each period, i.e., desíred and. actuaf

inventory coincide at the end of each market period. Thus,

the speed of adjustment k is set equal to unity.
In the price-taker model of this Section, the case of

fu]l inventory adjustment ís actually the most plausible

logicafly and the most probabÌe in practi.ce: there seems to

be no reason why price-takers accumufating ínventories be-

cause of a version of the speculative motive vroul-d choose to

adjust inventories onl-y partialfy tolrards the desired amount.

Setting the speed of adjustment equal to uníty ín the

system (4.22) anð, (4.23) yields the simpler system

H(Pr) = r(Pr_l) * rr- r*(Pr)
and

r, = r* (P- ,)
On the other hand, the stabifíty conditions for
ut",29 from (4.30) and (4.31b) with k=t-:

(4.33)

(4.34)

this system

29---As in previous cases, stability analysis may be done
via a Lyapounov function instead of the more usual and more
restrictive method used in the text. As is mentioned later
in the text, the dynamic system under discussíon reduces to a
síng1e equation, (4.36) , which may be written

G (Pr) = J (Pr_t)
I¡¡here G and J are functional notations for the sums of func-
tions H and f* and F and I* respèctivel-y. The above equation
can be expficitly solved for Pt to yield

Pa = x (P"_, )

and lyapounov function anaÌysís similar to that cond.ucted in
the Appendix yields that a necessary and sufficient condition
for global stability of the system ís

I x (r.) l<le¡l
as before.
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F +I* In ol'1, 
o',30

H +r* Ip pl
-lH +2r*) >F >H' p p' p p (4.3s).

Moreover, the system (4.33) and (4.34) reduces to a single

equation in price as foLlows:

H(Pr) + I*(Pr) = F(Pa_r) + I*(Pr_t) (4.36).

Finally, setting k=1 in the linearized. version

(4.24) yields the linearized form of (4.36) which becomes

(neglecËing constants)

(H + I't)P. = (F + I*) P_ _'p p t p p' t-r-
It may be useful to discuss the economic meaning of

the fundamental dynamic equation of this sub-model. The

l-eft-hand side of (4.36) denotes the totaL demand for the

commodity at time t, both for consumption and for desired

inventory purposes. The right-hand side denotes the total

supply in period t, both from production and from actual in-

ventories, It. The amount of production is dependent on the

price of the previous period, and so is the amount of actual

inventories since the latter are always equal to desired

inventory amounts at the end of each period. Thus, actual

inventory at the beginning of period t is equal to desired

inventory of the period t-I, which depends on the price at

r-1. 31

3or.kirrg ínto account
stability in exchange .

3fra í= thus not legitimate to "deduct the schedule of
excess supply from storage from the demand schedule from

(4.36a) .

Èhe condition H +I*<0 forpp
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(iv) Partial adjustment of inventory (0<k<1)

For completeness of analysis o.rfy,32 a fev, remarks

may be made with regard to this case. The system of equa-

tions describing movements of inventories and prices in this
case is that of the original generat dynamic equations (4.22)

and (4.23), and the stability conditions are given by equa-

tions (4. 31) .

- In the "normal" case of positively sloped production

and negatj.vely sloped demand with respect to price it may be

shown that the value of the coefficient a, increases as the

speed of adjustment irr"r".".".33 When k attains the value

of unity, the value of a, is zero. Thus, the effect of this
speed on stability is that the lower it is the more restrain-
ed the value o'f af must be. This may be seen more clearly
in Figure 4.4 above: At values of a, less than zero (k be-

tÌ,reen zero and one) the value of a1 must lie within a rânge

conqumption in order to arrive at the demand,' for the pro-
duct, as M. Nerlove (1958) does, since the schedule of excess
supply for storage depends on both the previous and the cur-
rent price in the present formafization. The lack of formal
specification of the desired inventory function and the speed
of adjustment of inventories in the literature of the cob$/eb
model is responsible for a number of ambiguities and mis-
understandings regarding the role that inventories play in
the cobweb process.

32sirr". the plausibility of the case k=l has already
been argued.

33Thi" ..r,
with respect to k,

be shown by taking the derivative of a,
from (4.30) .
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narro\4¡er than the interval t I , -11 .

(d) Comparisons. Part (c) of this Section has dis-
cussed four sub-models of the general model described. As

has .already been mentioned, the sub-model Ín which inventory
positions are ignored, case (i), will not be used in compari-

sons. Of the other three, the model with partial inventory
adjustment., case (iv), vùill be dropped in favour of the

model assuming full adjustment within the period, (iii).
Finally, the model with zero speed is in fact the non-durable

non-tatonnement-in-product.ion, tatonnement-in-exchange model

of the previous Section. It will be remembered that this
modef has been compared wíth the full tatonnement case in
that Section, and. it was found that the stationary state was

the same, stability conditions \^rere more difficult to saÈis-

fy with non-tatonnement, comparative statics were the same,

and the out-of-equi librium behaviour of the non-tattonement

was not approximated by that of the tatonnement modef .,

The comparisons in this Section incIud.e, in fact, the

above comparisons, since the model presented here has the

non-durable case as a sub-model . To recapitulate, the sta-
bility conditions were ,

F>Hpp (4.8) for the tatonnement,

-H-->F,>H (4.13a) for k=0 in non-tatonnemêntP P P proauctiãn ìnon-¿urable)
and -(H +2I*) >F rH^ (4.35) for the durable case with' P P' P P fu1l adjustment (k=1).
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Once these condj-tions are presented in this manner, it is
obvious that, as before, introduction of non-tatonnement in
production makes stability more difficult to satisfy (4.8

is satisfied when 4.13a is but not vice versa). Ho\4rever,

when inventories are consídered as in the present anal-ysis,

it is less "difficult" tÕ satisfy stability than in the case

of no inventories (4.35 is alv¡ays satisfied when 4.13a is,
but not vice versa) .

The conclusion thus emerges that stability conditions

for non-tatonrrement production with inventories considered.

are more difficult to satisfy than conditions for tatonnê-

ment in production and. exchange, though it is true that
íntroduction of ínventory consid.eratíons makes stability
easier to satisfy than in the non-durable commodity case.

With thê díscussion of comparative stability condi-

tions reasonably complete, the analysis nohT turns to the

stationary state of the general- model, and to comparison of
that with the stationary state reached by the tatonnement

model . For this purpose, the particular solution of the

general modef of this Section is relevant, since if the model

is stable the complementary function component wilt tend to
zero as the system approaches the stationary state.

Equations (4.28) and (4.29) above describe a particu-
lar solution to the model . From (4.29) however, it is
obvious that since k is greater than zero the actual
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inventory equals the desired one ín equilibrium, i.ê.,
I = r*(Þ). substitution of this equation i, (4.28) yields

H (Þ) =F (Þ) (4 .37 )

for the stationary state price of the system. But this
equation is identical to that of the non-durable tatonnement
mode1, i.e., equation (4.9) in Section 4.3 above.

Thus, it turns out that the introductíon of inven_
tories in the nt-t model of production and exchange does not
ir¡ any way change the stationary state of the system. This
result was also derived for the nt-t model in the non-durabre
corunodity case and thus is robust to this complication. The

result is of course of fundamental importance to the useful_
ness of comparative statics analysis derivable from thê t_t
model since unless the stationary state of that model sur_
víves non-tatonnement comptications thê comparative statics
of traditional analysis woufd have to be thoroughly re_

examined. It is obviously satisfactory to find that ¡to such

re-examination is necessary, at least as far as complica_

tions exami-ned so far are concerned.

The final question in terms of comparative analysis
of tatonnement and. non-tatonnement processes refers to the
behaviour of the models out of equilibrium. It wilf be

recalled that the behaviour of the t-t model of Section 4.3
was judged to be as an unsatisfactory "approx... :tion,, since
the nt-t model without inventories wouÌd, under normal
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assumptions, display cyclical behavíour in its approach to
equilibrium while the t-t modet d.oes nÕt.. ütith respect to
the model of this section, cyclical behaviour is again to be

t^
expected normally'* and thus the same remarks with respect
to the behavíour of the t-t model are in ord.er, nameÌy that
the out-of-equil ibrium behaviour of the model wíth tatonne._
ment is not a satisfactory indication of how markets will
equilibrate over time in the absence of this device and

therefore that this part of the conventional tatonnement

analysis cânnot be relied upon.

The discussíon and comparative analysis of the model-

of this Section is now complete, Before a suInmaïy of the
results is attempted it may be desírable to discr:ss briefly
how the rêsults of the above analysis might be modified if
the assumption of tatonnement in exchange were dropped from
the model.

As in the .r"" of the non-durable commodity model of
Section 4.3, the removal of tatonnement from exchange wou1d.

affect the out-o f-equi tibrium behaviour of the model , in the
sense that the path of prices and quantities towards equili-
brium will now be dependent on the specific exchanges und.er-

taken at disequilibrium prices, because endowment effects of

- _ 
tn4a least as long as demand and supply are ,,normalJ-y'

sloped.and as long as thé desired inventory response toprice is less than the response of production in absofute
value .
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the second kind may shift demand for consumption.35 }4ore_

over, the stability conditions of the model may be different.
The stationary stater however, will remain the same as that
of the t-t model for precisely the same rêasons as argued

in Section 4.2 above with respect to the non-d.urab1e cornmod_

ity model . Thus, the further concfusion is obtained that
the stationary state and the consequent comparative statics
theorems of traditional analysis are robust with respect to
removal of tatonnement from both production and exchange, at
Least in the simple formalization of the single-market model

used in this Section.

(e) Summary of resufts. A summary of the main

characteristics of the moder and the resurts of this section
is now in order. The model examíned here is one in which
inventory adjustments are aff intended ancl take place through
sales variations in response to príce fluctuations. produc_

tion does not fluctuate to take care of inventory adjustments
from period to period, mainly due to the fact that producers

are price takers. No ínventory-carrying costs are consider- -

ed. Comparison of stability conditions, stationary state
and. out of equilibrium behaviour with those of the non_

durable commodity model as well as to those of the t-t model

35_.It is assumed that the demand for inventories,whiLe essentially speculative in character, does not exhibit
endowment effects. Moreovêr, perfect attendance of buyersthroughout the non-tatonnement process is implied, as úsual .
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of Section 4.2 suggests that stability is easier to satisfy
in this model, as compared with the model without inventory.
Stability is still more difficult to satisfy than in tatonne-
ment, however. The stationary state Ís the same as that of
the t-t model, and it does not seem to change even when

tatonnement is removed. from the exchange side also. Finally,
the out-of-eguilibríum behaviour of the model of this Section

cannot be expected to be reasonably approximated by the t-t
mode1.

Thus, the same general results seem to persist,
namely that while traditional equilibrium comparisons may

still be valid despite the absence of tatonnement from mar-

kets, stabiJ-ity and out-of-equil il:rium behaviour may be quite
different in the absence of Walras' ingenious device.

4.4 Price-Ouantity Formation for a Durable produced Under

Monopolistic Conditions

The analysis in the present Section concentrates on

discussion of the equilibration process for a durable when

the market structure is the polar case of monopoly. First,
a number of points are made with regard to the meaning of
the tatonnement and non-tatonnement process in this setting.
A formal specifícation and solution of a simple intèrtemporal_

maximization problem follows, together with interpretation
of the profit-maximization rules so derived. Fina1ly, an

attempt is made to compare the stationary state of thÍs
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profit-maximízation probLem with that of the conventionaf
" tatonnement " mode]- o f monopoly .

The method of analysis in this Section employs simple
calculus of variations analysis in order to obtain necessary
conditions for maximization of the monopolist's profit over
the "planning" period.

As with the previous Section, the main aím of this one

is to examine in what sense the introduction of inventories
modifies the equilibration process and the consequent varía_
tion of production, input demand, and price during this
process.

(a) Prelimínaries. When the market structure is one

of monopoly, it is no longer possible to entertain the
analytical fiction of thê auctioneer setting prices during
the equilibration process: the producer himself who takes
the demand schedule as given ratheï than the price, sets the
"proper" price in these conditíons, ,'proper" taken to mean

that it. is expected to maximize his profit under .the círcum_

"trn".". Even if one assumes, as in this Section, that the
monopolist knows his cost conditions, it is difficult to
visualize hirn with comprete knowledge of the demand schedule

for his product. Neverthefess, this is the assumption in
the conventional static theory of monopoly.

It seems reasonable to label the situation in which
the monopolist has full knowledge of his demand schedule one
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of "tatonnement", sincê in this case the producer as pricê
setter has all the information that an auctioneer would

finally collect if he was to proceed with price iteration.
A non-tatonnement process, it follows, is one in which the
monopolist does not have fu1l demand information. In this
l-atter case, the possibility of discrepancy between demand

and pïoduction must be admitted36 -rrd inventories come into
play.

Thus, the tatonnement modef in this Section is that
of conventional monopoly analysis of static theory, and its
stationary state involves equality of the marginat costs of
productíon to marginal revenue from sales. In this process,

inventories can play no role, and. may safely be assumed.

equal to their desired value (whích for simplicity may be

set equal to zero).

Thê non-tatonnement mod.el , in contrast, must assume

that afteï demand has unexpectedly changed it takes consíder-
able time for the monopolist to proceed., by trial and error,
to his maximum profit position, i.e., it takes time and

mistakes for the monopolist to estimate his demand curve.
fnventories may fluctuate during this process, and even when

the estimate of the demand has been completed there is no

reason to suppose that i-nventories wilf be at the desired
level .

36co.prt. K, J. Arrow, (1959) , p.44.
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The analysis of this Section will concentrate on the

period after the demand has been fully estimated, but inven_

tories are in disequilibrium because of the precedíng trial
and error process. This procedure is justified as a first
approximation sínce to discuss the trial and error period
one must plunge into a situation in which mistakes are ob-

served and corrected sequentiaffy.
(b) Model structure. Wíth the foregoing preliminaries

out of the way, the formulation of the simple non-tatonnement

model of the monopolist is now in order,

Let 0o (t) , es (t) , p (t) , r (t) and r* (t) represent
producËion, safes, price, actual and desired inventories
respectively, in a frarnework of continuous tíme. Cost and

revenue conditions are Ëhen represented by the followíng
relations :

c(r) = c tQo(r), r(r)l
and Qs (t) = S iP (t) I

The first relation represents total cost of production and

inventory, while the second is the sales, or (what is the

same) the demand function for the monopolist's pïoduct. Tn-

ventories at any time are, by definition, equal to initial
inventory plus the time integral of the difference beti"Teen

production and sales up to that time.

Assume that desired inventories are given and con-

stant. In the stationary state actual inventories will equal

(4.38)

(4.3e) .
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the desired amount, leavinE a conventional monopoly problem

of equating production eo to sales es given (4.38) and (4.39)

If, however, demand conditions change unexpectedly,
inventories wilf have to change during the trial and. error
period in order to accommodate the difference bet\4reen demand

and production.. The monopolist is now assumed to have esti_
mated the new demand schedule, but is stí1l faced with a

gap between desired and actual- inventory and the inventory
replenishment or liquidation process is thus set up. The

problem for the producer is to maximize profits during the
period of inventory adjustmena3T by manipulating the vâri-
ables at his disposal , namely productíon and sales. The

total profit of the firm during the adjustment period is
denoted by

z=flz rÐ.-'tat{ tn (r) -c (r) l"-'tat=f!tes (t)p (t) -c (r) 1e-rtdt
(4.40)

where Z is total- discounted profit for. the adjustment period,
z is profit at time t, r is a discount factor, R(t) is reve-
nue a,t time t, and the period of adjustment has been assumed

to extend from t=0 to t=A.

.¿,.7

''The period of inventory adjustment may in anotherproblem be considered a variabte, its optimal length to bedetermined by profit considerations. rhis is not the concernin this thesis, however, since the analysis here concen-trates on the qualitative question of how production andsales plans are affected by the inventory þosition. A varía-tigl il_the period of inveñtory adjustmeñt, on the other hand,wil-l affect only the stïength ót tfri-s relai.ionship, not itsdirection.
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Z ís a function of production and sales or, what is
the same, of productíon and price. The firm may then be

assumed l-o use productiorr and prices as control variables
over time in order to maximíze its totaf prof,it, given a con_
stant adjustment period and static demand and cost expecta_

20
tions. -' The problem is thus maximization of z by choice
of paths of the variabfes p(t) and eo(t). Calculus of
Variations methods may be used to determíne the necessary
conditions for maximum Z. These conditions will yield two
differentiat equations Iin eo(t) and p(t)] describing the
profit-maximizing paths of production and price through the
period.

(.) . To

simplify the situation, one may set the discount rate con_

stant at zero and specify demand and. cost functions of the
simplest. possible form:

c(t) = aeo(r) 2 + aú(r)-r*12
o" (t) = c-dP (t)

vithere. arbrc, and d aïe cost and demand parameters and Ix is
optimal inventory, at which the total variable inventory

(4 .41)

(4.42)

3 SAlternatively, it might be assumed that the firmexpects demand to be rising over time at the rate of growthg and costs to be increasing at the râte h. rir. ""[ré"ãiã"for z(t) would then have to be modified as follows:
z (r)=tQs (r)p(r) .9t -c(r)ehtle-rt=Qs(t)p(t)eir_c(t)eit.There seems to be no reason to expeðt funãamentalíy aiii"i-ã"tresults in this case provided the integral stiff cónvã;;;;:-
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costs are at a minimum.39 The above specification then has

conventional U-shaped total inventory costs, and rising
total and marginal production costs. The revenue function
is of course standard., too.

Appfication of the method of Calculus of Variations
to the problem as stated in (4.40) -- with the simple speci-
ficiations given in (4.41) and (4.42\ -- yields the fol1ow-

ing dífferential equations for production and price if
profit is to be a maximum for the adjustment pe.iod,4o

o"ttl=$ tr(t)-r*l
P (t) = b Ir (r) -r*]

(4.43)

(4.44)

An interpretation of these optimal decision rules is
in order. Assume, for the sake of exposition, that actual-

ínventory fal1s short of the optimal amount at the beginning

of the adjustment perio<l. The rules then provide that both
price and production shoufd be falling during the period of
adjustment, towards their stationary state values. This

implies that both production and price were initially
stepped up to levels above these stationary values, in

39soloaion of the probfem is also possible in terms
of the general specifications (4.39), (4.39) and (4.40).
The ínterpretation of the optimal rules so derived is a little
more difficult, however, and for this reason the analysis in
the text is carried out in terms of specific functionè.

40For the detait of the solution see the Appendix tothis Chapter, part (b).
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ord.er to take care of the inventory defíciency. Thus, the
price will be higher than íts stationary state value, and

conseguent.ly sales will be lo$/er, This will obviously con_

tribute towards inventory repletion, other things equal .

Moreover, production will be higher than its stationary
state value. Since, in that state, production is to equal
sales, it foll-ows that, other things equal, production will
exceed sales during the adjustment period. The excess of
production over sales will again contribute towards inven_

tory repletion.

Some of the foregoing may be illustrated \,¡i th refer_
ence to the diagram of the elernentary static problem. In
Figure 4.5, the stationary state solution is at E. i{ith the
initiaf inventory level below optj_mal, the firmrs price and

volume of production lie, at any point during the adjustment
period, above their stationary state values, since their
rates of change per unit of time are negative in this case,

In the Figure, p(t) and eo(t) are two such values. It is
easily seen that production exceeds sales by the quantíty
Qo(t)- es(t), the excess being allocated to inventory. A1so,

the marginal cost of safes is GA and the marginal revenue

GB, which is greater than the cost by AB. Finally, the
marginal cost of production is HC, greater than the marginal
revenue of that volume (if sold) by CD.

The change in marginal revenue of sales and marginal
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cost of productionf however, will be equal at any point in
time. This requires proof and exptanation.

P

P (t

G

F

Figure 4.5
From the demand function of the problem one fi.nds

the rate of change of marginal ïevenue at any point inthat

time .-4rr-s equat to

dMR
df

while the rate of change of marginal

unit of time is

dMC ^ :o
' AE- = zag

Fina1ly, the change in totaf cost due

amount of inventory at time t is equal

$iä, = 2btr1¡¡-1*¡

4lBy ti." differentiation of
substitution of sal-es by price frorn

(4 -45)

cost of production per

(4.46),

to changes in the

to

(4.47').

the marginal revenue and
the demand function -

/'
I

EI

lD
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But then, the rufes concerning the optimal paths of produc_

tion and price through time may be written, by simple manipu_

Iation of (4.43) and (4.44) and taking into accounL (4.45)
to (4.47) ,

,^Åo - dMC - 2ñ = åP = 2brr(r)-rt = $TlEr (4.4s)dt.
which is equivafent to the statement that both the change j_n

margina] production cost and in marginal revenue of sales at
any point in time should equal the change in totaf costs re_
lated to inventory variation.42 The inventory variation
will of course equal the difference bet\4reen sales and pro_

duction at each moment, the difference being nonzero as long
as the þrice and production volume diverge from their station-
ary state values.

The economic interpretation of thís equality of rates
of change of marginal production costs and sales revenue

with the cost due to inventory change ís as fotlows: the
firm whích finds itself 'with inventories different from the
optimal is faced wíth additional inventory costs which will
persi,st as long as the inventory discrepancy is present, It
thus pays to eliminate the discrepanclz over time by using
both avenues possible, namely both a change in production
volume and a change in sales. The change in pïoduction

42sir,." the rate of change of marginal- cost and reve-nue are equal at all points in time, marginal cost and mar_ginal revenue themsefves wifl be equal ai a1f times if theirinitial values coincide. This is dhe case pictured ÍnFigure 4. 5.
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proceeds to the point where the change in marginal cost is
equaf to the economy achieved from the change in inventory
at the margin. Moreover sal-es are changed to the point at
which the change in marginaÌ revenue is equal to the same

cost saving. fn thís way, inventory change does not reduce

the profit that woufd be achieved at each "point., while at
the same time it helps removê permanently the discrepancy
in inventory which is associated with cost burden over time.

Vlith the foregoing expfanation of the decision rufes
sufficiently complete for the purposes of this Section, the
analysis may now turn to an investigation of the stationary
state of this model and cornparison with the stationary state
of the tatonnement model of conventional analysís. The

decision rules above sr.lggest that the stationary state is
reached when inventories are at their optimal value I*.
But in this case the p:roblem of this Section reduces to
that of tatonnement monópoly, since und.er static expecta-
tions there is no reason to make productíon diverge from

-43sal.es.

Thus, the stationary state of the non-tatonnement

version of this Section is again identical with that of the

43trrd".d, if it is made to diverge, profit will beless than maximum, since the probÌem traå ¡eèn reduced tosingle period profit _maximi zalion. If, however, demand and,/or costs are êxpected to change over time it may pay themonopolist to allocate production over time aifieieitfyfrom sa1es. See A. Smithies, (1939).
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tatonnement model .

The out-of-equilibríum behaviour of the non_tatonne_
ment model (apart from the trial and error period) does

differ from Ëhat of thé tatonnement, however, since a demand

change necessitates inventory adjustment and this implies
that both production and price are different from theiï sta_
tiÕnary state values for the duration of the adjustment pro_

cess. Thus, when inventory is in excess, price rises and

production increases as adjustment proceeds to comptetion.
The implication of the above for the monopolíst's

demand for inputs is obvious. namely the latter depends on

the inventory position of the firm, among other factors.
If inventories are above normal, production and. j-nput demand

are not at the level that the static one-period maximization
problem of monopoly suggests, but 1ower. Moreover, sales
are higher than the static modef level , since price has been

set lower.

The reader wilr recall that the perfect competitor in
the oase of durables (Section 4.3) behaved similarly with
respect to commodity supply: when inventories were above

the desired levef the supply was increased, as is clear from

equation (4.19) of the previous Section. As already noted
in that Section, production was not used to accommodatê in-
ventory discrepancies. The analysis here suggests that this
is also the case, at least for monopolistic producers facing
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inventory carryj-ng costs.

4.5 Partial Disequilibrium Analysis of pïoductíon and

Exchange: Summary of Conclusions

Given the simple formulations used. in this Chapter,

the conclusions that emerge may be summarized in the stat.e-
ment that removal of tatonnement from production, r^7ith the
consequent possibility of ,'unfeasibfe" sales p1ans, d.oes not
change the stationary state. The out-of-equil ibrium behav-

iour is different with non-tatonnement, and therefore cannot

be approximated by that of the tatonnernent model . ln terms

of stability conditions, non-tatonnement processes require
more stringent ones in the partial model of production and

exchange under perfect competition.

The implication of the foregoing for comparative

statics is that there is no change to be expected from

introduction of non-tatonnement in production.

There are some obvious directions for further research,
and development of the analysis of this Chapter. In the case

of the perfectly competitive market, an extension to a multi-
market system might be the first step. Further, ínput
markets could be introduced; the dependence of demand on the
volumes of production could be examined in this system.

ïn the case of monopoly, it is clear that the analysis
of this Chapter constitutes only a smal1 step towards a full
discussion of price and quantity adjustment in this market
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structure. ft is set out here mainly because it provides

a simple justification of the intuitively obvious statement

that when inventorj-es are out of equilibrium both sales and

pr.oduction are affected.

The line of developrnent chosen in this investigation
is to extend the single perfectly competitive market models

of this Chapter to incorporate input market.s and the depend-

ence of demand for commodities on income and the volume of
production. The multi-market framersork is abstracted from

by aggregation. This extension const.itutes the subject
matter of the next Chapter.



CH.A? TJE R V

GENE RAL DTSEQUTLTBRTUM ÄNALYSÏS OF
PRODUCT]ON AND EXCHANGE

The focus in this Chapter is disequiJ-ibrium in an

aggregate model of gerreral in terdepen<lence, with endowment

effects of the first kind assumed "wer^1..-i¡ehaved', ,1 and those
ot-- the third kind_ fc.rcu_ssed. upon. The relationship of this
aggregate model- to the generê.l framework of Chapter f is ex-
p.l-a'i ned be Lcw .

The maín aim here is t.o examine the basic questj_ons

rai.sed in h,his thesis iri a contexL where plan interdepend_
ence, and. fea.sibiJ-ity. as welJ. as pul:e-qll¿lrrti ty effects âïe
impar-ta¡t. The analysis is conducted j.n terms of dynamic

systems expressed in differential equations.
Tlie follolving few paragra¡:hs refresh the reader:rs

ory \^rith respec.t to the strands in the literature which
analysis of this Chapter takes as points of departure.
lowing this, an r>ut.line of the contents of this chapter
given.

. The state of knowledge as regard.s the equilibration
process under non-tatonnement in production and exchange is
not satisfactorl¡. as ]ras al-ready been discussecl ín Chapter III.

mem-

the

Fo1-

is

lrh"t i*, not causing probtems of insbabilitv,
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To refresh the readerrs memory as to the state of the arts
in the subject, R. clowerrs attempts at an alternative in-
terpretatíon of Keynes' contributj-on2, as wel_1 as D.

Patinkinrs attempt. at analysis of involuntary unemployment
in Chapter XIII of his Money, Interest ahd prices_3 may be

viewed as the initial efforts to handle the problem at hand.
As has been mentioned in Chapter IfI, C1ower,s main cont.ri_
bution was to point out that excess demand fuïrctions in a

non-tatonnement economy should contain realized incomes as

independent variabrles. since planned. excess demand functions
in a Walrasian economy do not take into accounL guantities,
Clower v¡as able to show that V{alrasr Law is not relevant for
purposes of j_dentification of market pressul:e in a non_

tatonnement economy when the situation is one of unemploy_
ment, i.e., when labour is off its supply curve. He did not.
proceed, hovTever, to an analysis of the equilibration process
in these circumstances.

D" patinkin also attempted., as mentíoned in Chapter
III. a disequilibrium analysis of an aggregate economy but
did not advance it in any appreciable degree mainly because
he did not incorporate real-ized production volumes in the ex_
cess demand functions in a formal way. He did point out,

2R. Clo*"r, (1960) and (1965).
3(rses).
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however, that involuntary unemployment could arise if in
the process of equilibration producers reacted to the accu-

mulat.ion of inventories by lowering production and ciemand

for labour.  Sirr.. this remark implies that the excess ile-
mand for labour is sensitive to quantities rather than to
prices alone, the modification to the labour demand funct.ion

is similar to that suggested by Clower,s but it, r^ras not for-
mally carried out by patinkin.

Finally, Barro and Grossman6 attempted an integration
of Clower¡s and patinkinrs points but díd not produce an in_
ternally consistent model with proper ínterre lationships . As

a consequence their analysi.s of disequilibrium positions is
fragmentary n while that of the equilibration process itself
is non-existent.

The investigation in this Chapter starts with Section
5.1, where the general setting and the assumptions of the
model to be used are outlined. Moreover, matters such as

pl-an feasibil-ity and of pure-quantity effects are discussed.

*(1965), p. 3tB ff.
E
'Clower concentla.ted on the case of excess supply oflabour where labour's planned income does not materiarizê anaconsequently effective demand for conmodities has to take in_to account realized rather than planned income. pat,inkin ex_amined the case of excess commodity supply where seil-irrg pi"rr",and consequently income of producérs ãre not, realized, -with

consequent modificatíons in the demand for labour by theseproducers.
A- (1971) .
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Section 5.2 contains the analysis of the simplest
possible model in a tatonnement, as well as a non_tatonnement
framework. The purpose of this Section is mainly to serve
as j.ntroduction to the later parts of this Chapter, and. also
to illustrate in a concrete situation both the problems of
plan feasibility and end.owment effects in disequilibrium.

Section S.3 cont.ains the main analysis of this
Chapter. An aggregate model wíth exchange money is developee
and tatonnement and non*tatonnement anal-ysis is conducted in
the case of the commodity being non_durable. fnventory con_
sideratíons are introduced informally, and a graphical- analy_
sis of .the dura-ble-commodity case is attempted.

Fina1ly, section 5.4 contains comparisons and. the con-
clusions of the analysis of this Chapt.er.

5.1 General Disequilibrium Analvsis:- r:-- _. _ __ _ Lhe Settíng anrt +_he

Assumptíons i Endowment E ffects
The present Section contaíns a brief description of

the analytical setting and of the main assumptions employed
in the general disequilibrium analysis conducted. in this
Chapter. A number of remarks are made with regard to the ab_
stractions used, and finally endowment effects as they oper_
ate in this framewoïk are discussed.

(a) Setting and assumptions. The model èo be employed
in this Chapt,er is one of disequilibrium in production and
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exchange. The focus of the anal-ysis is on interdependence

of production, income and exchange in disequilibrium, and it
is for this reason convenient to ignore distributional ques-

tions within this model.

To effectively rule out questions of distribution in
general it is assumed, first, that production conditions
for al1 prod.ucers in the economy are identical_; it thus be-

comes possibLe to discuss the production side of the economy

as if only one producer exists. T Second., alJ. producible com-

modities in this economy are postulated to be pïoduced under

identical technical conditions; it tl:rus does not matter rt,hat

the allocation of resources among various cor0rnodities is,
since the per-unit of commodity requirements in resources are

iilentical for all commodities. Neither does it matter vzhich

of these commodities consumers prefer more or less, since
cost condit.ions are identicat a1so, and all commodíties must

have the same equilibrium price.

In effect, the above trro assumptions are equival-ent l:o

the assumption that the proiluction side of the economy con-

sists of one producer prod.ucing one commodity.

On the consumptJ"on side, it is assumed that all indi-
viduals are alike, in the sense that the dist.ribution of
wealth among them does not affect the aggregate excess demand

Twith hi" possibilities suitably enlarged.
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for commodities. This condiÈion is satisfied if the mar-
ginal propensities to consumeB are independent of the amount

of endowment held by each individual and, moreover, are

equal for each individual. ( The marginal propensity to con-
sume, that is, is the s ame irrespective of the level of
weal-th that an individual holds, and the same for al_l indi_
viduals ) .

Under the above assumptions on the consumption side,
the analysis may be conducted as if the economy has on1-y one

consuming unit. Such an economy has been labelled (Hick_sian,r,

and it has been proved that it possesses a unique equili_
brium.9

Wit.h respect to non-producibl-e commodit,ies, it is here
assumed that labour is the only one i¿ith an alternative use

in consumption. All others have no alternative use,
(i.e., they have a transfer price equal to zero) and are con-
stant in quantity, hence their supply is insensitive to price
variatíons.

l'{oney as a non-producible and infinitely durable com_

nodity with utiLity is also introduced in the model of this
Chapter. It is then treated as ,,exchange money,! cn1y, as

wil-l- be seen below (part- c of this Section).

SDenoted Uf c! in chaprer ï.
9see Arrow and Hahn, (Ig7l.l , pp. 217-221.
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Final-ly, the producibLe commodity in the model- to be

used is sometimes considered non*durable (Section 5.3.c) and

somet.imes durab l_e (section 5 . 3 . d) .

The setting described above will- be recognizeil as

that of a short*ru-n aggregate model- of the economy. The re_
levant probl-em of choice in this economy (with money absent)
is between the commodity and l_eisure. The singl_e relative
price to be determined is that of the real- wage, that is, the
price of l-eisure in terms of the other consumable coinrnodi ty.
All agents in this simple economy are assumed. to be price
takers.

As is proper in an anaj-ysis of general interilependence,
demand is here properly connected r.r,ith production levels in
the economy, via income creation. The effect of variations
of production volume on income and demand has been labe11ed

a pr.rre quantity endowment effect in this investigation; it is
further discussed below (Section 5.1.c).

The market for labour i9 considered ex¡rl-icitly in the
present, analysis. Thus questions of feasibility of plans for
production and òf plans for labour employment and income crea_
tion are given ful1 attention here, in addition to feasíbility
of sales plans discussed in Chapter fV. When productíon or in_
come plans are unfeasible under the circumstances of the
market, planned incomes dÍffer from reaLized incomes and in
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this sense there are again pure-quantity end.owment effects
in operation, further discussed bel-ow (Section 5.1.c).

FÍna11y, disequilibrium transactions are allowetl in
both the labour and the commodi ty market of the model" Ex-

pectations are assumed. static and certain" problêms of de-

mand deficiency in the Keynesian t.radit.ion are assumed away,

in favour of a simpler "classica1" framework, to be ful1y
descril¡ed in the next, Section-

This, then, is brief l-y sum¡narized as an aggregate

short-run model of the economy, with leisure and one other
commodity as the subjects of choice; perfect competition;

static certain expectations; no d.emand deficienciesi and ex-

plicit disequilibrium.
(b) Somê remarks on !hê abst ractlons emÞloyed. The

discussion of the setting and of the assumptions just con-

cl-uded ab ove has outlined the major abstractions used in the

anal-ysís of this Chapter. Among the sirnplifications empl-oyed

is the set of assumpt,ions that effectively renders all dis-
tributional questions irrelevant in Èhis framework, namely,

the assumptions of one producible commodity, iitentical tastes

and identical production conditions. Another major simplifi-
cation is the neglect of "Keynesian,' consideratíons of insuf-
f,iciency of demand; finally, other abstractions include per-

fect. competition, st,atic price expectations, and. "exchange,'

money. Some remark$ on s¿str of these abstractions will- be
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offered in what foLlows.

VrÏith regard to the neglect of distributional ques-

tions, the abst.raction allows the anal-ysis of interdepend-

ence of input and cornmodity markets to be much sharper than

otherwise" A multi-comnodity general dísequil-ibrium analy-

sis of productíon and exchange would have to consider a

number of input as well as commodity markets. Ðifferent,

producers and individuals might also be assumed to make de-

cisions under differing production and choice sets. This ad-

dition would surely make the analysis quite general, and for
that reason perhaps J-ess productíve in the sense th.at, it
would be relatively much more difficul-t to focus at,tention

on one specific aspect of the êconomy in this fra¡r.ework "

Moreover:, analytícal- convenience suggests that re-
search proceeds better step by step: if, for example, it is
found that in the present framework no major probJ-ems arise

in the equilibrat.ion process of the modeI, such problems

might then be expected to be found in settings where díst.ri-
butional effects are important (or, in settings where other

simplifications of the model are removed).

Finally, ctístributional effects of disequil-ibrium

trãnsact,ions in pure exchange have alreacly been discussed in
the literat.rtarl0 it is thus natural to concentrate on

10see chapter Iïï above,
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questions relatively u¡t,ouched., such as flre effects of inter-
dependence of input and commodity markets, and the pure_
quantity effeets of r:nfeasibl-e plans in disequi libriu¡n. This,
as has been mentíoned. above, is the maj.n focus of this
Chapte r.

I{ith regard to neglect of ,rKeynesian,' consid.erat.ions
of demand insufficiency, the on l-y jus.tification provided is
that, of the analytical simplicity achieVed once such compli_
catíons are neglected. Asset markets can then be ignored,
and money as a medium of exchange (with util-ity of íts own)

may be íntroduced in the moder. and considered as a substit.ute
for the producibl.e cormnodity only. Clearly, a future direc_
tion of research l-ies in incorporation of other assets as

money substitutes.

Finally, sta+-íc expectatíons and perfect competítion
may be brief1y discussed. With regard to the first abstrac_
tion from (presumably) more plausible mechanisms of expect.a_

tion formation, it may be remarked that the initial develop_
nent of tatonnement analysis reviewed in Chapter III above

had to proceed along these lines originaLly, only J"ater were
discussions on alternative expectat,ions hypotheses taken up.
Thus, the abstraction of stat,ic expectations is only a first
step in disequiJ.ibrium analysis. As for the assumption of
price-taking, it is rit¡ell known that despite its faults, it,
stilI pervades most analyses of equililoration. Thus, no
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apologies v,iíll- be offered in this regard; analysis of price

setter behavjour is pla-inl-y much more difficult. to do, given

the state of disequi.libríum theory.

(c) Endowmen t êffects. Tn order to discuss endow-

ment effects in the sett,ing described above, it may be use-

ful to provide the reader witfi a preLiminary glÍmpse at the
process of equilibration und-er non-tatonnement in the model

of this Sect-ion. Briefl-y, the market period opens wíth given

commod-ity and input pricesi entrepreneurs hold mainl_y stocks

of money and non-producible resources other than Labouri

other individuals hold main11" l-abour stocksi transactions in
l-abour at the initial prices Lake pl-acet payments are made ir:
terms of money at tlrc given prices¡ production of conmodities

proceeds on the basis of the labour hirecl,ll urrd exchange of
commodities for money follows. Pressure on prices from sur-
pluses or deficits in the markets during each period is re-
fJ.ect.ed in a change of these prices at the end of the market

period. Thus, the new market period opens with different
initial prices, and the process repeats itsel-f . It wí1L be

remembered that this has some affinity to the process Ioosel_y

l1errd *ith the use of other non-producible inputs.
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described by Edgeworth in his discr¿ssi.J:r of the fabour
_12marKet .

Consider now the possibility of pure-price endowment.

effects in the labour market: these cannot operate in this
framework simply because the assumption is that the market

opens with a gíven r^rage and all feasible transactions are

completed at this wage. On the other hand, pure-price ef-
fects in the commodi ty market wilL operate as long as there
is something to subst,itute the producible commodity vrith,
such as exchange money, for example. Such end.owment effects
are assumed t'weIl-behavedfl in thís Chapter.

With respect to endoh/ment effects of Ëhe second kind,
it is obvious that in the labour market they cannot operate
because no price change and. consequenË re-evaluation of
stocks occurs within each period. In order for them to ap-

pear, one would have to assume perfect attendance in non-

tatonnement exchange in the labour market until equil-ibrium
is reached, an assumption rather implausible, and. therefore
easy to reject.

1)--See Chapter II above. One might wish to specífythat, in this story, the production prócess itself does iottake too long a time. Alternatively, a lag structure could.be adopted, according to which production be"o*es availableJor sale one period later: if the same kind of 1ag is as s umed
betv¡een income and consumption, the situation is fórmally
very similar to that of the text. The franework put forivardin the text seems the most convenient for the treãtment ofthe problem in continuous t.ime, which wiLl be employed inthis Chapt.er.
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In the commodity market, the assumption of identical
individuals, in terms of propensities to consume, precludes
second-kind effects whatever the assumptions on price change.
(The effect of identical and homogeneous utility functions
on these effects has already been discussed in Chapter IïI.13)

Endowment effects of the pure-quantityl4 variety are
the main focus of the analysis of this Chapter: they operate
every time income is created by the process of production of
the conEnodity. As mentioned above, falsification of plans
for income creation brings forward endowment effects on de_

mand t¡hi ch make it differ from the planned amount. A more

detailed discussion of this point will be undertaken ín
Section 5.2. c.

fn sunmary, pure-price effects have been retained but
assumed to cause no instability, and pure-quantity effects
are focussed upon; second-kind effects are abstraeted from
in the folJ-owing analysis.

l3sectior, 3.1.3. The assumption of equal and con-stant Ci is. effect.ively the same as that of identical and
homogenéous functíons.

1t'It may be objected that unless payment is in com_moditj-es, no quañtity of commodity is inlolved. norã"ãr, tf=term pure quantity effect" is ealiIy extended to cover iay_ment in terms of exchange money. Money would be consideieäanother commodity in tt¡is case. See Cñapter I.
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5.2 An r4ggjqegale DisêquilibEiurL Modê l- withôutl4oney
This Section provides a simple, in fact the simpl-est

possible / aggregate model of an economy in disequilibrium.
In such a simple sett,ing, it, is relat,ively easy to provide
illustrations of feasible and unfeasible plans; the operaticn
of endowment effects. of the third kind; and the relevance of
real-ized rather than planned behavjoural- funct.ions when the
system is in disequilibrium. rrlustratíon of these matters
is the main purpose of the analysis of this Sectioni the
discussion here provides a step towêrds the analysis of dis_
equilibrium in a slightly more ',relevant,, framework, dealt
with in Section 5.3.

Part (a) below deals i¡ith the formulation of the
model, for a non-durabLe commodity " part (b) provides an

analysis of the t atonnement proiess in production and. ex_

change. Part (c) gives a graphicaJ_ il-lustration of endowment

effects and feasibility of plans, while part (d) contains
the dísequilibrium analysis in this simple framework. Fín_
allyf Part (e) cont.ains closing remarks.

(a) Formulat,ion ojl tile modeL. gn the production side,
producers are assumed to attempt to maxinr:ize the aggregate
planned quasi-rent on the (fíxed) inputs other than labour,
gÍven the real wage at \^rhi ch the market opens. The problem
ís, ín the aggregate,



z)õ
Maximize "l* = nl* - tw.,re.l r,l*

subject to O:* = rt"f.l , fL , o, fLL. o

where Yr* is total planned quasi-rent, eo* planned real pro-
duct.ion, W and p the nominal wage and. price,15 Ld* the total
planned demand for Labour and f denotes the production
function, with f" , f"" its first and. second. derivatives.
The productíon set. is thus assumed. strictly 

"orr.r.*. 
16

Asterisks have been used to d.enote planned magnitudes,
as mentioned above. Because the distinction between planned
and realized magnitudes is important in the discussion of
this Chapter, asterisks will be used throughout for planned
magnitudes. Corresponding realized (as opposed to planned)
magnit.udes will be denoted by the same symbols, but without
asterisks.

First order conditions for local maximum of the above
problem yield equatíons from which pJ.anned labour demand anil
production are derived, as functions of the real wage.17 ,h"
convexity of the production function (5.2) which makes the

(s.1)

(s .2)

15__ lixpressed l_n terms of a unit of account. In whatfoLLows, the terms ,,wage" and "price; will be us"a in ifrisy3y. "Real wage,,, on the other hand, will denote the rãiã_tive price of labour.
16rhut is, whenever two points a and. b belong to it,the points on the line ab are ii¡erior points of it]
't1
-'Assuming the maximum exists.
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problem sol-uble, also guarantees that the functions below

have the "rj-gh¡n slopes. One may write,
n¡tO; = r'* (rv.) ' url . 0 (s. 3)

á*and t; = D*(wt), orï . O (5.4)

where w denotes the real wage.

This completes the production side of the nodel. One

additional- point needs to be mad.e, however, which is useful
in other parts of the analysis: this refers to the planned

quasi-rent shown (in real terms) in equation (5.1). This
magnitude is properly regarded as part of the planned income

in the economy, and is seen to depend on the real wage alone
(since planned production depends on the real wage, too).
More specifically, total- planned quasi-rent may be lvritten,
using (5.2) and (5.4),

r*Y; = f [D*(wr)l -w.D*(w.) (5.5)

and its derivative with respect to the real_ wage is nêgative,
since it may be v¡rit.ten

dyr* ldw = (f"-w) o; -d(w) 18 (s.6).

In fact, equation (5.5) is the wage-price frontier for this
simple economy that is reLevant to the prod.ucers as owners of

l8Fto* the first-order conditions for a maximum,
rL-w.
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fixed inputs" Assuming only one fíxed inputr19 it" rental
ís readily derived from (5.5), and varies inversely w-ith the
real wage" It is thus not legitimate to consider the quasi_
rent. as a constant in an analysis such as the present one,

and the consequeäces of treating it as a parameter are not
unimportant, as wíl1 be seen below.20

Individuals as consumers are assumed to maximize the
aggregate utility fun ct.j-on21

Á* .s*.ut = u(oI , "; ) (s.7)

ñ:t c*where Qf and t; are pLanned. comrnondity demand and laborr
supply, respectively.22 The budget constraínt for this maxi-
mization problem includes labour as well as quasi-rent in_
come. Total planned income is equal_ to

"Ë="1.+v[*=vr*a *."ïo (5. 8)

19_-A harmLess assumption in the present framework.
20contr."t $iith R. Clower, (L965), pp. 105 ff., wherethis assumption is made. This leads to neglect of pure_quantity end.owment effects in at ieast. one case, as wil-l beshown in (b) below.
)1

_--The utility funct.ion ís assumed to represent astrict.ly convex preference ordering, tåat is: - (i) whenbundle a is preferred to bundle b, -any bundle on the line abother than b is preferred to b, and (li) wtren the individual_is indifferent betv/een a and b bundl-es on the line ab otherthan a or b are preferred to a or b.

. "rn? quantity of fixed inputs other than labour doesnot enter Lhe utility function siñce these inputs *.. á"uurn"Ato have no consumption use.
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where Y* is total planned income, and yw* total planned
labour inco¡ne. both in real- terms. The planned quasi_rent
income is a function of the real wage and may be written as

r* *:ty; = Y; (w) Y' < 0w (s.e).

Thus the budget constraint \,rhich implies consunpt.ion of all
planned income may be lvritten

il* r¡to;^ = YË = vl- (*t) + w.r,l* (5.10).

The j nd.ividual problems of maximization of util-ity
subject to a budget constraint are in the aggregate equiva_
l-ent to maximization of (5.7) subject to (5.10).23 The firsb-
order conditions for a local maximum yield equations from
which the planned labour supply and the planned comnodity de
mand at. all real r\zêges are rlerived. The budget constraint
requires that pranned income equar planned demand for the
commodity. and in this sense planned labour suppl,y and
planned dernand for the commodity are related.. One may write,

r!* = s*1,".¡

Q9* = u*(w. )l'. C

for planned labour supply and commodity demand. respectively.
The ambiguity ín the signs of the derivative of these func_
tions is typical in choice problems wl-th constraints, as is

s*
t^¡

Htr
I47

i o (5. rr)

i o (s.12)

23Th" ptoof for the ,,Hicksian,, economy under stuily hasbeen furnished by -å,rrow and Hahn, (j_glli , pp. 217_221.
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well-known" In this simple lrlodel-, it does not seem to
matter, as it will- be ex¡:lained presently. In the model

that, incl"udes exchange money, the slopes have been assumed

"normal", thus effectively rul-ing out ',m:i.sbehaviour,, of pure
price endowment effects.

The basic structure of the model has now been des_

cribed. ft may be convenient, before proceeding to anal-ysis

hrith this mod.el- ¿ to summarí ze here the main behaviouirar. func-
tions involved. These are,

Q!* - r'* ¡*.¡

of;o = n* ¡*r¡

Ls* = S*(w. )
1:

r,fo = oo1**¡

< o (5.3)F*
\^r

Ht(
w

Þ
\^t

0 (s.12)

o (s.11)

(s. 4)Dtr < 0
w

.and they represent commoclity production (which is identical
nith conmodity supply in this mod.el, since no inventory con-
sÍderations are yet introduced); commodity demand; labour
supply; and labour demand. All functions denote planned
magnitudes. Consideration of pJ-an feasibility and the con_

sequent distinction between planned and rearized behaviour
wÍ1l be undertaken below in this Section (part c).

The above planned functions can be combined to give
excess demands and supplies for the two markets in tlris model.

More specifically, one mal¡ write,
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ul = ni- - nl* = u* (v¡t) - F* (\nr) =n[ (w*), uo"*rd4 (s. rs)

and ui = "f. - 
""t* 

= o*(wt) - s*(wt) =ef(w.)"Ei, .024 (s.te)

where E$ and Efl represent excess demand for the commodity

and labour respecti.vely, and Efu and Efvr their derivatives
with respect to the real- wage.

Final.ly, if equatíon (5.1) is inserted i, (S.10) above

one obtains

oi. - o!- = o," {"!o - "f*,
which is lÍal.ras¡ Laï7 for this model economy, since it says
that the excess demand for commodities is equaL to the ex*
cess supply of labour evaluated in te rms of the commodity.

It now remains to explain why the slopes of the labour
supply and commodity demand do not trria.tter in this simple
rnodeL. From the original problems of producers and con_

sumers above we have, r,vhen both markets are in equílibriun,
tha{: the marginal physical product of labour (in production)
and the marginal rate of substitution of the commodíty for
l-eisure (in consumption) must both equal the real wage, that
is. equal each other. Fr.om the alternative problem of maxi_
mization of aggregate utility U = U(erL) subject to g = ¡1¡¡
(whe re Q and L denote conmodity and labour, as before) first

24The lacL of ambiguity inwill be expl-ained presentÍy. -

(5 
" 1?)

tåe signs of E[o, and Ef*
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order conditions reguire the same equality. Thus, when the
orlginal system is in equilibrium, the alternative problem

þ3s a maximum and vice . But the maximum of the alÈer_
native problem has been proved unique (under the assumpti.on

of strict convexity of both the productíon and choíce
.E

sets)." Thus, the equilibrium of Èhe original problem is
also unique.

Moreover, the convexity of sets in the alternatj-ve
maxj"mi zation problem guaranËees that when the wage is bel_ow

its equilibrium value in the original probLems, there is ex-
cess demand, for l-abour and excess supply for the commodity. %

It thus guarantees that. irrespective of the slopes of labour
supply and cornmodity demand, the slopes of excess functions
are rtnormaL", as specified in equations (5.15) and (5.L6)

above.

(b) TatonnemenÈ analysis. Given V,Ialras' Law, the
excess demand in only one market need be examined, and the
adj ustment. mechanism of the tatonnement process may be

written,
út = ktEf (wr) J or ùt = -t In!(w.) J (s. 18)

25S". t. c. Koopmans, (1957) , p. 32, proposition 3.2.
26rhi" is because the alternative problem of maximiza-tion of utiJ.ity subject to the production function is actu-al.ly the two original problems èuperimposed on each other.This is seen more easily in a diagram. See, for examptÀ,T. C. Koopmans (I9S7l , pp. 18 ff.
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where k is the speed of adjustment. sor-ution of the rinear-
ize¿l form of this simple differential equation2T yields the
condition for local stability as foll_ows:

Ef,*. 0 or u&o, O (5.19).

St.ability is obviously satisfied, given the specifications of
the behavioural_ functions.

The discussion may now proceed. to an introduction to
non-tatonnement analysis, by providing a graphical illustra_
tion of the problem of feasibility of plans in disequiJ-ibriun,
and the consequent errdowment effects of the Third Kind.

(c) . The dis_
cussion of the model up to this point has been confined to
pLanned magnitudes. This is justified as long as the process
of equiJ-ibration is that of tatonnement, as wês the case.
Once agents are all-or^red to "act', in disequílibrium, however,
the situatíon changes, as has already been mentioned above.
Here, an illustration of the r¡nfeasibility of production and/
or income plans wil1 be provided. (Sales plans are always
realized in the model of this Section. See (d) below. )

Moreover, the operation of pure-quantity effects due to
falsificatÍon of income plans will be discussed.

Consider disequilibrium in the model of production

. "_*.examp1e. of the procedure has been given inchapter I, in relation to tñe illustrat,ion of õhe coii"sporr_dence Principle.
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and exchange of this Section. The market period opens with
a real- wage, transactions in r-aÌ¡our take place at Lhis \¡¡age

and production proceeds. The irrerevance of planned excess
demands in the commodity market resides in the fact that
actual_ supply and demand for cornmodities wil1, in fact. de_
pend on the transactíons completed in the labour market,
while the corresponding planned magnitu<1es depend on pl-anned
t,ransactions in the l.abour market. Thus, when ihe labcur
market transactions differ from planned (which they must if
thj.s market is in disequilibrium) , it is plainly obvious that:
realized supply and demand in the corúnodity market will be
different from planned. Under such circumstances, it may be
desirable to consider realized rather than planned. excess d.e_

mand. as a factor affecting the situation in the connodity
market.

To illustrate the above, Figure 5.1- shows the produc*
tion function O=F(L) and the indifference curves ui deríved,
from the ut.iJ-ity function U=U(Q,L) , as well as a price line
AHJ v¿hose angle wíth the horizontal axis is w and represents
the real \lrrage assumed to rule when the l_abour market opens.
From the Figure, producers plan to hire Ld* quant,íty of
labour and produce 0B=eo* quantity of output, in order to
maximize their quasi-rents. Individual-s base their plans on
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F (L)

!r-gure 5.J

golga=y=e

vrlyr=a
0 -d*-s -d!=lj=L lJL

real planned income2B from quasi-rents which equals oA, and
the wage rate indicated by the tangent of the angle r^r .

Their planned labour supply is equa-1 to Ls*, and their
pla:rned income and cjemand for the commodity OC=ed*.

The situation in the labour market is clearly one of
excess planned 1âbour supply at the given real r,rage. If one
considers planned magnitudes, this excess supply is matched
by excess comnodity demand of the same value at the given

towager" an illustration of Ìlalras, Law. The concern here,
hoi,rever, is to examine plan feasibility. In this respect, it
is cLear that planned la-bour demand is cert.ainly feasible at
the. given wage; hence, so is planned corunodity production
and planned maximum quasi-rent. Thus, planned labour demandr

2SEvaluated in units of the coÍunodity.
29_.,Ihe excess planned comrnodity demanil is BC, equal tothe planned excess labour supply Gr irurt.ipli"a ry 

-år.ã-'i""r ''
\^7Age ' that is , W,.

li"'-
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productíon and quasi-rent are identical to ttreir realized
magnitudes, and this is indicated by the equalities
l,d* = l,d , eo*= eo and yr* = yr in the Figure.

Planned income from labour, however, is unfeasible at
the given wage: reaLized emptoyment fa11s short of planned
by the quantity 

""* - 
"d*, 

and actual employment is in fact
Ld* = Ls . Realized income from labour thus is equal to cH

and total reaLized income is, of course, equal to total out_
put OB, which falls short of planned total income by the
amount BC (the amount of planned labour income not realized).
Some of the foregoing may be summarized in the relation

eo* = eo = y = yr* + wLs. y* when Ld*. Ls* (5.20)

which says that when transactions in r.abour and production
are carried. out in a situation of excess labour supply the
consequence is that reaLized incorne is l-ess than planned., due

to falsification of labour income plans.

Consider nobr Figure 5.2 with a real- wage at which
there is excess planned demand for labour. planned demand

for labour, and hence planned production and planned quasi_
rent income are all unfeasibl-e under thê circunstances. The

avai l-able Labour quantity being Ls*, reaLized labour demand.

must be equal- to it; realized production will be go=gg,

which is al-so realized total income. The latter falls short
of planned income by the amount of planned quasi-rent income

which is unfeasible. That is to say, prod.ucers plan total
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income êqual to planned production eo*=oF. p]anned quasi_
rent is 0C and planned labour costs are CF. In fact, they

êtccan only hire L-'- and produce eo=08 with a realized quasi_
rent eqaul to 0A. on the other hand, the rearized income of
individuals from labour is equal to planned, that ís, GH"

oo*=F

0d=l>

Yr=C

Qo=Y=e

Yr=A

Figure 5.2

0 -s* -s ,dL =L =L Ld* L

Under excess demand for labour, then, production plans
are partial-ly falsifíed, and. quasi_rent, income plans are

'5^falsified, too. "
In sunmary, the above iLlustrâtions have s ho\,¡n that

prod-uction proceeds whíle the labour market is in

- 
30corrtrast this and the following discussion with thatof R. Clower (1965). Because Clower i.".t= quasi_rent asconstant and always equal to its equilibrium *value, 

h; ;;"identify a differänce between piu"tiãã-ã"¿ rearized i-ncome
on J-y in the case of excess 1abãur supply. The discussion inthe text, wirh proper_tïeatment or quäsí_re;;-;-;-;;;iãi,rå,
has s hov¡n that pranned and realized-income wilr differ arså'when there is excess demand for labour. Moreover, Clowerdoes not discuss unfeasibility o¡ proãuction planå, -"i"ãã 

r..concentrates on the case of excess labour supþfy.

"2.--
in'
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disequilibrium, total realized income will always faLl short
of its planned magnitude whether there is excess supply of
or excess demand for labour. Furthermore, actual product.ion

¡¡ill fa1l short of planned production when there is excess

demand for lak¡our.

Thus, the effects of disequilibrium transâctíons in
the labour market, followed by production, have been shown

to operate on income and productíon. The effects on income

are recognized as those of the third kind. Consider, for
example, the case of excess l-abour supply: individuals plan

to sell Labour services and obtain income in some means of
?rpayment"- wíth which to obtain the producible commodity.

Not al-l pl-ans are realized, however, and thus the endowment,

terms of some indivj_duals in the quantity of means of pay-

ment are less than planned. True, Iabour in th.ese same en-

dowments is still- available, since it did not get employed,

but labour is not accepted in exchange for commodities in
the commodity market.

The èffects of disequilibrium on market excess demand

for commodities are thus pure quantity effects. Moreover,

31at thi" point, one may assume that payment is in theform of IOUrs in commodities ( al-ternatíve Iy, one could
assume that proclucers have "circul-ating capital', wi.Lh whichthey pay labour; this capital may be in the form of "wagegoods", that is, it may consist of producible commodity
stocks) . Later in this Chapter, exõhange monel¡ will Uä in-troduced-
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the effects of unfeasibility of production on excess com_

modity demand are s traightforward, namely realized supply

falls short of planned.

(d) Non-tatonnement analysis. ùfith the above íLlus-
tration of the question of plan feasibility and the consequ-

ent end.owment effects in dísequilibrium, the analysis may

now proceed. to non-tatonnement equilibration in the símplest
possible case. It wilL be assumed Èhat technology and

tastes do not change during the period required for equili-
bration of the system. Thus, the conditions of demand for
and supply of labour will be the same in every market

.-32-period-- during equilibration. The excess demand for labour
in each period will be assumed to exert pressure on the

nomínaI wage (that is, the value of the wage in terms of a

unit of account) in the standard way, that is,
w = kl nf (w.) (s.21)

where ri is the time-derivative of the nominal wage and wa is
the reaL v¡age as before.

In the commodity market, iË is realized excess demand

for cormnodities that will be considered as a factor affecÈing

32--Excess demand for labour can.not be satisfied
through inventory; neither d.oes excess supply add to inven-tory. Hq^¡ever, excess demand for labour in one marketperiod will be expected to result in a change in the wage.
See below in the text.
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the commodity price change. That this is a logical choice
follows from the discussion in part (e) above, where it was

sho\^rn that real-ized magnitudes may differ from planned
(since not ali- planned magnitudes are feasible in disequi*
librium), hence pure-quantity endowment effects on real-ized
productíon and demand must now be consiclered.

Realized production in each market. period will depend

on the situation in the labour market, and the consequent

trans actions in 1abour bet\^/een prod.ucers and i-ndividuals in
disequilibrium. Thus, in the case of excess l-abour supply.
real-ized production will equal its planned magnitude. In
the case of excess demand for l-abour rear-ized production wirJ.
proceed only t,o the extent that labour is avail-able. In
short., empl-oyment and the consequent production j-evel wil-l
always be constrained by the short end of the ]abour
market." Thus, realized. production may be v,rrit.ten

'/ Ã*

^o /= tti-,; ) = f [D*(w") 1 = r*(wa) if ñr> r+, withut 1 d*t= f (r; ) = f [s*(wr) J = c(wr) if wa< ñ, with

where c is a functional symbol. The first part
tion shows that realized production is equal to

F*. 0w-
(s.22)

G >0
w

of this equa-

planned if

33rhi" reminds one of the Hahn process in non-tatonne-ment exchange, d.iscussed in Chapter III, and of the samepoint made by Clower, also disc-ussed in Chapter III.
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the reat wage is above equiJ-ibrium,34 thut is. rvhen labour
is in excess suppty. The second part sal¡s that realized pro_
duction equals the maximum amount Chat can be produced given
the quanti{:y of la..lc our available when the labour is in ex_

cess clemand." The quantity of labour available in this case

is that of pianned labour supply, as denoted by Li above.

The response of realized output. to a change j-n the
real wage then depends on whether the situation is one of ex-
cess demand or excess supply of labour. When there is excess
supply, a fall in the rear wage toward.s its equilibrium varue
increases the amount of laÌ:our optimally demanded by pro_
ducers, and therefore increases realízed production. lfhen

there is excess demand, in ccntrast, a fal1 in the real wage

reduces the amount of labour supplied35 and. consequently the
level of realized prod.uctíon. This expiaíns why the response
of production to the real wage is positive in this case,
rvhile it is negative at real wages above equiJ_ibrium.

One component of the realized excess demand for com_

modities has thus been specified in the above discussion.
It remains to discuss the reaLized demand for the commodity.

34Th. v.lo" at which the demanil for labour equals thesupply. Due to the assumption of unchanged tecfrnofógy ãnát."!g?-. this equii.ibrium remains unchangéd throughouÉ' tf."equilÍbration period.
35-.--The assumption here is, of course, that the responseor l-a-bour suppLy to the real wage is posit.ive
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In the simple abstract modeJ. of this Section there is
not much choice as to the specification of the demand for
commodities: the choice problem of individuals in this
economy was confined to lej-sure versus consumption of the
singl-e commodity. Thus, \,rhatever amount of income forth-
coming from sales of Labour services, it wi1l be uspen¡,'36

on the commodity. In other words, realized commodity demand

must be assumed equal to income: when income is less than
p J-anned, so is demand.

But the value of realized production is identícalIy
equal to income creð-t,ed in the process. Thus it turns out
that in this simplest case reatized excess commodity demand

ís identical-ly zero, since real"ized procluction equal_s

realized demand at al-] times.

It follows from the foregoing that in the present
model the sal-es plans of producers aïe never falsífied (the
model- in Sectíon 5.3 al_Lows for such falsification).

Before proceeding t,o a discussion of the implications
of equality of demand to income for the process of adjust_
ment, it may be useful to bring together all the components

-, __ 
36a9rin, the form of payment, of labour does not makea difference to the argument: if payment was in IOUrs, thåywilL aLl- be spent on cómmodíty conãuñption, rf it-was'in---'terms of commodities from "circulat.ing capital,', repletionof that.capital and consumption by próducãrs will- eihaustproduction. The case of payment Ln- exchange money will beexamined in the next Section-
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of the model for easy reference. Thus,

Planned Labour Demand: tl* = D*(wt), D;; < O , (5.4)

Planned Labour Supply, 
";* = S*(wt), S;; : 0 , (5.11)

Planned Excess Labour Demand 3 Ef = Eï (v,'t) , Eí* . 0 (5. L6)

ReaLized Commodity Production:a? = r*(rt)
(5 -22)

or G (wa) , Fr; . 0, chr > 0

RealizeC Cornmodity Ðemand: Of = v = Oi $.23)
Realized Excess Commodity Dêmand.: E. = Qd - Oo (5.24)

wage Adjustment RuIe: ñ = n, Infl(wa) I (5.2I)

Price Adjustment nule:P = k, [E.l (5.25),.

Of the tv¡o equations describing adjustment in this
framework, only one is in fact operative: the value of
realized excess commodity demand (as distinct from planned

excess demand) in disequilibrium is identical-ly zero. Thus

there is no pressure for price change in the commodity

market. Walrasr Law sti1l holds as far as planned excess d.e-

mands are concerned., and in this sense, excess planned

supply in the labour market is still matched by excess

planned demand in the commodity market according to equation

(5.17) above. However, the pì.anned excess denta nd in the

conmodity market cannot legitimateJ.y be considered as a de-

terminant of pressure on the corùnodity price, since it is
purely a theoretical demand: realized demand is necessarily
constrained by realizecl income, that is by the value of
realized production in disequilibrium.
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It may be thought, that realized. excess demand in the
model undêr discussion is equal to zero because of the fact
that tot,al- demand equals income. Ho!{ever, this is not the
assumption responsible for the lack of pressure on the com-

nodity price unde:: the circumstances: demand was supposed

to equal incone also in the tatonnement case, examined ín
(b) above, but excess planned demand for commodities vJas not
egual to zero outside equilibrium. It is thus the consíder-
atíon of rea,l-izeq rather than gla4ned íncome and dema_nd

that is responsibl-e for the zero value of realized excess

ilemand for commodíties at alJ- prices. But consideration of
realized magnitudes is required" in disequilíbrium; it thus

follows that it is disequilibrium analysj_s which brings about

this result-
(e) Concluglng remarks: To recapitu late, the main

result of the above analysis is that, (under disequilíbrium
production) disequiJ-ibriun in the labour market will fail, to
produce a corresponding disequil-ibrium in the market for the

)-tcommodity.'/ The impl.icatíon of this result is that the

labour market is the only one in the system where

)'1"'Contrast this general statement with Clowerrs remarkthat nContrary to the findings of traditional theory, excess
demand may fail to appear anywhere in the economy uider con-dit,ions of l-ess than full empl_oyment', (Clower, Lgàs,p.I22) .
Clower confines his statement to the case of excess- laboursupply, because his treatment of guasi*rent as constant de-prives his analysis of the generai result. tr^Ihen the il1egi-timate assumption of constant quasi-rent is dïopped, thegeneral st,atement of ttre text, above holds.
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equilibration can take place. Th-us changes in the nonr.ina l-

wage from market period t.o nð.rket period are necessary in
order to bring the system to equil-ibrium. ', Flexibi l- j.ty " of
the nominal wage (as e>4>ressed in the speed. of response of
this wage to the excess de¡nand in the lal¡our market) is a

key factor in the ability of the system to ,tattainrr equili-
brium" As for stabiliLy, the assumption with regard to the

responsj.veness of excess demênd for labour to the v/age

(Ef,, . 0. in equation 5.16) assures that the system is
locally stable.

The stationary state of the non-tatonnement model ís
the s ame as that of the tat.onnement model of (b) above. The

out-of-egui libri urn behaviour in non-tatonnement is confined
to the nomi¡ral wage, however.

The model presented here serves the function of making

clear some basíc probJ-ems associated with equilibratíon under

non-tatonnement in production and exchange. Thus no further
discussion of it is necessary, and the analysis proceeds, in
the next Sect,ion, wíth formulatíon of a slightly more general

model wít'h exchange money, and later with inventories. Com*

parisons relevâ¡t, to the main questíons raised in ttris Ín-
tôvestigation'" will be made with reference to that extended

mode1.

3Bsee chapter ï.
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5. 3 .A DlsequtliÞrtuï! Mode1 with Exchahge Mohey

The anal-ysis here extends the model discussed in 5.2
to incl-ude one more commodity: non-producíLrle Iexchange

money'r, the stock of which is exogenously given and in-
fÍnitely durable. The producible coÍLïnodity is sti11 assumed.

non-dural:le untíl Part (d) of this Section, where inventory
considerations are introduced explicitly, but informally, ín
the model.

Part (a) below deals v¡íth the formulation of the
model necessary in orcler to include exchange money as an ad_

dit,ional conuoodity " part (b) gives a.n analysis of the taton_
nement process of equÍlibration in this model. part (c) pro-
ceeds t.o disequilibrium analysis on the assurnption that. the
commodity is non-durable, while part (d) int.roduces the pos-
sibilíty that the coinmodity may be durable, and discusses the
consequences of inventory consideratíons in the mode1.

Final-J-y, part (e) cont-ains closing remarks.

The main difference from the model of the previous
Section lies in the range of choice as to ho\^r income may be

'rspent" in this model: it is now possible to demand not
only the producible commodity but al_so ,texchange money". Tn

fact, the latter is a substitute co rnodity in the prefer_
ences of the typical índividual, as will be seen presently.

The consequence of this increase in the range of
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choice is that it Ls no\^r possibLe for comnodùty demand to
differ from :ì.n come " TotaL demancl for the commodity and

money must' i¡r this nLod-eln equal the sum of total- income and

money balances, as will be seen in the specifj-cation of the
budget constraint below. It is not necessary, however, that
conrnodity demand equal income and demand for money equaL

money balances, unless the system is in eguíI_ibrium. Thus

the consequence is that when commodíty demand differs from
income (because demand for money differs from money balances)
it also díffers from production" since tl¡e lat,ter is íden_
tically equal to income.

As a result, sal-es plans of pro<lucers at expected
prices may not be feasible, except in equilibrium. The com_

modity is assumed init.iall-y to be non-durable, that is¡ sup*
ply equals product.ion. In this case, the excess suppl-y or
demand in the commôdi ty market is taken care of by means of
price variation, in the manner analyzed in Chapter IV. When

inventory considerations are introducec, the excess cornmodity

supply or demand is correcteil. by both price and inventory
changes.

Unfeasibility (ana falsification) of sales plans has

consequences for production plans. In the case of non_

durable commodity, the effects on production operate through
price. When the conunodJ- ty is durable. the effects on produc_

tion come from price changes as v¡eII as from the fact, that
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inventories are different from their optimal values outside
equi Iib ríum.

(a) Eeryulatlgq gf the modd. The introductíon of ex-
change money as an addítional commodity may be made in the

?ostandard way,"' through the utílity functíon. The problem

of util-ity maximi zation is then solved to obtain demand

functions for money and the commodity, as v¡e1l as the supply
funct.ion for labour. The problem may be writ,ten, in the
aggregate,

Maximi ze u = u(ed*, L"*, rdo) (s.26)

subject to odo + rdn = yt* + wÏ,s* + ms (5.271

*h"ra md* is the reaL amo unt of money d-emanded (measured in
units of the commodity) and *s is the total real- quant.íty of
money in the economy. The partíal derivative of the util_ity
function with respect to real money balances is assumed posi-
tive. The budget constraint has, on the left-hand side, the
planned expenditure on the conrmodity and money, and on the
ríght-hand side, the incomes pJ_anned from quasi-rent and

labour as well as the money stock.

First-order conditions for this maximum províde equa-

tions from which ttre demand for commodities, the demand for
money and the supply of labour (a11 planned funct,íons ) may

be derived. These wit-l, in general, depend on real money

39Co*p.r" D. patinkin (1965).
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bal-ances and the real ì{age.

In order to simpi-ify the exposition below, it will be

assumed here that real balances do not affect the pJ-ans to
supply labour, that is to say, the derivatíve of Labour

supply v,rith respect to m is zero in this model-.4o

Slopes of functions are assumed ,'normalr, , -thât is,_
pure-price effects are taken to be well-behaved.

Given the ab ove remarks, the functions derived from

the fÍrst-order conditions of the maximization problem above

may be written,

of*=nn{wr,*l),H'ï
*f;*=¡*twr.ml),N,1

r-,!*=s*1tr¡ ,s#

> o, Hå > o

> 0. N* > 0'm

>0

(s.28)

(5.29',)

(5"11)

where N is a functional syÍìbol and a1l- other symbols have

been expJ-aíned before.

The productíon side of the model here is the sane as

Ín the model of the previous Sect.ion, summarized in equa-

tions (5.1) to (5.4). Of these, only the planned production

40_ ---If money balances are allowed to affect the laboursupply, the excess demand for labour ceases to be homogeneousof degree zero in the nominal wage and the commodity piice.Equilibrium in the labour market then clepends not oñ -the
value of the real wage but on the specific values of the
nominal wage and the commodity pricé. Since this dependencewill occur \,¡íth t.atonnement as well as wíth non-tatoirnement,abstraction from it is not, expected to make a difference tothe results of the comparisons sought here.
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and planned demand for labour are useful here, and witl be

reproduced together with the other equations of the mode l- to
be anal-yzed. The complete model consists of

Labour Demand.: 
"d* = ox(w") , DS . 0,

Labour Supply r i,?" = S*(w.) , s* > 0,t.t''w
Commodity Production: a!*= no 1*a¡ , Frl . 0,

,l*
Commodity Demard: 0f = U*(wr,mi) , H;} t 0 ,

Demand for Money: *t*= w*(r*,*T) , Nrl r 0 ,

and Money Supply (in real terms) ¡ ms = ms

H*
m

N*
m

(s.4)

(5.11)

(5.3)

> 0 , (5.28)

> O , (5.29)

(s.30).
Before proceeding, it is useful to shoh¡ Wal-rasr Law

in the context of planned excess demands in this model-, and

to write out these planned excess demands, as they will be

useful later" First., Walrasr Law may be shown to hold for
the sum of planned excess demands in this mode1 if the value
of quasi-rent income from (5.1) is substituted into equa-

tion (5.27) to yield,
(e¿t* - oo*) + (*dt- rn" ) +*Cn - r"*) =0 (5.31).

Thus, in tatonnement analysis at l-east, only two of the mar-

ket,s neetl be used. These will be the commodi ty and the
labour markêt-

Second, the excess demands for commoilitíes and labour
may be written

El=Efl(wr),Ef,r.0 (s.t6l
and Eå = ed*- eon= e¿ (wa,ml), Eå"r 0, Eåm, 0,(5.321
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where the signs of the partial derivat.ives with respect. to
the real wage ard the real money supply are directly derived
from the assumptions governing demand and supply.

ït shoul-d be noted that the derivat.ives of planned

excess demands are with respect to real magnitudes. Since
these are the nominal magnitudes divided by the commodity

price, it is easy to derive partíal derivatives of the ex_

cess demands with respect to the nominal wage and the com_

modity price. These derivatives wíII be needed in the dyna_

mic analysis that follows and. arê,

Eflw = Elrú / P , Ef,p = -EíÛt (tÍ/p2),
Eåw = Eåo / p, Eåp = -(Eå, + EËm Ms) @/p2)

where capital Letters sígnify no¡ninal magnitudes. Thus, Ms

denotes nominal money balances and. E*w the partial derivative
of excess commodity demand $rith respect to the money wage.

The signs of these deÌivatives (given the assumptions
of the mode l- under analysis) are,

EIW . 0, E*Lp > 0 , E å!ü > 0 and E*p < 0 ( s. 32b) .

(b) Tatonnêment ânalysis. The nominaf wage is as

usual assumed to respond to the excess demand in the labour
market,, and the nominal price to that of the commodity

market. The adjustment equations are, then,

= kl IE*& (wt) l
= k2 IEå tw.,rnf,) l

(5. 32a)

w

and P

(s . 21)

(s.33) .
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L'l l, .,j L**,;] L.]
or, in short-hand not.ation,

V=KAV
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Linearization of this differential equation system around.

the equil-ibrium wage and price and neglect of the constant
terms of this linearization4l resul-ts in the system (where

the signs of the derivatives are indicated)

{s. 34)

(s. 34)

rheru V is the vector of time-derivatives of W and p, K is
the diagonal matríx of speeds; A is the Jacobian of excess
demands; and V the vector with elements W and p.

Stability conditions require that the trace of KA be

negative and the determinant of KA positir".42 Given that
EULW and Eåp are both negat,ive (as has been established in
(5.32b) above), the trace condition is satisfied for any

speeds of adjustment k, r k, . As for the det,erminant of A,

4r_--As it has already been pointed out, this neglecthas no. consequences for tñe stabitity analyåis or lrrõ måã"r,since it merely implies a trans formriion of .*.".
42_ cording t,o the Routh_Hurwicz conditions. SeeChapter ffl above, and, for example, Samuelson (Ig47) .
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Its. sign is also consistent with stability, that is, posi-
¿.'¿.tive. '" Thus, the system is stable for any speeds of adjust-

ment,. Moreover, its approach to equílibrj-um cannot be cycli-
A¿,cal, " that is, both price and \,¡age must approach it, from

one side.

The dynamic movement of wages and prices during the

tatonnement process may be iLlustrated in a sín'ple phase

diagram in wage-price space, In Figure 5.3, the Line CEC

is the commodity-market-equiJ_ibrium locus, that is, thê set
of combinat.ions of wages and prices at \,rhi ch planned excess

dema¡d for the commodity i" ,uro.45 points above this line
represent, coÍìbinatíons of $¡ages and prices at which there
exists excess demand for commodítíes while point belo\^/ re-
present excess supply of commoditi"".46

43u"ing 5.32a, one finds that the determj.nant of KAis equal to the e>çression kJiE*r*En"*t-tusñ7ÞJ¡.,. whère .

bars denote equilibrium values. The expression for the
determinant is unambiguous ly positive, gii ven the assumptionsof the analysis.

44the off-diagonal elements of KA. are of the samesign, and this precludes compJ-ex characteristic roots, as
exâmination of the we ll-known formula for these roots shoTi\¡s .

. ¿.q

-'"Strictly speaking, the straight line in the Figureis the linear approximation of the t.rue line.
46thi" fol-l-ows from the sígn of either Eåp or E*cW.
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The l-ine OEL is the labour-market-equi librium locus.

Points above this l-ine indicate excess supply of J.abour, and

vice versa for points beLow.

Examination of the algebraic expressions for the

slopes of these loci in (W,P) space will show that they must

cut in the way illustrated, given the assumptions of the
--47moclel-.

r _t
IV

,'

Figure 5.3
The diagram may no$¡ be used to illustrate the out-

of-equii.ibrium movements of prices an il v¡ages traced by the

auctioneêr, vfhile every participant in the market sits and

waits for equilibriurn to be established. The reason for
such an examination is to provide the basis for comparison of
this path with the path of non-tatonnement. If it turns out
that the tatonnernent paÈh [approximates" the more ,,acceptable',

f'1

IT

À'l"The slope of Ëhe line oEL is -ef",zrf* evaluated at
equilibrium, which equals fr/Þ. On the other hand, the slope
of cuc is -EËp,/EËw which equals fr,zF + EËmMs/Eåw p. rhus, lhe
sLope of the labour-market l-ocus is less than the slope of
the corrnodi ty locus .
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non-tatonnement movement ' so much the better for tatonnement
analysis of the process of adj ustment. itself. If not, such

analysis will have to be abandoned in favour of non_

tatonnement analysis of movement toward.s equilibrium.
Section f in Figure 5.3 is an area where both the \^rage

and the price are too high for equilibrium. There .is excess
supply in both markets, and both wage and price tend to farr.,
as the arrows in this Section indícate. Section III in the
Figure presents exactly the opposite problem, with too j-ov¡

prices and. excess demands. Finalty, Sectíon ïI is one of
excess commodíty supply and. excess labour demand, while
Section Mas the opposite situation.48

In concLusion, the tatonnement process in this model

is stabl-e under the given assumptions, and does not cycle ín
the approach to equilibrium. Moreover, it can be shown that
the dynamics of tatonnement. will bring and keep the system
to a situation of either excess demand oï excess supply in
both markets considered.49

Ào,rhe money market is unambíguously in excess demandwhen the system is in I, and in "".ã"* suþpl-y when in rril_rt is not cl-ear that the situation is in ltrat ¡narret r¡hen thesystem is either in II or IV.
49 _.- The proof of this statement is based on the fact that,most paths of the differential equation system tend to ap_proach the I'dominant characteristic vectoi,,(the vector aåso_

:_ii::d with the. targesr root). rn the case examined, thisvecror ll-es l_n bet\nreen the CEC and OEL lines. Thus, mostpaths_wi-11 be approaching equilibrium via either section ror III in the diagram.
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Cc) Non-tato-nnêniênL, eEuL.ltbralioÌl.s, . rlôh;dqrab,le

commoqity. As before, the introduction of disequilibrium
labour purchases and production in each market period re-
guires no modificatíon of the labour market componerts of the
model. It is the cornmodity market that has to be modified
and this modification will be carried out first,, followed by

analysis of the non-tatonnement process ín product.ion and

exchange. The commodity is explicitly assumed non-durable
in this discussion. Thus" sufficíent price. variation
is assumed to clear the commodity market in each period..

It has already. been shown that when false transac-
tions in the labour market are carried out, the total_ rea-
lized income from production following these transact,ions
falls short. of its planned magnitude because of falsifica-
tion of eÍther \^¡age or quasi-rent, income. In any event., the
determination of realized demand for commodities is in fact,
based on realized income, which is a constant for purposes

of utility maximization in this case, an¿l a source of pure-
quahtity effects on demand.

The probS-em of utility maxin:i zation becomes,

Maximize ur = u(ri, nÍ, 4,
subject to of + *l = v. + m!

(s.3s)

(s.36)

where the amount of labour supplied is a constant, and so is
toÈal income from Labour and quasi-rent. The choice is now

between the commodity and money, given a constant income and
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an initial money stock. From the first-ord-er conditions for
a maximum of this problem one obtains the realized demand

fr¡nctíons for money and the commodity as follows:
*Í = N(y,ms),ru'0
ol = H(v,ms),nuro

, N >0
m

, H >0'm

(s " 37)

(5. 3B)

have been assumed.where the slopes .of the realízed funct.ions

"noÍmal-" .

The demand functíons thus derived are seen to depend

not only on prices (via l¿s/p) as is the case of demand f'nc-
tions of traditíonal theory, but also on quantities, name J-y

income realízed from sales of input u.rvi""=.50 This inte_
gration of quantities and prices in the demand functions has

now been achieved" In fact, the realized demand for com_

modities (5.37) is easily seen to correspond to the tradi_
tional "Keynesian" expendíture function where the ,,real bal-
ance effect" introduced by patinkin has been incorporated.
Thus, expenditure depends on "real income,' and the value of
real- money balances. The main point, however. is that ,'real

income" as a determinant of expendíture is realized rather
than planned income.

. - .t0t!i"r it.yi]]. be remembered, was the complaintvoiced by Clower (1965) where he suggested a soluiion io itby means of the "dua1 decision hypoihesis,,. As has t.;; --
pointed.out in chaprer rrr and shðwn in this chapiãrl -pï.rrnea
income is never realized in disequilibrium. Hence, theconcept of I'duality" in the decision-making proces; Io;es itsmeaning, The truth remaíns, however, that-rãatized incomesmust enter demand functions, to take account ot pure_quå"litv
ef fect.s in disequilibrium.
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In ttt.e ¡rodel r:nder discussion, realized inco¡e __

which is identícally equal to reaLized production -- is a

function of the real wage ruling at the time when trar-lsac_

tions in inputs took p1ace. This has been formalízed in
equation (5.22) above, which may be used to substitute the
real wage ínstead of income in the realized demand functions.
hlith this substitution one obtaíns, for the demand for com_

nodítÍes,

"r= 
.1" ¡p* (wr) ' *; l

-t 
\te t*"1 ,*il

for w

for w

> l^i

_ (s.39)
< l^t

The derívatíves of this funct.ion with respect to the ïeal
Wage and with respect to the real money suppJ-y are as follows:

H =H--F* < 0W Y l¡/

Hw=HYG*¡>o

forw>'ã

forw<fi (s.40)

anal Hmt 0,

that is. a rise in the real wage when it is above its equili_
brium value reduces commodity demand, because employment and

income of labour is reduced. On the other hand, a rise in
the wage when below its equilibrium value makes more iabour
avaÍlable for employment and the increased income resuLts to
a higher demand. Final-ly, a rise in the real balances Ín_
creases demand for commodíties .

The demand side of the commodi ty market has now been

specified. The supply side is as in the eguation (5.221 ,
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depicting real-i zed production.

!{alrast Law cannot be shown to ho j-d with respect to
the realized excess demands in thís model-: as is obvious
from equatíon (5.36) above, the sum of realized excess de-
mands for money and. commodit.íes is identically zero at all

Fr
príces. " Thus, either posit.ive or negative excess demand

in the l-abour market fails to be reflected in the other
markets of the system.52 The consequence of this is that
the labour market must equilibr:ate by means of it.s own

devi ces .

ft, wíll be recalled that this same conclusion was

reached in the case of the previous Section, where demand

was always equal to income. Thus it has again been shown

that it is not the assu$pt.j.on of income-demand equality that
throws the burden of equilibration on the labour market; it.
is rather the fact that realized and not, pLanned excess de_

mands are consídered in the disequilibrium analysis of this
and the previous SectÍon.

Though Walrast Law d.oes not. hold with respect to all
excess demands, it .certainly hoJ.ds -.for the sum of the-realjzed
excess demand for money and the commodity, as has already

Sls.rb"titotion of eo for y
obvious.

in that equation makes this

52rhi= is again a generalization of Clower's claim(1965,p.122) that excess labour supply fails to be reflectedin the other markets of the system. -sôe also Sect,ion s.t(;tabove.
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been pointed out by means of equation (5.36). It, is thus

possible to ignore what happens in the money market of the

sysiem, since if it. is ín equilibrium, the cornmodity market

wil-L a1so be in equÍlibrium.

The mode L to be analyzed. here, thus , cons ist.s of the

equatìons for the l-abour market, and those for the conmodity

market, just developed. These equatíons are reproduced here

for easy reference :

r-,alc our Demand: ¡d*= l* (wa) , Drî . o ,

Labour Supply: ï.s 
*= 

s * (wa) , Srl t 0 ,

Commodity Demand: ed= H [F*(w") or e (w"), mf,l (5.39)

and Conmodity Supply: Qo = [F* (w") or c(wa) I , $.22)
where labour demand anil supply are plarrned and commodity de-

mand and supply are realized. As mentioned above, the money

market may be omitted.

The excess demands for labour and the commodity may

be written,

40, Eflpto

(s.4)

(s.11)

(5.16)Ei = nf(w.), Elw

E. =Qd-Qo = p IF* (wt)

and the responses of excess

or G(wr), msl- IF*(wt)
(s.40)

or e (wr) I

demand for commodities to the
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nominal wage and the price of the commodity are53

t'¡he re the prime on the derivatives distinguishes them from

the same derivat.ives r'¡hen the wage is above its equilibrium
value.

The discussion may now proceed. to the equílibration
process, by specifying the wage and price adjustments in Èhe

standard v¡ays:

E __ > 0
CW

Er__ < 0
CW

w = k, tnfJ

P = k, [E"J

and Ecp <

and n'- ìcP<

forw>ü

for r^¡ < fi

(5.421

(s.43).

(s.4r-).

The linearization of this system around the equili-
brium must take care of the fact, that the derívatives of the

excess demand for connodities with respect to the wage and

price are not the s ame on both sides of the equilibriurn
point, as is clear from (5.41) above. Thus, a "left-hand"

53rro* (5.40), E.w = (HyFrï -r$),ze' 0, and Ecp =ê)
WIF#(1-HY) -ECjmM"/P- which is less than zero at least as long
as HyS 1. Since H" ís in fact the marginal propensity to
spend out of real income, the assumption concerning its value
is erninently reasonable.

The expressions for Ei* and Erp are identical to the
above but with the term cw in lieu of F;}. 'Since C, is of opo-
site sigm to that of F-t, the ëlerivative E 1-.. is negativq whi le
while Ejo is of ambigu8us sign. this sígncämbiguiãy ..o"".
problemS- for the stability of the system, as will be seen be-
lov¡.
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arid a I'right-hand" derivative must be used., and each must be

supposed to hoi-d when the proper values cf the real- r^zage are

considered. The linearized system may bre wríttens4

lil F' 'l [*¡l ril I [.' II l-l I 1.. . li I (s.44)

L;l þ -J L;:l ;"1 I L" j r.r w> #

['-] F' 'l [** r;l] ['-I
t,l L, .i L** ril] L " l

or', il short-hand notation,

V=KBV forw>fr (s.441

and, for the case of the real wage being below its equí1i-
brium,

(s.4s),

forw< ñ

(s.4s).

or, in short-hand notation,

V= KÐV forw<
1¡s signs of the elements of the Jacobians B and D are given
in this notation.

The mechanics of the formulation of the process of
non-tatonnement in this simple mode l_ are noro compJ-ete, and

stabiJ-íty may be examined. The val-ues of the determinants

54Neglecting const,ant terms .
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of KB ând KD must be positive, and their tïaces negative.
As it turns out¡ the values of flre determinants of KB and

KD are in fact equal to the common value:

-klk2I'IEïwEc*M"/p3 (s"46)

which is unarnbiguou-sly positive, given the assumptions made

in the formulation of the model-.55 Thus, the first of the
stability conditions is satisfied by both determinants.

Oi1 the other hand, the trace condition is unambi-

guously satisfied only by KB, rrhose main diagonal elements

are both negative, as may be seen from (5.44). The trace of
KD, ho\,Íever. is not unambi guous ly negative, since the sign
of Ei" is ambiguous.

The possibii-ity of inst,ability thus arises when the

real wage is below its equilibríum value, a.nd depenils on the
sign of the trace of KD, that is,

krEïw + kzEåp (5.47) .

The economics of this case may now be briefly con-

sidered. Given tl¡e specification of the model under analysis,

ÊE
"In fact, the value of the deteïminants of KB and KDis al-most identical with the value of the determina_nt of KAin the tatonnement analysis in part (b) above. The onl-ydifference is that it. is the paitial derj_vative of the

.plgnned. excess demand for commodities v/ith respect to real
balances that is involved in the value of the äeterminant.of KA, whj- le here it is the derivative of the realizedfunction, E .'cm
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it is clear what effect a change in the corunodity price has

on the realized excess demand for comrnod.ities: on the one

hand, a rise in price lowers the real wage and makes for con-

ditions of excess demand for labour. production fal1s as a

consequence of less labour available to employ, and the

supply side of the commodity market tends to create condi-

tions for excess commodity demand. Realized income and reaL

money balances, however, both fall- as a consequence of the

rise in price, and therefore demand for commodities al-so

faI1s.

If it happens that the fall- in realized commodity de-

rnand is greater than the fal]- in the commod.ity supply, the

response of excess demand to príce, Eåp , is negat,ive, and

there is no possibiJ-ity of instabil-ity. If, horrever, the

fal1 in real-ized demand is less (in absol_ute val-ue) than the

fal"1 in the commodity supply, the response of excess demand

to the price is positive. and the possibility of an unstable

system is present.

Even when the response of excess demand for commo-

dities to price is positive, it is still possible that the

trace of the matrix D as sho\^7n in equat.ion (5.47) be negative,
thus assuring st.ability. The determining factor in this case

is obviously the relatj.ve size of the speeds of adjustment of
price and wage. Thus, as is cl_ear from (5.47), lf the speed

of adjustment in the nominal wage is hígh relative to the
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speed of pxice adjustment,, the possibility of instabiJ-ity
may nevel: materiali ze .

Casual empricism does not seem to support the sugges_

tion that the speed of adjustment of wages is greater than

that of prices; the possibility of instability raísed above

may thus become a reality, once the basic condition of the
negativíty of E"¡ fails t,o .be satisfied. Some more dís_
cussion of this point is fowrd towards the end of this
Section.

The stability analysis of the system is nov¡ complete,
and the díscussion may turn to the question of the path of
adjustment towards equilibrium, assuming that the system is
stable. If the initial real wage is above equilibriu:n, the
approach cannot be cyclicalr 56 while if the system finds it-
self with real \^,age below equilibrium, it may approach

eguilibrium in a cyclical fashion.5T

Finally, the question of the stationary stat,e of this
disequilibrium model may be raised: under the assumption

that, the commodity j.s a non-durabl-e, the stationary state
of the model does not change wfren disequílibrium behaviour
ís taken explicit,ì.y into account: the labour market will- be

_ 
56eoth off-diagonal elements of B are of the samesign, ând this precludes complex characteristic roots.

. 
57gh. off-diagonal elements of D are not the saÍesign, and the possibility of complex roots exists.
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in equilibrium only when the real wage attains the same

value as that required for equ_il-ibriurn in the tatonnement
version of the modeL. At this real wage, planned and rea_
lized income are equal, and probably ttìe only adjustment
necessary would be a change in nominal r4ragie s and prices such
that -- while the real wage does not change __ the price of
the commodity adjusts so that demand for the coÍmodity
equals supply. By l¡lalras r La\,¡ â.s applied to corurnodi ty and

money demands, the money market witL also be in equilibrium
under these conditions.

Before proceeding to a graphical illustretion of
most of the above poínts and to an example of a parameter
change r,,rithin this disequilibrium mode1, it may be desirable
to remind the reader of the assumption that the procìucib le
commodity in this model is a non-dural¡le. The implication
is that the market for iÈ is ,'cleared,,58 during each period,
and thus there are no carry-overs of inventories from one

market period to another. Such carry-overs will be intro_
duced informally in the next part of this Section.

Most of the foregoing may be summarized and

58The 
"p""d of adjustment of price, that is, mayassume.to be high enough to achieve this effect. ,éirr"å tfrecommodity is non-durable, it is plausible f.o think in theseterms. One coul_d calculate the ãpeed of adjustment 

"ecã"_-sary !g equalize the given commodity supply to the variablecommodity d.emand, via variation of *reaL'Ë 
a]"ances . r¡e iãl-quired value is kZ =pZ / u 

"**" 
.
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ilLustrated in a diagram similar to that used. for the taton-
nement process. In Figure 5.4 be1ow, the line OEL is iden-

tical to the labour market equilibrium locus of the tatonne-

ment model.59 The commodity market equitibrium locus now has a

positive slope for real wages above equilibríum60 and possibly

a positive slope for values below equilibrium.6l rn the Figure,

ûhis latter possibility ís illustrated by three possibl-e por-

Èions of cEc below equilibrium real wage, namely, Ec, Ecr and EC"

F j-gure 5.4

Ttre ambiguity of the slope

CEC relates to the possibility of

Figure5.5
of the lower portion of

instability in the system.

59A" b.for., the stope is egual ro -Eíp,/El!r 
i 

ñ 
ù"60rqrru1 to -E.p/lcw, that is, equal toñ - lt* "' ,

which is greater thãn w. F1} (I-Hy)

6lnqrrul- to -Ei"./E'." This sJ.ope may be positive,
btlt it is always less than the equilibrium real wage, since,
hTith the above partial derivaÈives evaluated in thé neigh-
bourhood of equilibrium the slope equals ñ [ 1-s.*Ms7c* { f-u') J.

I
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In order for this possibility to exist, the slope must be

posit,ive, as is the portion 8c".62

The W,p space in the Figure is again divided into
four sections srith the familiar circumstances of excess de_

mands for labour and the commodity and the consequent ten_
dencies in wage and price movements, summari zed. by the
arro$/s. The situation is similar but not identical to that
of the tatonnement process analyzed in the previous section,
since the approach to equilibrium may be different and the
possibility of instability is present.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 nay be used to illustrate the ap_

proach to equilibrium in non- tatonnement. In Figure 5.5,
the characteristic vectors of matrix B above are shown as

lines LrL, for the dominant ar¡d, L2L2 for the other vector.
Since matrix B applies in the case of excess supply of
labour, the characteristic vectors are relevant only for
this case. Thus, if the system is initiall-y in secti.on I,
it will remain there, while if in section IV to the right of
L2LZ , say point A, it wiJ-J. enter section f eventually. If,
however, the initial conditions are as at point H, the system

will cross to section III hrhere matrix D becomes relevant.
Once in Section fII, the system may cycl-e or approach

625ai11, instability need not necessarily obtain, ashas been discussed aboye.
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equilibrium asymptoticalJ-y or exhibit instabiS-ity. In

Figure 5.6(a), the cyclícal movement is illustrated which

evèntually brings the econorry to gectíon I and to equiJ-i-

brium. Figure 5"6(b) shows the non-cyclical approach to

equilibriumr63 *d 5.6(c) the unstable câse.

Figure 5.6

The novements of the relevant variables in the above

ill-ustrated cases may nov¡ be d.iscussed. when the system

starts with r:nemployment and excess suppty (Section f) , both

prices and wages fa1I but the real wage and production move-

ments may be in either directiorr, i.e., the real wage may

fal1 and production may rise (as in the path fl:om A to E in

Figure 5.5) or the real vrage rise and output fatl (as in ttie

path from G to E). V'Ihen the initial position is excess de-

mand for commodities and excess supply of labour (Section fV)

63rh" do*irrant characteristic vector in tl.is case may
be positiveS-y or negatively stoped. The pat?r in the Figure
assu-mes a positive s lope.



prices rise and. wages fall, output rises and- the real wage

fal-ls. The system may then either eliminate e>ïcess coiruno-

dity d-ema¡d first, -i-n wh.ich case it errte:rs section rt or the

excess lal:our supply first by enLering sectiorr rïr" víith
the initial posi'Lion in section rrr, i.e", vrith excess de-

mand in both commodities and. l-abour, the possibil-ities de.-

picted in Figures 5.6 arise" Thus, (Figure 5.6 (a)) with
prices and rvages rising the real wage ma.y rise or fall for
some time and production r¡riIl mo\ze in the same dírection.
I{hen excess commodi'cy dema-nd j-s eliminated and. excess suppJ.lz

appears (section rr), the real \'/age wilj. unarnbiguously rise
since prices v¡i11 starl- fallinç1, and production v¡ill unam-

biguousry rise, too" Eliminatíon of the excess demand for
labour and appearance of excess suppry will be the last
stage of equilibration in this case of cycl-ical approach"

once in sectíon rrr, however, the systen may approach equil-
ibriuur by means of wage-price inflation, wj-th rising real
wage ancl output (Figure 5"6(b) ) . Final1y, it may exhibit
tendencies to instability, with prolonged wage and price in-
flation and recession in outputo unt-il either parameters or
speeds of adjustment change so that the real wage rises,
thus bringing the economy to Sect,ion II "

The reader is reminded that the possibility of insta-
bility (once it exists) becomes great.er the less the speed
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of wage adjustment is in relation to the speed of price a-d_

justment" Thus, instabj-lity is probable to happen ín a

situâtion in wh.ich labour is the loser in the wage_price

race "

Moreover, it may l:e of interest to note that in most

of the cases discussed. above, the system must finally ap_

proach equilibrium from Sect.ion I of the diagrams, which
means wage and price def latj-on. As r,r¡ill- be seen in tlie fol._
lor,ring paragraph, price and wage deflatíon rnay be avoided hy

means of an íncrease in the monel¡ supply" In the absence of
policy, however, and, in the presence of some dor¡¡nv¡ard in-
flexibility, the process of equilibrati,on may be painfuJ_.

It is obviousl-y not legitimate to identify the dyna_

mic movement of this model econony to the ,'real world" wíth_
out, some eLaboration of the simple model- used in this Sec_

tion. Nevertheless, it is interest,ing .to see how parametric
shocks would work themselves out in this simple fra.mework.

In the next paragraph, the effect of a change in the nroney

supply is briefly examined.

A change in the nominal stock of noney r^rill displace
the commodity equilibr:_um locus along OEL, to the right for
an increase and to the left for a decrease in Ms. Thus,

for an increase in money supply, the path of equilibrat,ion
will be as in Figure 5.6, with the resuLts of the ¡,cïude,,
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quantity theory holding between equilibria. If the syst-em

happened to be in Section I when the money suppJ-y changed,

some of the deflation necessary for equil-ibration will be

avoided.

llith the analysis of the non-durable commodity model

complete, the discussion in part (d) below introduees non-
durability and inventories in an informal way.

(d) Dls_e,qrrilib¡:ium analysis. l{o4-durabl-e corìnodity.

As has al.ready been r¡.entioned. introduction of inventories
in the modet implies thaL. the commodity market no longer has

t,o clear by means of price variation sufficient to make de-

mand equal to product.íon in each period. Inventoïy move-

menL may take up some of the discrepancy, and some price
change may also happen.

To the extent that inventory posiL,ions are changed to
accomnod.ate part of the excess supply or dema-nd in the com-

modity market, one must expect that inventory positions will
affect, plans for production and demand for labour in the
next period. It thus becomes the case that production and

sales pl-ans, as we]-l as demand for labour, are ncw dependent,

on the inventory position which reflects the past history in
the commodi ty market.

The formal modification necessary to the modeL in
order to take accor¡nt of inventory s¡¡.aa, on the dynamic
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movement of the syst.em is thus not the simplest one, since
it involves making labour demand and supply of the commodíty

dependent on the integral of past excess flow demands " Such

formal modification will- not be attenpted but instèad the

obvious changes in results wíll l:e d.j-scussed, with the help
of diagrammatic analysis.

Consider Figure 5.7(a), an exact duplicat.e of those

illustrating the non-durable commodity case. Âny point on

the line Ol- in thís Figure indicates equilibrium in the
labour market. Tf firms: are in st.ock equilibrium, the same

line describes labour market equilibriurn in the model of the
present section.

No\4r suppose that firms have inventories in excess of
the optimum amount: Lhen, at what was before the equili-
brium real wage these firms will demand less 1abour,64 -rrd
as a consequer¡ce, the line OL in the Figure indicates ex_

cess supply of labour rather than equiJ.ibrium in the labour
market. As a matter of fact. the demand for labour will be

lower than before at any real wage level if firms are in an

excess inventory posiÈion, and the opposite is .erue if there
is inventory de ficiency.

This implies that the labour market equilibriurn locus
depends directly on the inventory position, and rot,ates

648u"^rru. production will be less than sales in Èhiscase. Compare the analysis of Section 4.4 infra.
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clockw'ìse if inventories are in excess and counter-crockv¡ise

if inventories are deficient. Moreover, Lhis dependence on

inventories means that the sl_ope of the 1ocus at any time
depends on the pâst history of equilibration of the economy "

Finally, it has already been mentioned, that in stock-fl-orv
equilibriun where flow demand equals flow suppl1, and in-
ventories are optimal, the .Iocus is that of the non-durable
mode 1 .

The dependence of the labour narket equilibrium locus

on the inventory position and consequently on the path of
equilibration is the first consequence of introducing inven_
tory considerations in the model rrnder analysis here. The

second. consequence concerns effective demand. The latter
has been assumed to depend on real-ízed íncome which is íden_

tical in value to realized- production. But realizeil produc_

tion equals planned productíon when the real wage is above

equilibrium and firms are in the optimum inventory position;
hence w > ñ and inventories are in excess planned and

real-ized produetion will be less than they woul-cl be with
stock equilibrium. Since realized ouÈput is one of the de_

termínants of demand for commodit.ies, tha-t demand wil_L be

less than r¡hat it rvould be if firms were in stock equír-ibriu¡n
The above remarks with regard to the consequences of

inventory considerations on realized demand have been

I
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confined to the case where the real wage is above its long_
run, stock-flow equ.ilibrium vaj-ue. For levels of the real

(c)
Figure 5.7

$rage below this valueo the planned production wil-l agaÍn be

affected by inventory posit,ions but sínce realized production
is less than planned, there will- probably not be any conse_

quences on realized demand income and commodi ty stoek dis_
equi librium.

The third consequence of introducing inventory consi_
derations invol-ves commodity supply as distinct from produc_

tion. If there is excess inventory, pJ-anned commodity

suppJ-y will be assumed to exceed production by the amoi:nt of
planned inventory liquidatíon, while with inventory defici-
ency plaaned supply wí11 fa1l short of planned production.
The fact that planned production v¡ill not materialize at
wage 1eve3-s below equilibrium complicates matters a little,
and the situation is better expl-ained with the help of
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Figure 5. 7.

In Figure 5.7(b), solid lines represent the originaj-
loci and dotted lines the new loci under the assumption of
a sud.den inventory shock v¡hich has brought fir:ms into a com-

modity stock surplus position.65 The Labour market equilí-
brium locus rohates to Ol,t from OL and the commodíty market

equilibríum locus shifts to CrErCt from CEC.

The rotat,ion in the laåour market locus has been suf-
ficiently explained both in this Section and ín Chapter TV.

The shift in the commodity market locus is due both t.o en-
dowment effects of the third kind operatíng on rLenrand.

through realized income, and to the effects of invent.ory
positions on supply, both mentioned. above. At. point A in
the Figure, production after the inventory shock has t,al<en

place is less than before, and so is income and demand.

SuppJ-y is the same as before. The result is excess comnodity

supply at A, an il a lower price 1evel is needed t.o equilibrate
the market, that is. CE shifts to CrEr. At point B, on the
other hand, productÍon and income are the same as before,66
and. so is demand, but sales are higher due to inventory
liquidation. Hence there is again excess supply at, B, and

65^- -one may choose to think of this situation as caused.by a fal-1 ín the optimum amoìmt of inventories of producers.
66^.St-nce realj-zed production is less than planned, thefact that planned production is less than before- probafíy

does not matt.er.
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the commod.ity locus has shifted to E'Ct from EC"

In sunurary, inventory surpluses rctate the l"abour

market locus clockwise and shift the co:nmod.ity ma.rket locus

to the left.

Now consider Figure 5"7(c) for the ce_se of inventorry

deficiency. The laJ¡our market locus rotates counter-c1ock-

wise as expected" For the conrmodity mð_rket locus, at point
A, pr:oduction and income are higher than before and so ís de-

mand for commodities, while supply is either the same as be-

fore or less. Hence there ís excess corucodity demand after
the shock which produced inventory defS.ciency, an<l the locus

shifts to CrEr from CE" On the other hand, at poit"¡t B,

production is the same as before and. so is income and demano6.7

Supply is either the same or less than before. Thus, poinÈ

B is either an equiJ-ibríum agaín, or a point of exces-q de-

mand, in which case EC shifts to E'Ct.
fn suìTunary, inventory deficiencies rotate the labour

market locus counter-clocl<wise ancl shift, all or portion of
the commodity market locus to the right.

lilith the consequences of introduction of inventories
clear at least in diagrammatic terms, the investigatÍon now

proceeds to analysis of equilibration Ín this case. In

67rh. f..t that planned production is higher than be-fore is irnmaterj-al, since it, is not realizable]
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Figure 5.8 the initial position of full stock-flow equili-
brium in.the syst,em was original-ly at E, but a decrease in
the demancl for commod-ities68 has autonomously shifted the

commodity locus to C,EtCt. At point E there now exist.s ex*

cess supply of commodities though the labour market is still_
in equilibrium.

For the sake of simplicity in exposition, 1et the

system stay at point E for one period. This implies príce
rigidity and adj ustmen t, in the commodity market solely via
inventory variation. At the end of the period, j-nventories

are in excess and f i r:r¡s reduce their planned produc-tion at
the goirig real- rvage OI^I; full employment of labour nov¿ re-
quires a fal-l- in the real wage equal to the difference be-

tween the slopes of OL and OLr. At the init.ial príce level,
the fall in the money wage necessary to achieve thís result
is equal to Ea. The unemployment associateil v/ith this situa-
tion has been called "involuntary",69 since it, occurs in a

situation in which the equilibrium real wage indicated by OL

rules but the l-abour supplied at this real urage cannot al1
find employment. Since Ct, is clearly not "too high', for
stock-fl-ow equilibriu:n, it i.s appropriate to attribute the

unemployment at. E not to a real wage that is too high but to

68_- -Impl_ying an algebraically equal shift in the demand
money.

69Co*par. Patinkin, (1965), Chapter XIII.
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conditions of demand deficiency and price-vrage sluggishness.
If price-wage movements were instantaneous, the system \^¡ouLd

have moved to point Ei by vrage-price deflation and rr.o change

in employment ft¡ould occur.

The foregoing explanation of invoiuntary unemployment.

is thus properly atÈributed to sluggishness in the adjust-
meni: required from the price system in the face of a fall, in
aggregate demand, and seems cl_ose to Keynes, view of the
matter in Chapter 19 of the ,'General TheoryuTo Notice that,

even a fa1I in the money wage by Ea may not increase employ-

ment for any appreciable length of tíme, since re output

implied by OLt cannot be sold, inventorÍes accumulate and

Figure 5.8

70 (rsse) .
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the line OL r rotates clockwise aga j.n causi-ng îmemployment

in the system. The fa1l of the rnoney wage by Ea dj.d not,

afr-ect realized excess demancl in any positive way, and thus

the wage change aLone did not bring the system to equílibrium
neither did it correct the u_nenpioyment situation. It is
only through both wage and price faj-ls Lhat the sif-uation
may be corrected., the price fall stimulating rnoney deniand

for commodities and redu-cing ?ggrega.be excess commodity

supply. The system may then roove to botjr commodity and

labour market equi.libriurnn anr). finally to stock equJ.librium,
'71too.'- The path towards equílibriurn is not as simple as

before, however, because of inventory repercussj-ons on the

economy, and to this analysis the investigation now t.urns.

Consider again Figure 5.8, and assume that the eco-

nomy had been operating for some time in stock-fl-ow

7r _...-
.'-cf.ibid, pp"260 ff" The anatysís in Keynes is notexplicitly in terms of inventories, but the geneial ârgument

seems ve r]' close to the above analysis, especially on page
261 where he allows enterpreneurs Èo expecl t¡rat ã reaucãionin money wages wit"l al-low them t,o sell- more output than be*fore at an increaserl profit" This assumption iã equivalentto the-static expectations assumption in the text, and.
Keynest enterpreneurs are disappointed at the proceeds fromrealized ou.tput except ín the case where the mãrginal pro-pensíty to consume is unity. Hence, unemp lcymenú is againcreated. Final1y, the effect of fal-Iing wagãs and priões
is the same here as in Keynes (pp. 267 fi" ) .i.trough fär
reasons different than Keynesr since the dema¡:d side of the
model he¡: is "c]assj-cal" in flavour.
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equilibrium at point E, but the demand for eommodities

shifts, in period o!2 ø ClEtCr. The resul-ting coin-modi ty
excess supply is only partiall-y corrected via price change,

the price fa11in9 by Eb, and partially by inventory accumu-

lation. Period One thus opens with a higher ,..1 *.g.,73
and employment and production fa1l, due to this higher wage.

But thís is not the only effect in this economy: inventory
accumulation has affected planned production negat,ively,
and the latter is less at all- real- wages than it was \,íith
stock equilibrium" The situation is refl-ect.ed in the ex-
cess supply of labour: if the money wage fal-ls to c, it.
wj-1-1 only red.uce the portion of unemployment which is due to
the higher real wage. A furt_her fall- to d is required to re-
duee the unemployment caused by inventory accumul-ation.

The fall in productíon result,ing from inventory accu-

mulation shifts the commodity locus further to C'tEtrcr r in-
tensifying the excess commodíty supply situatíon J.n perÍod
One. Both price and v/age nokr fal-l- in that period, in accord.-

ance wi th. the adjustment assì.mptions set out above, and the
economy moves southwest j.n te rms of price and wage configura_
tion. The inventory accumulation of peri od one, hoRre¡./er,

72tt *ítl- be found more convenient. to conduct thefollowing analysis in discrete time. for purposes of simpleri 1l-us trati on .

73The slop" of the line from the origin to b.
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again rotates OIrt clockwise and shifts Ct iEt rcrr to the left,
cancelling out some or aLl of the effects of price adjust-
ment.. If it cancels all these effects, the system is un-

stab le . I f it does not , the wages and prices f inally !'cat,ch

up" rvith an equili.brium point such as Etr where thel:e exísts
f1ov7 but not stock equilibrir-'^mo sínce inrzentories are stil-l
in excess. Gradual ínventory liquidatj.on at Er, shifts the
commodity locus to the ::ight and the labour l-ocus is ïot.ated
counter-clocl<wise , lcringing the economy to a sit.uation of
excess commodity and labour dem.and. Excess invent.ories are

now liquidaterl faster a,nd, soon become <leficient, and the
sit.uation completeLl¡ reveïses itself to one of boom and in-
flationary t,endencies o with descríption that should be ob-

vious given the analysis u-p to this point.
The final stocl<-f low equilibríum position of the

economy is at 8,. The stationary state solut.ion is thus
again insensiËíve to the complicatíons introduced in this
Sectíon, but the path to equilíÌcrium is again affected. The

situation now seems one of cyclical approach, if the syst.em

is stable. The st.ability of this modifieil system is seen to
depend on all the fact,ors affecting the stabilíty of the
simpler model and in addition on speeds having to do wíth
inventory adjustment. If the inventory adj ustnr.ent proceeds

with hígh speerl, the effecbs of that adjustment. on produc-

tion and clemand may be de-stabilizing. In terms of the
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above d-iagran'imatic ana-lysis, the higher such speeds a:re, the

more the l-oci Õf labour and co¡mnoditl¡ markets rotate and

shift in response to stocl< disequi li.brium"

The behaviour of real v;ages in th,is cyclícal movement

iÈ of importance. Returning to Figure 5.8, the real wage

may initialJ.y rise as the price falls to b, but thereafter
may be rising or fali-ing, depending on relative speeds of
response of the wage and price. It is E.rue, hov/ever, that,

it will eventual-1y be falling as the system al:proaches E"

and in this sense it may be said that the real wage in this
model behaves pro-cyc J-ical- ly, at least for some t-ime in the

recessíon. The same is true of the boom sitrlation.
ït is obvious that, the analysis in. this part. can be

carried furlheru and indeed it, could have been carried out

in more detail. However, enough has been done to provide a

basís for the comparisons sought in this thesis.
(e) Clqs:!4g remarks. The dísequilibrium model. with

exchange money developed in this Section is the one on the

basis of which comparisons between tatonnement and non-

tatonnement. equilibrat.ion will be carried out. The relevant
comparisons and the co¡r.cl-usions are contaíned in the next

sect.ion.
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5 . 4 corygar:iqon:s qÞd. çg4çlusions
The analysÍs of this Chapter has coneentrated oir pure

quantity endoi,¡ment effects as they operate beca_use of plan
fal-sification .in an aggregatè model where interdependence is
taken into accÒunt. All plans may be falsified in th¡ís

framework namely production, income and commodity sales
plans" Pure príce effects l-rave been assumed. vreIl-behaved,
arrd those of the second. l<ind have been assumed away.

The comparisons bett^reen tatonnement and non_tatonne_

ment will be carried ou.t in terms of the nod.el of (b), (c),
and (d) of Section 5.3, that is, the diseqrrilibrium nìode1

v¡Íth exchange money, ineludingi the durabl_e and the non-
durab le case .

Given the assurûpt.ion of we1l-behaved pure price ef_
fects, exemplified in ,'normal', slopes of functions, the
t,atonnement, model- was for:nd stable under any speeds of ad_

justment; its approach to\¡/ards equilibrium could not be

cycl-ical , that is, the \^¡age and price had to approach equi_
librium values either from aJoove or from below, depending on

initial conditions. Finall_y, its staLionary state was de_

termined in the labour markeL, given the assumptions employed.

The non-tatonnement model with the non_durable com_

modity presented the possibiLity of instability despite
well-behaved pure price effects. This possibility was
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greater the faster the speed of adjustment of price in rela-
tion to bhe speed of adjustment in the wage. Cyclical ap-

proach to equilibrium was also a possibility; finaIly, the
stationary state of this model was the same as that. of the

tatonnement version.

The non-tatônnement model with a durable commodity

was not formally analyzed, but some tentâtíve results emerge

from its graphical analysis. Stability in this model seems

a complicated question, dependent on speecls of adjustment of
prices, wages and commodity inventories; the approach t.o

equilibríum seems almost certainly cyclical; and the sta-
tionary state seems to be the same as in all other cases.

fn conclusion, despite the modifications and complica-

tions inÈroduced into the analysis of equilibration by con-

siderations of disequilibrium, the statíonary state seems

insensitive to these. The requirements for st.abÍlity, how-

ever, if v¡orked out on the basis of tatonnement, certainl-y
misrepresent \,¡hat is required for stabil_ity with disequili-
brium transactíons. The tat.onnement process only needs well-
behaved pure price effects, while introduct,ion of disequili-
brium and inventory considerations makes stability more

difficul-t to satisfy, and certainly makes speeils of ailjust-
ment rel-evant to it. Finall_y, the approach towards equili-
brium in the disequÍlibrium case is almost certainly cyclical,
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rn¡he reas the possibility of cyclical behavj.our does not exíst
in the tatonnement process.

ïn sulrunary. apart fxom the fact that the statíonary
state of the tatonnement process (and the consequent com_

parative statics) remainè the sane, the rest of the analysis
of equilibration under tatonnement does not approxj,mate, ín
any satisfactory measure, the out-of-equil_ibrium behaviour
and the stability requirements when disequilibrium is ex-
plicitly considered.



CHAPTER Vf

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This Chapter provides a summary of concfusions reach-

ed in this investigation, and an outline of suggestions for
further research on the subject"

The conclusions summarized here are -- unless otherwise

stated -- original with this thesis These concLusions

fa11 mainly into two general categories. Firstrthere a::e

those which are not based. on formal analysis, but are in the

nature of perceptions; observations regarding the relative
importance of factors involved in the.problem under analysis;
and critical poínts and evaluative remarks on the existíng
contributions. Second, there are those concfusions which

are derived from the main analysís in this thesis, and theïe-
fore constitute answers to the questions posed in this in-
vesr:igation,

Both categories of conclusions are d.eemed important,
for different reasons: the first category provides insights
to the problem at hand; assists ín the choice of direction
that the analysís should take; and suggests important points

of departure for further anatysis. The second category of
conclusions have obvious usefulness, since they provide

direct ans\^rers to the questions raised in this investigation.
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(a) Perceptions, observations, and critical points.

lTo begin wíth,' it is of considerable importance to realize
that the comparative static (or dynamic) method is based on
the determination of the stationary state by planned behav_
ioural functions and on the stabil_ity conditíons based on

these functions.2 ïf it turns out that realized rather than
planned behaviour determines the stationary state or the sta_
bility conditions or both, it may be the case that tradition-
a1 comparative statics will have to take this into account.

The question as to whether planned behaviour is rele_
vant outside equilibriurn arj_ses because, by def,ínition, some

of the (income, sales, and production) plans implied by this
behaviour are plainly not realizabfe in dÍsequilibrium.

Moreover, if realized behaviour determines the out_of_
equilibrium path of the economy, the additional question
arises whether the path Èraced by planned functions is at al_L

an approximation of the diseguilibrium path.
A useful framework in which effects of actual behaviour

may be discussed is provided by the classífication of endow_

ment effects into "pure-quantíty", ',pure-price,' effects, and.

a combination of the tu/o, the ,'quantity-price,, effects. Most

l-Most of the observations that follow are contained inChapter I of the thesis.
2clearly, this reafization

investigation, except perhaps foris spelled out.
is not original with this
the way in which the problern
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of the work on equilibration processes can be cat.egorized in
terms of the kinds of effects it concentrates upon.

lVhen disequilibrium production is consj-dered explicit_
1y, the possíbility arises Èhat not only prices but also
quantities may turn out to be "false". This important obser_
vation 1êads to a classification of disequilibrium models of
production and exchange in terms of the way in which ,,false,,
production volumes are disposed of. Three categories are
distinguished: first are those analyses where the false
quantity is absorbed by demand by means of sufficient príce
change; second, there is a strand of $7orks where the discre-
pancy between supply and demand is takèn care of by means of
inventory variations; ana, finafty, there exists the possi-
bility for an approach where the d5_screpancy is corrected
partially by price change and partially by inventory change.
The analysis in thís investigation has proceeded with models

that correct the discrepancy either Uy price change a1one,
or by a combination of inventory and price change. It is
obvious that this approach, which has both prices and. inven_
tories change in the face of a "false', production volume, is
superior .

With regard to early contributions on the subject of
market equilibratiorr, 3 

". 
Vlalras may be intérpreted to have

_ 
3Mo=t of the points made betow are contained inChapter II of this thesis.
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been concerned mainly with the role of pure_price effects.4
His conjecture that diagonaf dominance is a sufficient condi_
tion for tatonnement stability has now been proved corïect.
On the other hand, his search for conditions that make equi_
librium prices invariant to quantity_price effects points
towards a direction of research that has not been folfowed
by modern works on equilibration.

Edgeworth's concept of "sequential equilibration,,5 in
the determination of "normaf ', price has been judged useful ,
and has in fact served. as a point of departure for the anafy_
sis in Chapter V of this investigation.

Marshal1 concerned. himself briefly with reafized trans_
actíons in a partial equilibrium setting, and established a

conditíon under which the equilibríum price is insensitive
to such transacti-ons.

Wicksteed took the route of ,,imperfect market attend_
ancerr in the equilibration process. From a casual_empiric i sm

point of view, this is an eminently reasonable approach to
take; though it has not been followed up. It seems reason_
able to expect that quantity-price endoùrment effects may not
be important at all in thís process, since traders do not
stay in the market to experience a price change subsequent

â.'This point is due to W.

5-.th]-s uterpretation of(1973).

Jaffe, (1967) .

Edge\dorth is due to Wal-ker,
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to their transactions.

ÃFinaì-ly, - Hicks' establishment of the fact that pure-
price effects are the maín problem in the stability analysis
of tatonnement exchange is an important contribution. De-

spite the fact that he established it in a "non-dynamic',

setting, j.t re-surfaces in fu1l dynamic analysis. fn fact,
most, of the proofs of dynamic stability in multi-market sys-
tems are effectively based on assumptions that make pure-
price effects unable to cause instability. Such excl-usion

of Giffen goods is not the most attractive feature of this
strand of analyses

Work on non-tatonnêment processes of equilibration
has been confined to pure exchange models, Extension to in-
cJ-ude production is obviously desirable. In any event, it
has been found that quantity-príce effects, which are given

the upper hand in the non-tatonnement process of exchange,

do not in fact make stability harder to achieve.T ,h"
stationary state is, however, sensitive to the path that
actual behaviour takes.

The contributions on stabÍtity of non-tatonnement

exchange, however, suffer from a serious defect: they assume

that all agents remain in the market for the duration of the

6Most of the foflov¿ing conclusions
Chapter III of this thesis.

Tlhis stability resul-t is due to K.
(1971).

are contained in

Arrow and. F. Hahn,
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equilibration process, despite the fact that transactions
are allowed at all prices. While it. is reasonable to hâve

market participants stay in the market for the whole duration
of the equilibration process when no transactions are allowed
outside equilibrium, the same assumption in non-tatonnement

analysj-s is questionable. I{hy, indeed, would an individual
who has succeeded. in obtaining his optimaf commodity bundle
(at a disequilibrium price vector) remain ín the markêt any

further?

There are two possible solutions to thís contradic-
tory situat.ion. One is, of course, to adopt Wicksteed's

"imperfect attendance', concept, and. proceed to anafysis of
the non-tatonnement process on the basis of a variable num-

ber of traders. A consequence of this is that quantity-
price endowment effects might l-ose much of their importance.
If this is shown to be so, the concentration of present con-

tributions on these effects wí11 in fact turn out to irave

been partially a waste of effort.
The other possible solution is to postulate that

trad.ers remain in the market for speculative reasons. But,

in this case, not only \,ri11 the analysis have to include
specific assumptions on expectations, but afso its scope and

the questions asked will be different.
Neither of the above seems a pleasant prospect for

the contributions on the subject of non-tatonnement in pure
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exchange, This is the main reason why analysis of this
thesís does not use them as points of departure.

From the strand of vrorks in other than the pure

lfalrasian tradition, there are promising points of departure.

Thus, the partial disequilibrium analysis of production and

exchange in this thesis constructs a model whose reduced

form is simil-ar to that of the cobweb model . For general-

disequílibrium analysis, the poinÈs of departure are Clower's

distinction of notional versus effective demands; the feasi-

bility of pLans in disequil íbríum;. and the role of inventor-

ies as determinants of disequílibrium behaviour, hinted at

by D. Patinkín. These considerations are examined in the

context of an "Edgeworthian" process of "sequential equilibra-

tion", r,vi th attention paid to the operation of pure-quantity

and other endorvment effects.
(b) Maín conclusions of the analysis undertaken. The

main results of the analysis undertaken in this thesis may

now be stated. In the context of partial disequilibrium
RanalysÍs- with one (durable or non-d.urable) commodity under

perfect competition, where only sales plans may be unfeasible,

the result is that introduction of disequilibiium in produc-

tion (with the consequent "false" volumes of output) does not

change the stationary state of the model- as compared to that

of the model with tatonnement. The importance of this resul-t

8Th""" results are derived in chapter rv.
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is obvious: comparative statíc analysis can continue to use

the traditional method of deriving theorems, since introduc_
tion of disequilibrium in production does not make for
change in the equilibria that this analysís concentrates
upon. (lhere remains the question of information from sta-
bility conditions, on which see below.)

When disequilibrium in exchange during each market
period is considered in addition, the claim in this thesis
is that the stationary state stil1 remains the same (though

nothing has been said about its stability). Thus, the impor_

tance of the quantity-price endowment effecÈs is reduced to
almost nil: ít wíI1 be recalled from Chapter III and (a)

above that they require rather unreasonable assumptions in
order to operate, but since it also turns out that their
operation itself is insignificant from the point of view of
derivation of theorems, there is LÍtt1e left in them worth
exarnining.

With regard to the stabiJ-ity conditions under disequi-
librium behaviour, stability is invariably more difficult to
satisfy than in the case hrhere tatonnement is assumed.

Since non-tatonnement in pure exchange is stable under the
same conditions as the tatonnement process, the conclusion
foffor^'s that it is the introduction of production consídera-
tions in disequilibrium which makes stability more difficult.

Vlith regard to the behaviour of the system outsíde
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equilibrium, the conclusion is that the out_of_equilibrium
path traced by the tatonnement process model is a gross mis_
representation of the paÈh actually tracecl when disequili_
brium is taken into account in production. The latter path
tends to be cyclical most of the time, while the tatonnement
path is unLikely to exhíbit cycles. Care should be taken,
therefore, not to mistake the insensitivity of the stationary
sÈate to disequilibrium as licence to use other features of
the tatonnement model, such as its path of approach to
equil ibrium.

Fina11y, the fact that stability conditions are differ-
ent when explicit disequilibrium is all-oured does not seem to
change comparative statie theorems derivable from tatonne-
ment analysis, for the reason that when the more stríngent
stabiLity conditions for the disequilibrium moder are satis-
fied, so are the conditions for stabitity of tatonnement, on

the basis of which comparative analysis derives signs of
variable changes .

. fn the partial analysis of monopoly in disequilibrium,
the conclusion is again that the stationary state remains the
same. Moreover, production and price are both sensitive to
the stock position of the producer, as \¡/ould. be expected by

intuition. The out-of-equilibrium behaviour of the disequi_
librium model again cliffers from that of the tatonnement
version.
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When general analysis of disequilibrium is under_
o

taken, - the equilibratíon process is found to be crucially
dependent on feasíbility of plans for income creation and

plans for production in addition to the sales plans. Endo$r_

ment effects of the pure-quantj.ty variety are important in
this respect. Realized behavíour turns out different from
planned, and this has consequences for the equilibration of
the system, too. Thus, for examplè, the tabour market has

to equílibrate largely by means of its own devices when

realized behaviour is taken into account.

Despite the above, the stationary state of the dis-
equilibrium model seems to be the same as that of the model

with tatônnement. Stability is again more difficult to
satisfy than in tatonnement, as before. Comparative statics
theorems do not seem to be affected by this, however; and

finally, the out-of-equilibrium behaviour of the tatonnement

moilel is far from a faithful representation of the'path
followed under disequilibrium.

' This string of conclusions is thus seen to carry in_
tact from the partial disequilibrium analysis. Such insensi_
tivity may be considered an indication of the strength of
results obtained.

o-Most of the concfusions which fotl-ow are derived inChapter V of this thesís.
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(c) Suqgestions for further ïesearch. This could be

made a long section. The reason 1íes not only in the sim-

plicity and abstractness of the analysis employed in this
thesis, but also in the fact thæt search of the literaturê
has brought up a number of points that are judged to be worth

following up.

Thus, the search for conditions for invariance of
equilibríum prices in exchange, fírst undertaken by Walras

and continued by Marshall seems a r.íorthwhil-e direction of
research. Results in this area would be expected to produce

conditions under which the equilibration process with false
transactions d.oes not bear on the equilibrium itse1f.10

$Iicksteed's concept of "imperfect market attendancê"

is certainly r¡zorth pursuing for mechanisms of exchange, since

easual empirical observation suggests its plausibility.

l{ith regard to mo¿iels of the cycle, it may be worth-

r¿hil-e to examine in detail the question r¡ihether they a11ow

an implicit tatonnement assumption in the process of deriva-
tion of their basic dynamic equations,

lfith regard to the analysis developed in Chapter IV,

a possible exÈension lies in the consideration of a multi-

10_--One may remark that since quantity-price effects
require "unreasonable" assumptions it may not be worthwhite
to search for conditions under which they are inoperative.
Ilo\,¡ever, it has been mentioned that perfect market attend-
ance is not unreasonable for specuÌators in markets, and for
these markets, therefore, quant.i-ty-price effects wifl still-
be relevant.



market system, keeping the assumption of no dependence

input markets. This would provide some insight of the

effects of interdependence (via priees) of demands and

duct.ion levels in a disequilibrium model of production,
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from

pro-

with
tatonnement exchange.

The analysis of non-tatonnement in exchange coupled

with disequitibrium in production should be formal-ized. Re-

sults from this line of research would establish, as mention-

ed above, the relative importance of quantíty-price effect.s.
Finally, the analysís of monopoly with inventories

offered in this thesis is onty a simple beginning to a con-

sideration of quantity-price dynamics.

With regard to the general disequilibrium analysis
of Chapter V, the first item in the agenda seems to be formal-

introduction of inventories in the simple model used. Fur-

ther, more "realistic" expectation formation hypotheses could

be attempted; intertemporal choice could be introduced. as a
possibilityr an attempt to extend the analysis to a multi-
commodity framework could be made; other assets al-ternative
to money could be introd.uced, "Keynesian" problems of demand

deficiencies could be examined; and price setti.ng, and some

price rígidity or sluggishness in príce adjustment could be

as sumed .

It is not claimed here that the simpfe model developed

Ín Chapter V is amenable to all the above extensions and
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modifications without major change: neither is the tist of
extensions and modificatíons exhaustive. The purpose has

only been to indicate that the analysis of disequitibrium is
in fact in an infant stage, and'therefore a multitude of im-

provement.s are possibJ-e in a number of directions.
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APPEND]X TO CHAPTER III

STABILITY: CONCEPTS AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The brief discussion in this Appendix is based in part
1on Newman-. First, tocal stability is discussed and then the

second method of Lyapounov, both very briefly.
An equilibrium is locally, asymptoticalJ-y stable if a

sufficiently small displacement of the system from equilibrium
results to a tendency of the system to approach equilibrium,
given sufficient time. Consider the dynamic system

P. = K. (Et)
l- .t ' .l'

( i=l ,2,..n) (1.11)

discussed in Chapter I. Assume that there exists a price vec-

tor at which all excess demands become zero, and. linearize the

system iñ the neighbourhood of this equilibrium price vector

to obtain

P=KJP (3.A.1)

T{here P is the nxl dimensional vector of time derivatives of
prices, K is the nxn díagonal matrix of speeds of adjustment,

J the nxn Jacobian of excess demands and P the nx1 dimensional

price vector. Modification of units of measurement to make

all elemênts in the main diagonal of K equal to unity trans-
forms the system to

1(tser)
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P = JP ( 3.A.21

clobal stability of this 1ínear system implies only
locaL stability of the original system sÍnce the Jacobian J
has been evafuated in the neigihbourhood of equitibrium. Foï
stability of the linear system (3.A.2) it is \¡¡ell-known that
the real parts of alt the characteristic roots of J must be

negative .

Global stabitity necessitates consideration of the ori_
ginal, nonl-inear system. In this respect, Lyapounov's second

method can be used. One must be able to claím that the sys_

tem tends to return to equilibrium after a displacement. ir_
respective of magnitude .

Lyapounov¡ s method utilizes, most of the time. some

measure of "distance" from the equilibrium. The aim is to
show that such a measure decreases as time passes.

One possible definj-tion for a Lyapounov function may

now be given. Consider the system (1.11), nor47 written as

foLlows:

p=f(p) (1.11a)

where p and P are nx1 dímensional vectoïs and the assumption

is that equilibríum is at the originl. Suppose that there
exists a scalar function (from n-dimensional space to single

1A harmless assumption, since
of P to measure derivations from any

it invol-ves ie-definition
non-zero equilibrium.
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dimensional one), with continuous first partial derivatives,
sueh that

(a) v(o)=O (where o is the nuIl vector)
(b) V(P) positive for all non-zero vectors P

(c) V(P) negative for all non-zero P, along the

solution of ( 1.11a)

(d) V(P) tends to infinity as the norm of P does

so.

Then, the system is asymptotically stable in the large, i.e-,
g1oba1ly stable.

Distance functions satisfy (a), (b), and (d) of the

above requirements. It thus remains, in order to prove stabil-
ity by this method, to shoÌ,r that (c) above holds.

As has been al-read.y mentioned in Section 3.1 of this
Chapter, this method or variations of it have been extensively

used to prove g1obaI stability in tatonnement and non-

tatonnement analyses.



APPENDTX TO CHAPTER TV

(A) GLOBAL STABILTTY ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL WITH NON-

TATONNEMENT TN PRODUCTTON (SECTION 4.2)

Consider the non-linear funclamental equation of the

system of Section 4.2-c, solved explicitly for p:

na=n-t tF (pt_l) 1= f (p._r) (44.1la)

and transform the axes so that the equilibríurn price is
zero, that is,

f(0)=0 (A4.14).

The equilibrium origin of the dynamic system (4.11a)

is then uniformly asymptotically stable in the large if a

functÍon V(P) can be found such thaÈl

(a) v(e") >0 for PalO

(b) 
^v(Pr) 

<0 for Pal0

where Âv (Pt ) =v (Pa) -v (Pt_t) =v If (pt_l) I -v (pt_r)

(c) v(0)=0

(d) v{e.)*- asll e. ll*- ..

)Let V(P")=Pa-, which obviously satisfies (a), (c) and

(d), be the Lyapounov function for the system. For condition
(b) to be satisfied so that the system is stable as defined

we must have

vlr(Pt-r)l-v(pr-t)=f(P.-r) -n?-r.o (A4.ls)

l-See Chapter III, Appendix, for the continuous time
variant of this method. For discrete time formulations see
Takayama, (I974\ , and Ogata, (1967) , pp.486ff.
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or thè equivalent condition

Irte"l l<le.l (A4.16)

The condition (4.15) is represented graphíca11y in Figure

A.4.2, which shows the graph of f (Pa) along with two 45"

fines. As long as the graph of the functíon lies in the

shaded area between the tv/o 45o lines the system is stabfe

as defined above.

¡t?+)

f(?t)

Étgr^re A. \.L

It may be useful to consider the economic meaning of
the stability condition (4.10) before discussion of the

cases presented in Figure A.4.2 ís undertaken. Closer ex-

amínation of equation (4.l1a) shov,/s that f (pa) denotes the

demand price necessary for market clearance of the commodity

supplied, given the price of production PË. In the light of
this interpretation, the stability condition (4.16) says

that the demand price of each amount produced must always

be less in absolute vafue than the price on the basis of
which production proceeded in period t. Thus, the price at
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which the market cleaïs in period t+l must always be less in
absolute vafue than the price of periôd t on the basis of
which production became available. In this way, the "energy"

of the system becomes constantly dissipated and the equili-
bration process tends to the origin with time.

An examinat.ion of the two cases of Figure 4.4.2 is
now ín order. Case (a) depicts f (P) negatively sloped, indi-
cating that supply and demand responses are such that a falt
in price requires a rise in the demand price necessary to

clear the market. This witl happen when the supply response

to a change ín príce is opposite in sign to the demand

response. For example, if the quantity suppfied rises and

the quantity demanded fafls with a rise in price, a fatl in
the price will bring forward less supply and will thus re-
quire a rise in the demand price necessary for flow equili-
brium in the market.

Suppose, for example, that the initial price is Po in
the Figure. Given the quantity produced on the basis of this
príce, the demand price is Pr. On the basis of this príce

there is again production, the clearance of which necessi-

tates a higher demand price (Pr) than before. Thus, a fall
in the price from P to P- raises the ile¡nand orice from P- o I - ----- -1
to P2. The system is seen to cycle around the origin and

approach it in the process. The case is equivalent to that
of case (a) of Figure 4.1 of the text but the rather
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restrictj-ve condition on the sl-opes of the curves is now

replaced by the more general one of eguation (4,16). The

generality of this latter condition wilf be discussed be1ow"

Case (b) of Figure 4.4.2 depicts a situation where a

fall in price necessitates a fall in the demand price for
flow equilibrium. This wifl happen \^rhen the demand and

supply responses to price are of the same sign. ff for
example, a fall i.n price reduces both quantity supplied and

demandei!, a lower price will bring forward less supply and

this will in turn require a lower price for market clearance.

Consider P^ as the initiaf price: the demand price neces-o

sary for market clearance is p, from Figure A.4.2b- Given

this price, the amount supplied in the next peïiod is such

that the demand price for market clearance is pr. Thus, a
falI of the price from Po to Pl necessitates a similar fall
in the demand price from Pf to P2. the case is simifar to
(b) in Figure 4.1 of the text, and the approach to equili-
brium is from one side, that of the initial price.

The stabil-ity condition of equation (4.16'), and its
graphical representatíon in Figure A.4.2 are more generaf

than the condition derived from the linearized version of
the dynamic equation, j-.e., from equation (4.12) in the

text. The stability condition from that method was that the

ratio of price responsiveness of the two functions, Fn,/Ho,

be less than unity in absotute value. The implication \4ra s
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that the own price elasticity of demand at each and every
point must be greater than the elasticity of supply with
respect to the pïoduct pïice at each and every price-quantity

)combinatíon.- As may be seen frorn inspection of Figure

A.4.2, however, this need not be the case for stability of
the system to obtain: it is conceivabfe that the slope

conditíons are violated. in some range but stability may

still obtain. To see thj-s more clearly, it may be desirable
to linearize the function f around. a rand.om point p*. The

l-inearized form then becomes:

f (Pr) = f (PË) + Fp,/Hp (PEPt)

the slope of which is Fp,/Hp. ft shoul_d be clear that the

stability condition (4.16) may be satisfied even íf for some

price ranges the slope of the above function is greater than

unity in absolute va1ue, since (4.16) only requires that pt

be greater than f (P, ) in absolute vrloe.3
'I:'

Thus, in the case of non-linear specification of
functions, it may be the case that the typical stability
conditions derived from the standard treatment of the problem

are violated and yet the system is stable. An illustration

(A4 .17 )

. 
2fhu own price elasticity of demand may be written

-HpP/Q and the elasticity of supply rop/e, whãre e isguäntity. The requirement that the absolute vafue of F^ isless than the absolute value of Ho thus means that the ãlas-ticities must bear the refationship mentioned in the text.
3th" di".rr"sion of course implies that f is nonlinear,

and consequently Fn, Hp are funcÈions of p.
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of this point. is in Figure A4.2b¡ stability is present

throughout, but nevertheless the slope of f at, e.g., point
A is greater than unity in absolute value.

(B) SOLUTTON OF THE MONOPOLTSTTS PROBLEI4 (SECTTON 4.4)

The probl-em is to maximize (assuming the discount

rate is zero)
r^ (4

,= )i" (r) dt =/ tR (r) -c (r) I dt
with cosL "iu u.*""Ífunctions given by

C (t)=aeo (t) 2+¡ [r (t) -r*] 2

O" (t) = c-dP (r)

and inventory at time t given by

rr-=l: Ieo (x) -es (x) I dx

Use of the follorving transformations :

ø"ttl{ oo(x)ax, u=ttlJl es(x)dx (A4.so)

enables one to write

z=Jf r*rrl -c (r) tdrlfår"qi tq=l 
2 

-aqo-b (qo-qs+r (0) -r*) lat
that is,

z=lr(q=,ôs, qo,ôo) dt (A4.sr)

Conditíons necessary for the maximum of z are4

Fqç. -dldt(Fås)=0 and Fncr -a,/dt(Fuo)=0 (A4.52)

Calculation of the derivatives and substitution in(A4.52)
yieJ-ds the optimal rules given ín the text, equations (4.43)

anil (4.44) .

(44.40)

(A4.41)

(A4 .42)

(A4 .4s)

 see A. Danese, (1965 )


